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• "The Watrous Flush Valves operating 
in the Park Plaza Hotel have given us ex
cellent service for the past fourteen 
years," writes Manager Roland R. Sheadle 
in his letter at right. 

This beautiful St. Louis hotel is typical 
of thousands of fine buildings throughout 
the country where Watrous Flush Valves 
have been a constant source of Satisfac
tion ... a logical result of their .sound 
design and careful workmanship. 

Specifying Watrous Flush Valves for 
your postwar buildings will assure your 
clients of the same enduring, trouble-free 
performance that Watrous users are con
sistently reporting. 

For complete information on Watrous 
Flush Valves, see Sweet's Catalog File or 
write for Catalog No. 448-A. Also ask for 
Bulletin No. 477 giving 
a summary of "Archi
tects' Views on Flush 
Valve Applications." 

THE IMPERIAL BRASS MFG. CO. 
1240 W. HARRISON STREET 

CHICAGO 7, ILLIMOIS 

Parlr Plaza Hotel, 
St. Loals. Ml11Hrl, ..................... 
wf .. W..._ ..... YGI•••· 
L O. Schopp 411141 
E. J. la•.an, Archffects. 
J. A. Mclrhle, ,._...., 
c..troctw. 



THE RECORD REPORTS 

Murray-Patman Bills and Construction • What of the 

NBA. After ihe War? • WPB Strengthens Restrictions 

Building Programs • U. S. Prefabs for Britain, France 

As WASHINGTON conversation skips 
about among the familiar themes of 
manpower shortage, the amounts of 
money this or that agency is likely to 
get out of Congress, OPA regulations, 
etc., Washington lobbyists have an 
uncomfortable sense that the Murray
Patman bills to create a national budget 
somehow may prove important. The 
bills require that the government call 
the turn on prosperity and depression 
and that, having called the turn, it 
make high employment its touchstone 
in deciding what to do or not do. 
Whether high employment would bet
ter be maintained by the programs 
usually associated with the left, such as 
large scale public works, high mini
mum wages, taxes on idle money, and 
the like, or, on the contrary, by reduc
ing the part government plays in 
business, cutting taxes on companies 
and on persons in the higher brackets 
-is a question left, entirely, to the 
future discretion of the President and 
Congress. 

Effects on Construction 

The lobbyists seem to feel that the 
proposal is too big, too suggestive of 
future trends to dismiss and too vague 
to tackle. Those who watch the con
struction field say that it could result 
either in greater opportunities to build 
for their constituents or in a flood of 
public projects that would squeeze 
some of 'them out. Because construc
tion is among the most sensitive indus
tries, fluctuating with, but more sharp
ly than, the general business curve, 
the lobbyists take it for granted that, 
if the bill passes, it is building pri
marily that will be tinkered with. 

This is not quite the point of view 
of those sponsoring the legislation. 
They are keenly interested in construc
tion and when they hold hearings will 
give much time to it. They cannot 
imagine high peacetime employment 
during a construction slump. But they 
are far from supposing that the con
tinued prosperity to which they aspire 
could be engineered by an unfailing 
construction boom. Like Beardsley 
Ruml, they consider building an essen
tial but not sufficient condition for a 
permanent bull market. 

connected with construction is forced 
to pad his wage or price demands to 
build up reserves for the lean years. 
Assured that such lean years would 
not come, they could work profitably 
for less. The reductions in construction 
costs, they feel, would tap new markets. 

Search for Programs 

The second quest will be for specific 
programs for continued high building 
employment. It is taken for granted 
that when this question is asked, every 
special construction interest will dump 
its proposals in the records of the Con
gressional committees so that all of 
the old controversies - public versus 
private building, effects of local codes, 
property taxes, etc. - will be fought 
again. Congressional investigations are 
like that. 

Staff members want to know what 
the industry could do if it were con
tinuously at work. They want to re
build all America every generation, 
with the construction industry in par
ticular replacing public construction 
and housing in that time. Given 35,-
000,000 families, the steady replace
ment of urban and rural home units 
would provide a bigger housing mar-

ket year after year than the industry 
enjoys during booms. 

The pictures of full employment 
drawn by the Congressional commit
tee, evidently, will be background to 
proposals by Henry Wallace for achiev
ing it. The prospect arouses all kinds 
of reactions among Congressmen -
enthusiasm, curiosity, fear that descrip
tion of what full employment would 
be like will make the electorates 
expect too much. 

Reaction of Trade 

The Washington trade assoc1at1on 
men who might be expected to ex
press unqualified dislike of the whole 
situation are not doing so. Whatever 
official attitudes they may voice Iara, 
they observe now that the Murray 
bill in itself is a blank on which any
thing might be written. They find 
kind words for Wallace. They take 
note of the many reports that he is 
blueprinting a "Bureau of Industrial 
Economics" and another "Bureau of 
Construction Economics" modeled up
on the Bureau of Agricultural Eco
nomics which he created in the Depart
ment' of Agriculture. They expect him 
to expand the statistical work of the 
Department. Groups which have been 
urging that a construction division be 
formed in Commerce do not intend to 
withdraw. 

Those at work on the Murray bill 
will not be alone in study of the con
struction industry. Murray's Small 
Business Committee is at work on a 
senes of hearings which, indeed, may 

(Continued on page JI) 

One question will be how the assur
ance of steady jobs would affect the 
industry. It is the assumption of the 
committee staffs that most everybody 

"There's one thing I don't like about these magnesium houses, my dear-" 

-Drawn for the RECORD by Alan Dunn 
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FOUR MAJOR ADVANTAGES of 
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PC GLASS BLOCK 
CONSTRUCTION 

• Light Transmission. PC 'Glass Blocks admit a 
generous upply of diffused daylight, direct 
it over wider area where it i needed most. 
Less artificial light is used . 

•Insulation. PC Glass Blocks have valuable 
insulating properties, reduce heat losses 
th rough I igh ting areas. 

• Easy Cleaning. Large panels of smooth-sur
faced PC G lass Blocks can be cleaned quickly 
and easily by a man with a long-handled 
brush . 

• ·Permanence. PC Glass Blocks are not easily 
broken. There is no sash to rot, crack, rust 
or need repainting. Repairs of any kind rarely 
are needed. 

In addition, PC Glass Blocks deaden dis
tracting ounds, lessen condensation, ex
clude dust and grit. Clean comfortable work
room protect the health of workers, enable 
precision machinery to operate continuously 
at top efficiency, r duce damage to goods in 
process. 

PC Glas Blocks can be recommended 
with assurance to your clients for new con
struction and plant modernization. They 
come in a wide range of sizes and designs. 
Pittsburgh Corning Corporation, Room 722, 
632 Duqu ne Wa , Pitt burgh 22, Penna. 

· Also makers of PC Foamglas · 

GLASS BLOCKS 
Distributed by 

PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY 

nod by 11\'. P. Fuller & Co. Oh the Pociflc Coat! 

PITTSBURGH CORNING CORPORATION 

632 DUQUESNE WAY, PITTSBURGH 22 , PA . 



'herever the plans call for 
Copper or Brass Pipe Lines 

SPE.CIFY 

ECONOMICAL INSURANCE OF CLIENT SATISFACTION 

The Silbraz joint - the modem threadless joint for copper and brass 
pipe or tubing - actually bonds pipe and fitting into a single, "one
piece" unit. 

An insert of silver brazing alloy incorporated in the fitting melts 
under the heat of an oxyacetylene torch and flows out between pipe 
and fitting to produce a permanent, leakproof bond. The completed 
joint is easily identified by a fillet of silver brazing alloy which appears 
at the end of the fitting where the pipe fits into it. 

Silbraz joints withstand the severest vibratiOn and shock - even the 
kind of abuse encountered in diesel locomotives, tanks, and fighting 
ships on which they are widely and successfully used. 

Fittings and valves for making Silbraz joints are produced by leading 
manufacturers. You can specify them with assurance for all types of 
buildings - for plumbing and heating lines, fuel, gas and process lines 
- wherever you want brass or copper pipe lines that can "take it" and 

gi:ve your clients full satisfaction. 
• Reg. U . S. Pat. Off. 

* •UY UNITID STATES WAR aoNDS * 

AIR REDUCTION 
,_,, Ollkts: .. UST 42111 smlT. •tw ~Olll 17, .. '· 

II Taaa: IUUOUA AlaCO US PIODUCTS CO. • -al Olllc": IOUSTH I. UXAI 
Ortic•• in ol/· 'rlncipol CiliH 

WITH THE 
SILVER RINGS 

ffe'a Ready to Fill 
Your Speclflcatlona 
lor Silbraz Jointa 

Better plumbinc and heatin 
tora already ha C COOtrac-

ve the •lledaJ Air 
oxyacetylene -u1 co s· . --. Pment for malria 
ilbru Jointa and th .. C 

do the Job y e lr:now-how'" to 
inatall "on. ~u ean rely on tbern to 

e-Jl1ece"" Silbru 
braaa piping •Yltema. copper or 
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1900 
"Of course, this wonderful kitchen 
has ELECTRIC LIGHTS!" 

Take a tip from the PAST 
the future i~ .~ 

~ f94X 
"Naturally, this modern kitchen is 
wired for an ELECTRIC RANGE!" 

YOU can't get away from it-selling people 
something they really want is infinitely easier 
and far less expensive than forcing them to take 
something less! And after Victory, builders and 
architects who have had the foresight to pro
vide Electric Range wiring will reap speedy 
benefits. For most people want Electric Ranges! 

HERE'S CONCRETE PROOF! 
In 194 1, ten times as many consumers de

manded Electric Ranges as in 1933. The trend 
is rapidly towards Electric Cooking. 

HOUSEHOLD MAGAZINE'S recent survey shows 
that 2.7 times as many women want an Electric 
Range as now own one. 

The large and rapidly growing swing to Elec
tric Cooking is also shown in survey made by 
McCALL'S MAGAZINE, OFFICE OF CIVILIAN RE· 
QUIREMENTS, SUCCESSFUL FARMING, and others. 

The additional cost of wiring for an Electric 
Range adds less than 12c a month to payments 
on a 20-year F. H. A. loan! 

Write for details-now. Ask for FREE book
let, "Wire Ahead". Address -

ELECTRIC RANGE SECTION 

NATIONAL ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION 

155 Ea•I 44th Street, New York 17, New York 

A·B STOVES . ADMIRAL . ELECTROMASTER. ESTATE HEATROLA. FRIGIDAIRE. GENERAL ELECTRIC· GIBSON 

• HOTPOINT • KELVINATOR • MONARCH • NORGE • QUALITY • UNIVERSAL • WESTINGHOUSE 
THE RANGE SERVICE OUTLET 

F 0 R EASIER 

10 

RANGES 

A SYMBOL OF THE 
MODERN POST-WAR HOME 



THE RECORD R E PORTS 

( Co11ti1111ed from page 7) 

provide some of the material for the 
National Budget bill sponsors. The 
questions to be asked by the two 
groups are similar. The Small Busi
ness Committee wants to know how 
much employment construction can 
provide and what, if anything, should 
be done to stimulate it. It will look 
into impediments to high construction 
but, it is explained and stressed, this 
will nGt result in a witch-hunt. Rela
tions between Murray's two groups are 
not yet clear. There will be like in
vestigations in the House. 

Taft Comm ittee 

Hearings by the Taft Committee re
solved pretty much into a debate be
tween those who favor and those who 
oppose continuation of the NHA after 
the war. 

Spokesmen for the industry objected 
that the work of FHA in promoting 
privately-financed housing simply does 
not mix with public building. NHA 
officials and those who opposed them 
generally agreed to the broad propo
sition that private industry take the 
lead and that public be allowed some 
place in the field; nevertheless, the 
debate on the future of NHA im
plicitly was over public building. 
Judging by their questioning of wit
nesses and their own comments, mem
bers of the Taft Committee were 
equally unimpressed by claims of 
private builders that they could take 
over the work of the housing authori
ties and by those asking federal sub
sidies for slum clearance. They simply 
did not believe that subsidies help 
eliminate slums. Whatever legislation 
is proposed will go to the Banking and 
the Education and Labor Committees 
which will hold hearings of their own 
before making any recommendations. 

Almost complete unanimity of opin
ion was shown by the various private 
building groups whose representatives 
testified in the Committee's final two 
days of hearings. Main points stressed 
were: 

1. The NHA should not be con
tinued into the postwar period. 

2. The various housing agencies 
should be returned to the independent 
status they enjoyed before the war. 

3. Low-income housing and slum 
clearance should be achieved by means 
other than public housing. 

Some disappointment was felt that 
with such men as Douglas Whitlock 
of the Producers' Council, Herbert 
Nelson of the National Association of 
Real Estate Boards, and Eric Johnston 
of the Chamber of Commerce testify-

ing, so little in the line of concrete 
suggestions for increased private low
cost housing should have been offered. 
Public housing enthusiasts pointed out 
gleefully that though all of the speak
ers had criticized public housing, none 
of them had offered anything as a sub
stitute. Certainly Senator Taft and 
his committee again and again tried 
to prod the speakers into definite pro
posals along this line, and to no avail. 
The significant thing, however, is not 
this lack of concrete proposal, but the 
overwhelming agreement of all the wit
nesses that public housing is not the 
answer to the problem. 

Chief criticism of public housing was 
that it has not succeeded in doing 
what it set out to do. As Mr. Nelson 
put it: "We believe . . . that a candid 
appraisal of the public housing pro
gram will indicate that it has not 
served the objectives set up for it. It 
has not on the whole eliminated slums 
nor functioned in the slums, although 
there are some notable exceptions. It 
has not served the public most in need 
of help. On the contrary, the tenant 
selection process has sedulously avoided 
taking people on relief or without 
employment." 

As for the NHA and the separation 
of the agencies, one after another of 
the speakers stressed the successful 
prewar functioning of the FHA and 
the FHLBA, and the purely wartime
emergency reasoning out of which the 
NHA was created, grouping all federal 
housing activities under one head. The 
FHA particularly came in for praise, 
with several of the witnesses empha
sizing that it alone of the housing 
agencies is self-supporting. There was 
no lack of concrete proposal here. ~ In
stead, there was strong urging on every 
hand that those federal housing activi
ties connected with financing be co
ordinated with the other financing 
agencies of the government, those con
nected with welfare coordinated with 
welfare, etc. Thus the FHA and the 
FHLBA would be reestablished as in
dependent administrations under the 
Federal Loan Agency. 

The feeling against the NHA on the 
whole seemed to have nothing to do 
with the way in which that agency has 
functioned during the war. There was 
only favorable mention of Blandford, 
and no real criticism of the NHA's 
handling of the war housing program. 
The idea seemed to be Uiat continu
ance of the NHA would eventually put 
the small independent builder out of 
business. 

NHA. Future 
Those trying to get rid of NHA 

are not putting exclusive reliance upon 
the Taft hearings. The trade associa

( Contin11ed on page 12) 
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WATER HEATERS! 
Folks "go for" tlectric wattr heatm! In 1944 a 
National Electrical Manufacturers Associarion 
survey showed that 35% of today's home 
owners intend to b11y one--and the percentage is 
increasing stcadil y I 
There's sound, common-sense reasoning behind 
this preference. It's a fact that tlectric wattr 
heaterJ arc 

SAFE-Flameless, fumelcss 
CLEA~Smokeless, sootless 
EASILY INST ALLEl>-require no 

flues, venrs or lengthy hot 
water pipes 

TROUBLE FRE~ electric lights 

You'll be giving home builders and buyers the 
popular choice by includin~ an electric water 
heater in the homes you build. Your customers 
will get grearcr satisfaction, and you'll get 
quicker, easier sales! 

ELECTRIC WATER HEATER SECTION 
NATIONAL ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION 

CLARK • ELECTROMASTER • FRIGIDAIRE • GEN ERAL 
ELECTRIC • HOTPOINT • HOTSTREAM • KEL.VINATOR 
• M ONARCH • NORGE • PEMCO • REX • RHEEM 
• S ELECTRIC • THERMOGRAY • THERM O-WATT 

• UNI VERSAL • WESTINGHOUSE. 

A House Wire d For An 

ELECTRIC RANGE Is Already 

WATER HEATER! 
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NOT 

... :ind a fact t~1at's important to YOU, 

who depend upon the pencil tracings 

for blue-prints that do justice to your 

skill. The finer grain in HI-DENSITY 

Microtomic Leads results in sharper, 

clearer lines with less pressure . • . and 

easier _erasures. Use Microtomic "Van 

Dyke" and be that much more certain 

of foolproof reproduction. 

MICROTOMIC 
'W~WIWB~ 
0 R A W .1 N G PENCILS 

The EBERHARD FABER Drawing Pencil in 18 degrees, 71 

to 9H plus 6 degrees with special Chisel Point leads. 
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EBERH ARD FABER PENCIL CO., Dept. AR• 3 I 
· A B ooklyn 22, N.Y. I 
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MICROTOMIC "VA 

Please send me a-degree I 
with HI-DENSITY Lead. I 
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THE RECORD REPORTS 

( Conti1111cd from page 11) 

tion men, having drawn up a bill to 
wind it up at once, are in search of 
a Congressional sponsor, preferably 
aligned with the Administration. The 
strategy is not to criticize HA but to 
applaud the efficiency with which it 
finished the job of providing war 
housing. Forecasts, meanwhile, are 
being made freely that Wagner will 
introduce a bill to make HA per
manent but Wagner himself has not 
commented on them. For the next 
several months he will be busy with 
other matters-Bretton Woods, increas
ing the federal debt limit, the exten· 
sion of OP A, and, perhaps, the broad
ening of Social Security laws, 

Proposecl Program 

The prospective Congressional studies 
of the possibility of stabilizing con
struction will not collide with adamant 
industrial oppos1t1on. The recent 
pamphlet by Miles Colean, "Stabilizing 
the Construction Industry" (see page 
83), is highly commended by some 
association spokesmen in Washington. 
The proposals are ( 1) that a "Bureau 
of Construction Economics" be organ
ized in the Commerce Department to 
assemble and publish essential data; 
(2) that Commerce work out a pro
gram for technical research; (3) that 
public works be timed to keep the 
industry employed when private con
struction slumps; and (4) that RFC 
extend credit in emergencies for local 
projects. But while ideas for stabiliz
ing the industry in the indefinite future 
are explored and commended, they 
are not accepted for the immediate 
present; the House refused money for 
the Federal Works Administration to 
carry out legislation passed last sum
mer to advance money to local govern
ments for postwar works planning. 

NHA Budget 

During the Congressional hearings 
on NHA's budget for the fiscal year, 
June 1945-46, it was brought out that 
the agency's job will shift widely in 
the next year and a half. Federally
financed war housing is completed, 
allowing for emergency assignments in 
the event of sudden changes in war 
production. The recent stepping up of 
the munitions program, for instance, 
has resulted in an urgent need for 
additional war housing facilities in 
many communities, and NHA is ask
ing for $90,000,000 for 36,000 addi
tional temporary units. Another $100,-
000,000 is being requested for Title 
VI FHA insurance loans for private 

(Continued on page 126) 



In factory, office and store - wherever the best of light is 

required for maximum production, streamlined action or sales

making display - wherever lighting units must incorporate unusual beauty, 

low first cost and minimum maintenance - there Joleco Fluorescents 

ore giving unexcelled performance specifically engineered for the job. 

Joleco's engineering staff, in spite of war production, have 

developed many exclusives - single top and bottom plate con

struction for speedy installation - quickly removable reflector plates 

for trouble-free maintenance - unusual ventilating principles for 

fast heat dissipation - and many other features that compel 

careful investigation before specification. 

Learn more about Joleco Fluorescents and Joleco Specific 

Illumination. Architects, contractors, engineers, and other responsible 

executives, are urged to avail themselves of Joleco counsel and 

aid in solving their specific lighting problems. 

Write fully at any time without obligation! 
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You build in the Lighting System-:-... 

Do the same with the Sound System 

modern Sound System has become as es

sential as a lighting system to any modern 

public or industrial building. It should 

be engineered into the basic plan. So 

handled, the skill of the architect per

mits him to get the maximum practical value from the 

Sound System, while retaining unimpaired the full 

beauty of his original design. 

Stromberg-Carlson and its strategically located dis

tributors maintain trained engineering staffs to assist 

architects in laying out and estimating Stromberg

Carlson Straight-Line Sound Systems. You are cor-

dially invited to make use of this service. In the mean

time may we send you our catalog for your files? 

Stromberg-Carlson has furnished Sound Systems 

for many of this country's largest and most important 

public and industrial buildings. To the design and con

struction of these Sound Systems, Stromberg-Carlson 

brings an experience of 50 years devoted exclusively to 

communication systems. Consult the classified section 

of your telephone directory for your local Stromberg

Carlson Sound Equipment Distributor. Or write for 

engineering assistance directly to Sound Equipment 

Division, Dept. 78, 100 Carlson Road, Rochester 3, N. Y. 

STROMBERG-CARLSON 
--------------------~ STRAIGHT-LINE COMMUNICATION SAVES MANPOWER • SPEEDS THE WORK TO VICTORY 

• 



(Poreelain on Steel) TOILET COMPARTMENTS 

possess the natural structural strength or steel (not one 
sheet but two 16 gauge sheets securely bonded on opposi~e 
sides of dense insulating core ) strengthened by porcelam 
enamel whic h provides a non-porous, flint-bard, glass-

smooth surface that is positively impervious to 
odors, acids and moisture. 

artr:nents are a 
d y 'fype Toilet ComP environmenti 

Senymetel Aca edistinctive t?il~t rood industrial pl• 
able for. '"°!1er!' public buildtnl!• an 
schools, instttut1ons, 

Human Habits Don't Change But There • 
IS 

a Way to Give LONGER SERVICE LIFE to 
Industrial TOILET ROOMS 

RAPID DEPRECIATION of industrial toilet rooms is 
unnecessary. Toilet compartments usually influence a 

toilet room environment. Toilet compartments made of mate
rials that resist depreciation over a Jong period of service 
give longer service life to industrial toilet rooms. 

Sanymetal "Porcena" Toilet Compartments are fabricated 
of the ageless and fadeless material,- porcelain on steel; a 
material that has demonstrated in numerous industrial plant 
toilet rooms its ability M> withstand the excessive abuse and 
usage that occurs in such installations. Porcelain on steel 
makes a non-porous, flint-hard, glass-smooth surface that 
always looks new, is moisture and rust proof, and that is 
positively impervious to odors or ordinary acids. The glisten
ing porcelain finish can be wiped clean as easily as any 
glass-smooth surface. 

Sanymetal "Porcena" Toilet Compartments will be furnished 
whenever materials are available in several strikingly new 
designs and colors and in two different types of construction 

-standing and ceiling hung. A strictly modern development, 
Sanymetal Ceiling Hung Toilet Compartments promote a 
higher standard of order and cleanliness in industrial toilet 
rooms. Sanymetal "Porcena" Toilet Compartments embody 
the results of over 30 years of specialized skill and experience 
in making over 60,000 toilet compartment installations. 
Ask the Sanymetal Representative in your vicinity (see 
"Partitions" in your phone book for local representative) for 
further information about giving a longer service life to 
industrial toilet rooms. 

* * * 
Sanymetal Asbestos Board Toilet Compartments complete 
with door hardware and partition fittings are available for 
wartime installations. These toilet compartments provide a 
durable and rigid installation, free from dirt-collecting pockets 
and ridges, easy to keep clean. Write for bulletin No. 940. 

* * * * * * * 
THE SANYMETAL PRODUCTS CO., INC lf 689 Urbana Rd., Cleveland 12, Ohio 
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(STANLEY) 
The trade-mark that appears on 
highest quality Butts, Hinges 
and other Hardware Equip
ment for commercial, indus
trial and residential bui ldings. 

MAGIC DOOR TEAMWORK 
for Odd-sized Door Requirements 

In spite of space limitations, these unequal sized 
sliding doors operate efficiently and automatically 
• . . Open in unison at approach . . . Close after 

passage ... Save time ... Eliminate damage 

Location of a much-used doorway in the plant of Princeton Knit
ting M ills at Watertown, Conn., called for an unusual Magic D oor 
installation. A short and a long operating arm, actuated by the elec
tric-eye mechanism, promptly open the unequal-sized doors to their 
full width and close them after passage. 

The versatility of Stanley Magic Door installation and operation 
gives latitude to traffic planning in industrial and commercial build
ings. Once installed, they speed traffic, save worker time, reduce acci
dents and eliminate door damage. Include Magic Doors in your 
future building or modernization plans. Stanley will cooperate with 
you in preparing plans and specifications. Fill out and 
mail the coupon now. 



Long ago, 
can't fly 

Icarus proved that you 
the face of Nature 

... and that'~ why Allen will NOT 

build a NO-Back-Draft Ventilator 

In ancient days, as the mythologi
cal tale of Icarus relates, you were 
likely to fall on your - ah - face -
if you, like Icarus, defied the law 
of gravity. That law has never been 
repealed. Nature's laws have a way 
of staying in the books. You al
ways have to pay high if you defy 
them. We are reminded of it every 
time we hear that someone has 
been offering a "no-back-draft" 
ventilator, and there have been 
many offered. 
For about a quarter century The 
Allen Corporation has been wres
tling with ventilation problems. 
\'Qe ha-ve piled up some valuable 
experience and we have arrived at 
some positive ideas about ventila
tion and ventilation products. 
Recently specifications have been 
appearing, calling for ventilators 
that will noc be subject to mechan
ical down-draft, or back-draft. 
What this statement means, is chat 
wind blowing on top of the venti
lator should not be able to make ic 
back-draft. First of all, practically 
any ventilator made can be back-

drafted if installed with a negative 
static inside the building. Since 
nature abhors a vacuum, air rushes 
in chrou~h the ventilator, in the 
wrong direction, and accempts to 
satisfy the vacuum inside the 
building. 
The other kind of back-draft is but 
rarely encountered in industry. le 
is the type of back-draft caused by 
inscallin~ a ventilator next to a 
high building, so that the wind, 
when coming from the proper di
rection, will swirl over the cop of 
the adjacent building and down 
on cop of the ventilator, causing ic 
co back-draft. 
le is not too difii'cult to build a 
vencilacor to overcome these con
ditions, buc cbe price in Joss of 
efficiency chat must be paid is a 
high one. We refer to a cesc report 
of the U. S. Bureau of Standards, 
dated as far back as 1921-and che 
principles have noc changed. This 
report says in conclusion: "The 
most effective way of obtaining a 
large volume of air exhaust is by 
making use of the region of low 

ENGINEERED VENTILATION 

pressure produced at che back of 
a properly designed obstacle. It is 
best not to allow the air to enter 
the ventilator, for it m11st then be 
exha11sted and will be exha11sted at 
the expense of the air in the venti
lator pipe." 

Aff ventilators which are proof 
against mechanical back-drafting, 
rely upon the principle of induc
tion above quoted, and therefore 
all of them muse achieve the no
back-draft feature at the expense 
of capacity in che main ventilator 
pipe. That is the reason why Allen 
will not design a "no-back-draft" 
ventilator. 

We consider the point of "no
back-draft" greacly over empha
sized, and feel that a litcle horse
sense in designing the application 
of che ventilator will overcome the 
difficulty on those comparatively 
few occasions where back-draft 
conditions are encountered. 

And so, you can feel assured that 
your ventilation problem will gee 
our immediate and careful atten
tion and we will tell you honescly 
whether you can mosc economi
cally use gravity or power equip
ment or a combination of che two. 
The Allen Corporation, 9751 Erwin 
,A.ven11e, Detroit 13, Michigan. 

FOR y 
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THEY DION' I 
NEED WINDOWS 
ON GUADALCANAL ... 

but they did need landing mats! 

Ceca landing mats have seen 

service on every continent . . on every front. 

This is another story of Ceco engineering skill. For 

landing mats are interchangeable, cut to the same exact 

pattern, and manufactured with closely engineered tol

erances. As precisely, for example, as the New Ceco Inter

mediate Casement which will be available when the war 

ends. 

This new Ceco window is of special interest to builder 

of hospitals and monumental type buildings. For like all 

Ceco Steel Windows it is precision b11ilt ... d1wable, •. 

bea11tij11/. A precision engineered window. 

You'll specify Ceco, here' s why! 1. Ceco 
Steel W'iudows have ex era cighc all-weather 
seal. 2. Always fit ... no sticking, warp
ing or swelling. 3. Far greacer lighc 
area, let more sun in, easier to see out. 
4. ontrolled ventilation. 5. U se more 
steel, last the lifetime of your building. 
6. Bonderized, a special protective coa t
ing against rusting. 7 . All these advan
tages at no pre111i111n cost. 

Ceco' s line of Sceel Windows includes 
Light and Intermediate Casemencs, Base
ment Windows, Archiceccural Projected, 
Commercial Projected and Pivoted \'V'in
dows, Continuous Windows, Security 
and U tility Windows, Mechanical Op
eracors, etc. 



OTHER CECO ENGINEERED PRODUCTS: 
All types of Steel Doors, Metal Frame Screens, 
Metal Lath, Metal Weatherstrips, Steel Joists, Steel 
Roof Deck, Meyer Steelforms, Adjustable Shores 
and Clamps, Concrete Reinforcing Bars and Welded 
Fabric. 

CECO STEEL PRODUCTS CORPORATION 
General Offices: Omaha, Nebraska 

llfamifactnring Division: 5 70 l \V. 26th St., Chicago, Ill. 
The j\lt. 117 ashing/on Sanitarium, Eau Claire, Wisconsin. 
Equipped wi1h the new Ceco J11ter111ediate C£1se111ent. 

AKES THE BIG DIFFERENCE IN CECO CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS 



FOR B E TTER BUILDING 

P OSTWAR ROUNDUP 

Heat /or Outdoors 
A unique method of heating a home 

by extracting heat from the outdoor 
air, even when the temperature outside 
is below freezing, is a definite com
mercial possibility for the near future, 
G. K. Marshall, General Electric air 
conditioning engineer of Bloomfield, 
N. J., told the Lehigh Valley Section 
of the American Institute of Electrical 
Engineers recently. 

Several installations of this type of 
system were made before the war, Mr. 
Marshall said, and are still operating 
satisfactorily. ot only heating but 
year-round air conditioning is possible 
with the same equipment. 

Basis of the process is a heat pump, 
a refrigerating system in which ad
vantage is taken of the heat given off 
in the process of cooling air rather 
than of the cooled air itself. In heat
ing, the unit will realize a minimum 
of 87 per cent fuel efficiency, and, 
under some conditions, the fuel effi
ciency will exceed 100 per cent, Mr. 
Marshall said. 

Underlying principle pointing to the 
possibility of using this reverse cycle 
refrigeration method for year-round air 
conditioning, with more efficiency and 
less fuel cost than is possible with pres
sent equipment, is the scientific fact 
that there is heat in the air at all times, 
winter as well as summer. Reverse 
cycle refrigeration, or the heat pump, 
as it is more commonly called, works 
on the method of separating this heat 
in the air from whatever cold there is 
in the air, adding the heat produced 
by the electrical energy used to do this 
work, then piping the result through 
the house. 

Stabilized Wood 

Removal of military restnctJons on 
certain information has enabled the U. 
S. Forest Products Laboratory at Madi
son, Wis., to announce another Labora
tory-improved wood-Staypak . Stay-

. pak is a heat-stabilized, high-density 
product made by compressing either 
solid wood or many layers of thin 
veneers. The material contains no 
resin except, in the case of the lami
nated product, normal amounts of 
resin adhesive to bond the veneers 
during pressing. 

Staypak was originally conceived as 
a stabilized wood specialty material 
that would have the same general 
characteristics as resin-treated com
pressed wood ( compreg), plus the 
virtue of toughness. 

ot now in commercial production, 
Staypak is expected to have such post-
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war uses as in spar plates for stength
ening the joints between fuselages and 
wings in the small airplane, in pro
pellers for aircraft, in tool handles, 
tooling jigs, pulleys, etc. 

Chemicals 
Monsanto Chemical Co., St. Louis, 

has announced that it plans postwar 
volume production of aluminum meta
phosphate, and predicts that the prod
uct will open new horizons to glass 
manufacturers. From aluminum meta
phosphate can be manufactured glass 
which transmits a substantially greater 
amount of ultra-violet light and its ac
companying Vitamin D. The com
pany has suggested postwar fluorescent 
lights may utilize phosphate glass be
cause of its ultraviolet permeability, 
and that it also may be found useful 
in windowpanes of hospitals and 
solariums. 

Monsanto has also announced that it 
will soon begin volume production of 
melamine, a century-old Swiss chemi
cal, neglected for years and now found 
to possess utility in a wide range of 
war applications as well as almost 
limitless peacetime possibilities. UseJ 
in textiles it will make the fabric more 
shrink and crush resistant without 
changing its feel and appearance; in 
plastics it produces a material charac
terized by limitless color range, good 
resistance to high and low tempera
tures, superior arc resistant properties, 
excellent moldability and exceptional 
utility as a surface coating. Melamine 
resins have also been found useful in 
the preparation of plywood glues and 
laminates. 

LIGHTING 

Indirect-type Fixture 

Designed to provide best seeing con
ditions for critical eye tasks in offices, 
drafting-rooms, schools, etc., is the new 
Cadet, a "luminous-indirect" type of 
fixture. 

Suspended 24 to 30 in. beneath the 
ceiling in individual or end-to-end 
lighting arrangements, the Cadet has 
translucent cream-white deflectors to 
deliver in the ratio of 90 per cent up
ward and 10 per cent downward; off
white ceilings are recommended with 
the system for the best results. The 
fixture is made in 48 in., 60 in. and 
96 in. lengths, for 40 watt, 100 watt 
and 40 watt lamps respectively. The 
Cadet has recently been installed in all 
study rooms of the United States 
Military Academy at West Point. It is 
in1mediately available with suitable 
priority. The Edwin F. Guth Co., 2621 
Wa hington Ave., St. Louis 3, Mo. 

Hinged fixture for easier servicing 

Nem Type of Fixture 

Unusual convenience is claimed for 
a new type of fluorescent lighting fix
ture equipped with the E-Z Servicer. 
The fixture, which is patented, is 
hinged so that one man can open it 
for cleaning or changing tubes. No 
tools are required ; both hands are free. 

The E-Z Servicer fixture is now 
made in four models including both 
ribbed glass glare shield and louvered 
types, industrial and commercial de
signs with two, three and four tubes 
and starter or instant type ballast. Can 
be installed in either single ceiling fix
ture or in continuous runs. R. & \V. 
Wiley, Inc., Dearborn and Bridge Sts., 
Buffalo 7, N . Y. 

Nem Fluorescent 
ew fluorescent lamps providing in

stant sta rting, high efficiencies and 
simplified installation and maintenance 
have just been announced. They will 
be supplied in smaller diameters and 
new standard lengths up to 96 in. 

Operating without starters, these 
lamps-designated as LS Types-may 
also be operated in series on a single 
ballast at 100 or 200 miliarnperes or at 
other currents within this range to 
provide high lighting levels or lower 
intensities for many industrial and 
commercial installations, including 
hallways, showcases and railway cars. 
The lamps, equipped with single con
tact bases, are available in 3500° white. 

Also announced by the same com
pany is a new 13 watt miniature lamp 
in white or daylight, 21 in. long and 
Ys in. in diameter. Sylvania Electric 
Products Inc., Salem, Mass. 

WELDED TRUSSES 

The Austin Co., engineers and 
builders, has adopted a new design 
for welded trusses of standard 50, 60, 
70 and 80-ft. lengths in which H -sec
tions with their webs in a vertical 
plane are used throughout without 
gusset plates. 

This truss is said to be readily adapt
able to different loadings by changing 
the weights of the beams used for the 
vanous truss members. By keeping 

(Co11tin11ed on page 144) 



Beyond Architecture 

• Winning the war does not preclude planning for peace. The work 
of production for destruction must go on until victory is won. Our national re
source , material or human, must continue to be used to that end without regard 
to cost, [or war is waste and this depletion of resources is inevitable. Production has 
reached undreamed-of volume of "expendable" material and manpower. But pro
duction for destruction must someday cease and production for better living must 
take its place. A new standard of living is envisioned when the energy a1'1d re
sources of the nation, and of the world take that new direction. 

+ Ways and means for engineering that change, for mainta111111g 
present volume of production, for financing, for distribution, for insuring maximum 
employment and maximum purchasing power of a ll the people-all are being put 
forth, advocated and discussed. In all these plans the place of construction, of 
building, looms large. In many plans, construction, public and private, is counted 
upon Lo take up much of the slack in the transition period and to provide contin
uous "billions of national income" thereafter. It behooves the planning profes ion 
(architects and engineers) to concern itself with the magnitude and diversity of 
the problems inherent in this dependence on construction. 

+ The realistic analysis of construction's postwar potentials* shows a 
dollar volume far below the estimates made by those who are currently establishing 
the quota of national income to be provided by construction in a " full employment" 
budget. The question is how and when can, or will, the con truction industry be 
geared to a fifteen-to-twenty-billion dollar volume? What new philosophy, legisla
tion, stimulation, techniques :rnd materials will be necessary? How can government 
and private enterprise work together to ·the desired end? Leps proposed to reach 
this end involve major questions of finance and taxation, production and distribu
tion, legislation and trade practices, land control and use- which may seem a far 
cry from the architect's technical design problem . Yet leader. hip in the building 
field demands an awareness o( these problems :111d a thoughtful comribution tow:ud 
their solULion. 

+ The architect has a stake in the nature of the solutions reached for 
he must work within the limitations they establish. Laws will be written and prac
tices established that will affect his way of working and even the scope of his 
functions. The voice of the architect can be heard and can be most effective 
through his organizations. That he may be informed of current thinking, and 
may form intelligent judgments on the overall problems of the industry we con
tinue to publish articles on subjects which transcend the limits of his technical 
professional work , as well as those related directly Lo the projects in his office. An 
article in point will be (ound on pages 83 Lo 86 in which " tabilizing the Construe 
tion Industry," by Miles Colean, is discussed by Thomas S. Holden. 

+ 'vVays and means proposed for increasing construction volume and 
for leveling out its wide Ructuation need to be clearly understood, widely and intelli
gently di cussed and carefully judged before adoption. 

• Architect11ral Record, December, 1943. 

~-~7~ 
~/ EDITOR 
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ARCBITEC'l, URE ' S PLA.CE IN CITY PLANNING 

0 NE of my friends, a man of excellent judgment and fine 
character, said in a public address recently that, in his 
opinion, architects ought to play a very limited role in the 
planning of cities. Architects, he said, are not armed by 
education or by experience for a task so obviously integral 
with social and economic valuations as is city planning, 
nor have they as a rule the resourcefulness and diplomatic 
skill which are essential for the practice of that political 
art. Planning, he added, has become a profession distinct 
from architecture, having recondite principles and highly 
specialized observances of which architects are by a law of 
nature innocent. Architects therefore would do well to 

withdraw from that field or, if they enter it, do so under 
the guidance of the planner, well versed in a new and re
cently funded knowledge and trained in the intricacies of 
new techniques; and my friend concluded by saying th:it 
the attitude of an architect vis-a-vis a planner ought to be 
one of humility. 

I must confess that I entertain some prejudice in this 
matter, a prejudice encouraged, I am afraid, by my long
sustained intere t in the · history of architecture. There 
came into my mind as I listened to my colleague a proces
sion, not lacking in color, of architects engaged in city 
planning. I saw Christopher Wren laying his Plan of 
London at the feet of King Charles; Dinocrates bending 
over the plan of Alexandria; Gabriel receiving his prize 
for the Place de la Concorde; Here pacing the bright new 
sequences of Nancy. I could not resist a certain sadness 
at the thought of the architectural talent thus wasted on 
uncongenial themes, of the great renowns which are now 
seen to be undeserved, of the pomp and pageantry of a 
stream so long continued and now doomed to extinction 
amid the bogs and quick ands of a delta framed by the 
dry deserts of economics and sociology and the perilous sea 
of politics. 

Certainly there was no one until quite recently-unless 
it was Patrick Geddes-who could have predicted this un
timely end of the architect-planner, so ancient and aristo
cratic was the tradition of architecture in city planning, so 
firmly were its conventions, its modes of operation and 
its philosophy guarded in that field. With what confidence 
only thirty years ago the architects of the Plan of Wash
ing ton framed their parade of palaces, their heroic abstrac
tions of vista and monument! With what condescension 
they acknowledged the presence of the population, audi
ence to their sculptural symphonies; with what impatience 
they noted the troublesome intrusions of economists; and 
even when at times they admitted to their company. the 
shy, necessary engineer it was only to hide him instantly 
behind di creet draperies of pediment and peristyle. For : 
centuries the architect had in this way carried into the 
organization of street and plaza the habits of thought and 
vision which had shaped cathedral and palace; for cen
turies his material had been monumental structur.es an::! 
organized space; axis, vista and sequence; climax, balance, 
proportion and rhythmic disposition· and the correct au
thority of Rome. With these he had played as readily in 
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By Joseph Hudnut 

the city streets, as in the forms of shelter, building out of 
civ ic elements by the well-tried formulae of classicism 
theaters for civic li fe indistinguishable except in breadth 
and scale from those which he built for a private clientele. 
The two arts, architecture and city planning, were in 
practice one. 

Yet there were in motion, even as McKim and Olm
stead laid out the vast geometry of Washington, two cur
rents, separate and in some ways opposite, which were 
ro shatter this unity with sudden impacts each according 
to its special nature so violent as to throw the architect 
from the throne where he had so long and so compb
cently presided. These had gathered force slowly over 
more than a century. Their invasions of city planning, 
however explosive to architecture, we re yet prepared by 
movements long operative below that warm, placid surface 
upon which that aristocratic art was accustomed to bask. 

The first of those currents had its origin in the ascend
ancy of economics among the speculative sciences of the 
XIX Century; the second grew out of the new social 
philosophies engendered by the Industrial Revolutions. A 
new industrial system, wasteful and cruel, was allowed to 
evolve itself out of the "free play of an enlightened ego
tism"; magnificent new technologies were used to make 

. that system the more barren in social progress· and mal
adjustments acute, sudden and deva taring inevitably ap
peared in the fabric of society. Nowhere were these more 
terrible in their consequences than in the great cities which 
everywhere poured their populations, increasing as fran 
tically as the broomsticks of the Sorcerer's Apprentice, into 
ever-widening miles of civic dishevelment. The impotence 
of classic architecture to bring order into these vast com
plexes could not be long ignored, and the hope that social 
health might be restored by science was wholly congenial 
to the temper of a people who had put their trust so com
pletely in that form of thought and ana lysis. The time was 
bound to come when men should discover principles of 
civic reconstruction in those imposing structures of theory 
which confidently predicted the reign of reason and 
philosophical system in the living organisms of cities. The 
eclipse of architecture ought not to have been surprising. 

The Baron Haussmann is said to be the first city plan
ner to announce a econdary role for architecture in the 
design of cities. If he was not the first to conceive the 
city as a great machine f<Jr production and consumption, 
he was at any rate the first to translate that principle into 
practice. Certainly there were few architects in that staff 
of specialists which formed his tool for the rebuilding of 
Paris. He relied upon economists, politicians, physicians, 
engineers-in a word, upon scientists-to bring the queen 
city of the Renaissance into conformity with an industrial 
age. The bases of his projects were not architectonic prin
ciples but the requirements of traffic, the promotion of 
industry, the conditions of public health. A science of 
planning replaced the inherited art of civic design. 

It is true that Haussmann made Paris magnificent with 
many showy buildings-he was not ignorant of architec-



lure-but these buildings were introduced as incidents 
merely in a pattern of streets. They gave no law to the 
city. His gorgeous constructions were ornaments pinned 
here and there on the breast of Paris and, like ornaments, 
were useful to give continuity or emphasis to the pattern 
of streets. They were subordinated not in relative scale 
merely but in their influence. No longer do they project 
their principles of order into the civic elements which 
surround them: plazas, streets and vistas no longer echo 
their proportions or continue their rhythms. When the 
Emperor decreed that his own splendor should be con
firmed by splendid monuments conspicuously placed, it 
was enough if these were given an axial relationship to a 
street. The Opera, for example, looks as if it had got in 
the way of a boulevard which otherwise would have gone 
on to the edge of the earth. 

From that time on the sovereignty of architecture in 
ci ty planning was silently and progres·sively challenged: 
not the sovereignty of architecture alone, but of the archi
tectural principle. The authors of the Plan of Chicago 
made a great to-do over mighty ensembles of public build
ings but their real solicitude was for the railroads. The 
Regional Plan of New York flattered that city with many 
a fine proposal for monumental vista and plaza, but we 
know how adventitious these appeared beside more exigent 
schemes for harbor reconstruction and industrial redistri
bution. The economist and his cousin, the civil engineer, 
were the true authors of these ambitious efforts for civic 
order; and economist and engineer are arbiters in the 
great number of civic improvements actually undertaken 
in our time. The architectural legend has reached its 
final chapter in New York City where factual-minded 
administrators, impatient of idea, measure city planning 
by the acreage of concrete pavement laid on escape-routes 
leading to the country. In that city the very limited 
objectives of planners include, to be sure, some archi
tectural tidbits ; but the idea of civic form, of that compre
hensive structure and balance which is the essence of 
the architectural idea, is by official decree taboo. 

The city planner, thus immersed in economics, . has 
suffered a strange sea-change. Whereas he once dealt in 
academic usages, in theories of form rendered in per
spective and water color, his stock-in-trade is now com
posed of statistics, diagrams and high-piled granaries of 
surveys and charted data. Frustrated of peristyle and 
dome, he turns to his million maps exquisitely and enig
matically colored; he has a language full of strange new 
transcendentalisms; and he will plot you a curve at the 
drop of a hat. Being of a compassionate nature, he toler
ates architects so long as these know with proper humility 
their place in his new order. · 

Nevertheless, the science of city planning is not in our 
day merely concerned with economic objectives. While 
the city was being transformed in the consciousness of 
economic planners into a mechanism for manufacture 
and merchandising there were other city planners, not less 
fe rtile of theory, who conceived the material of their art 
to be, not industry and commerce merely, not the facilities 
merely which serviced these, nor yet the "economic man" 
who was to be made happy by producing and consuming, 
but rather that society, that aggregation of human beings 
who, with all their inheritances of social habit and cultural 
tradition, of conflicting loyalties and inapposite folk-ways, 
had become through the blind operation of economic law 
imprisoned in these unpitying machines. It was evident 
that the undirected growth of our cities had produced, 

not physical chaos merely, but social chaos; and the daring 
thought was ultimately inescapable that by giving direction 
to that growth chaos might be overcome. There should be 
a social science of planning having as its objectives the 
establishment of such patterns of behavior among men as 
might again give meaning and direction to the life of 
cities. 

Man cannot live except in a society. Since we cannot 
abandon our cities nor yet delay the onward march of 
invention, we must create in cities a society tempered 
to withstand the attritions and subversions of modern 
industry. If we are to endure things so monstrous as mass 
production and the assembly line we must contrive some 
new armor against them. We see how our new tech
nologies of production challenge our familiar ways of life, 
our time-honored institutions, our cherished faiths, and 
we know that these must be reconstructed if our civiliza
tion is to be continued. Why not then search out the 
guides to whatever new social crystallizations are possible 
and try to discover the means for setting in motion the 
currents of feeling and thought which may assist these? 
These guides and these means will at least be as certain 
as those of economics and as worthy to be called a science. 

These considerations, formulated early in the XIX 
Century by Robert Owen, have prompted an art of city 
planning addressed not to wealth and the distribution of 
wealth but to that social health without which wealth is 
of little consequence. I know of no better illustration of 
this kind of planning than slum clearance and the con
struction of government-sponsored housing for that part 
of our civic population discreetly called the "lower-income 
group." Here, if anywhere, is an arrant interference 
with the operation of economic law; an interference which 
deliberately prevents the free determination of rents by the 
sacrosanct law of supply and demand and as clearly nulli
fies the ancient appanage of the poor to live and die in 
want and misery. When housing projects are further 
developed so as to encourage the growth of neighborhoods, 
when the nature and distribution of institutions-the 
school, the church, the shopping center-are among the 
materials of planning, and when the spiritual life of the 
pe~ple is sustained by recreational areas, parks and play
grounds made accessible and patterned for their use; 
well, you have then the beginnings of an art of sociological 
planning. 

In this way it has come about that two new principles, 
different in direction but not irreconcilable, have carried 
forward the art of city planning and together have appar
ently swept that art out of the province of architecture. 
How foolish are our domes and porticoes, our Greek and 
Roman toys, our Parisian sophistications, beside their 
eager and purposeful march; how impotent our antique 
symmetries, decrepit amid the winds which are re-shaping 
the world, to channel them for the happiness of mankind. 
If city planning h1ay have any part in directing these ter
rible energies-a debatable hypothesis, certainly-it will 
not be city planning in the classic mode of architecture. 

Must we conclude, then, that architects have no longer a 
role to play in city planning? Shall we resign this field as 
gracefully as possible, accepting our place as audience 
merely to those who formulate and implement policies of 
economic or social reform-or, more immediately, to 
those confident administrators who direct the planning 
agencies? Our products although integral to cities and 
serviceable to narrower segments of society are yet to be, 
outside of their own boundaries, careless of a wider 
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social consequence? 
Let us consider this matter. It must be admitted, in 

the first place, that an architecture which participates in 
the life of cities must do so in collaboration with whatever 
forces strive for economic well-being and social recon
struction. We must seek out a basis for that collaboration 
and establish the mutual understandings which will assist 
it. A unity of objective, not, I am afraid, always evident 
in our academic and romantic art, must be made unmis
takable. This implies a certain reorientation of our pro
fession or at least of that part of it which is to participate 
in city planning and a more cordial confidence towards 
all men at work in that field whether or not they entered 
it through the gate of architecture. 

This truth needs no argument; but it does not follow 
that architecture, whatever its momentary decrement, 
ought permanently to design its leadership in the field of 
city planning. Cities, as it happens, are made of build
ings. Cities are not lines scratched on the ground; cities 
are three-dimensional; cities occupy space. You have not 
known a city when you have known its plan; you must 
know it sculpturally, as something made of material sub
stances assembled, shaped and arranged for use. These 
substances, the substances of cities, are buildings. 

Each building in a city is an element in the pattern of 
the city. When we add a building or remove one we are, 
so to speak, retouching that pattern. We can do that 
consciously, keeping in our minds as in those of any artist 
the effect of our detail upon the total design, or we can 
be careless of that design and even indifferent to it; but 
in either case we are participating in a civic art. The 
totality of our participation exceeds by far tftat of any 
other vocational group. There is no way, therefore, except 
by ceasing to be architects that we can renounce a critical 
role in the making of cities or escape a responsibility 
for that making. 

I will not deny that this responsibility is limited by 
practical considerations. Architects have clients whose 
interests are not always consonant with the welfare of the 
city. We have sometimes to build on sites which ought 
in the public interest to be left vacant; to destroy witJ:i 
shops the peace of residential areas; to upset the tax 
structure with unnecessary skyscrapers. We cannot always 
escape as the city planner can escape certain contra
dictory loyalties, nor is there anything in the traditional 
ethics of our profession which requires a sacrifice of our 
livelihood to the city's progress. 

These considerations, it seems to me, strengthen rather 
than weaken the case for architecture in city planning. 
If indeed the individual practitioner is at times impotent 
to fuse his structure~ into the pattern of the city., how 
much more important it is that the city planner, who is 
armed with authority over builclings and over clients, 
should possess an underst:rnding and a competence in 
architecture? Our buildings are not shaped by the prac
titioners of architecture merely but by ordinances, laws, 
and customs, and by their official interpretatiens. These 
are silent persistent forces as definitely the tools of archi
tecture as are T-square and compass; behind the back of 
the architect they mold our build~gs like some gigantic 
invisible sculptor. That official who determines the zones 
of use in buildings, who establishes their relationships 
to street and public place, sets them in space, limits 
their bulk, and disciplines their accessories of lighting and 
ornament, is as definitely their author as is that architect 
who draws his plans under that vigilant guardianship. 
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Is it not obvious then that he who thus exercises upon 
buildings must be trained in architecture? Shall we not 
provide these two, planner and architect, with a common 
basis of thought and habit and in that way assure their 
concentrated effort? And if any builder feels himself 
to be the servant of the city-and what other bui\der is 
worthy to be called architect?-has he not a right to 
expect from the civic officials who channel or limit his 
usefulness that understanding and comradeship which are 
the consequences of the discipline of architecture? That 
comradeship will be especially essential when in the years 
following the peace the themes of architecture become in 
larger proportion, not individual dwellings and places of 
business merely, but housing projects, schools, hospitals 
and community centers. These will be well-designed if 
we design them together. 

That is an excellent reason for confirming to archi
tecture its ancient importance in the making of cities; 
but there is a second reason which is even more urgent. 
The architect is and must indeed remain the master 
builder, the man of practical skill who creates the 
important materials of cities; and yet he is something 
more than an avenue through which technologies rain a 
blind influence upon dwellers in cities. His structures not 
only act upon civilization but, what is more important, 
they do so in a manner consciously determined by their 
builders. The architect not only uses technologies but con
trols them; addresses them to social objectives as clearly 
revealed as those of the planner; addresses them, indeed, 
to objectives often indistinguishable from those of the 
planner. 

Now what is the idea which illumines our new archi
tecture; that new architecture whose very substance is 
social serviceability, whose one intention is to assist the 
OOlance and stability of the social fabric? Is it not the 
idea of planning, of planning not only to secure the 
comfort of individuals but to lift and sustain the happi
ness of populations? At what cost, then, will you divorce 
this architecture from the planning of cities? 

If there is a modern city planning there is also a modern 
architecture. Architecture like city planning has keenly 
felt the changes of a world transformed by science. Archi
tects, no less than planners, have been prompted by the 
study and experience of science to renounce their most 
cherished superstitions. With equal resolution architects 
have set about the task of adjusting their thought and 
vision to the civilization now in process of becoming so 
that these might parallel the thought and vision of the 
sciences of society. 

Whatever dissonances may exist between the ua
ditions of archite~ture and these crescent sciences, 
there can be no fundamental or lasting dissidence 
between modern city planning and the new architec
ture. If each of these embraces an area of human 
interest and a mode of operation peculiar to itself and 
not included in that of the other, these divergencies are 
yet of less importance than those interests which bind 
them together. Each is inseparable, except in rare 
instances, from the collective life, the smallest unit of 
which is the family, the largest the population of a city. 
The materials of each art, if not the same, are yet alike 
in character since they comprise, first, those aspects ot 
human existence which invite structural adaptations, and 
second, the material substances capable of such adapta
tions. They are integral also--architecture no less than 
city planning-with both the social and the physical sci-



ences and gain their vitality and usefulness from that 
integration. Identical in origin, these arts attained indi
viduality as the consequence of a growing diversification 
of social activities, and yet in intention and character 
they continue an unequivocal and-until recently
acknowledged unity; nor is any high achievement pos
sible in either art except as it flows from a philosophy 
mutually acknowledged. 

Nothing could be more misleading then or more 
damaging to the cause of planning than that description 
of architecture, not without currency among economists, 
as an art of "physical planning"-a term intended to dis
tinguish sharply the tangible and practical patterns of 
architects from the patterns of idea which occasion them 
and which would deny to architecture a social relevancy. 
The architect need not trouble himself then with the 
objectives of his constructions? It is enough if he is given 
a program which will lend itself to a material realization? 
He is to take his place beside the engineer, the practitionh 
of an honorable craft serviceable to cities no less than to 
individuals? And if architecture, beyond engineering, 
embraces not only the practical technologies of steel and 
the forms of shelter but also academic usages, the mean
ings with which history had overlaid our constructions, 
and even a conscious effort to express in the forms 
of buildings the temper of a society-well, these are to be 
understood as merely the elements of a private Heaven 
which could in the design of cities be conveniently 
sacrificed. 

Such an interpretation of architecture would be absurd 
even if we were to renounce all conscious concern for a 
social objective. It assumes that buildings act upon society 
only through the purposes which shaped them, an as
sumption which unveils a total misconception of the nature 
of technologies and of the part they play in the shaping 
of civilizations. We must not think of technologies solely 
as consequences. They are also causes. The visible and 
felt aspects of cities and buildings have power to shape 
the society which inhabits them, and these aspects and that 
power are technological achievements. Whoever dets:r
mines the technologies of our cities determines also and 
to a larger degree than we acknowledge the temper of 
our lives. 

Steel has shaped American steel and the technologies 
of steel. Steel has established the vast new dimensions 
of our experience, accelerated the swift tempo of our 
activities, encircled with distant boundaries the range 
of our consciousness. We think in steel, and steel is 
shaping for us a new morality and social discipline. Shall 
we believe then that when we build in steel we are taking 
no part in the building of the contemporary culture? We 
know how Amiens confirmed the faith of the XITI 
Cen~ury and how Versailles upheld the authority of the 
French monarchy; is it likely that our constructions shall 
participate less in the life of America? Even if our 
buildings were indeed only arrangements of physical 
substances, they would yet form that silent environment 
of society, that man-made supplement to Nature which, 
as we know, has molded man and his destiny on earth. 

We must make our new architecture the firm friend 
and constant companion of city planning; not merely 
because buildings are the prime substance of cities but 
also because the practice of architecture has become 
in our time so integral to cities that one can scarcely 
imagine a modern building designed without relevance 
to the larger pattern of which it is a part. Beyond these 

reasons there is a third which, if it appears in these unquiet 
times less immediate than those already given, will yet 
in any wide survey gain an even greater persuasiveness. I 
mean the utility in cities of the idea of architecture as this 
has developed from the beginnings of human history: I 
mean the power of architecture, proven a hundred thou
sand times to illumine cities, to give them meaning and 
importance. 

Cities, no less than buildings-yes, even more than 
buildings-may attain qualities which transcend economic 
and social utility. Cities are themselves, in that sense, 
works of architecture. Cities can act upon us in ways not 
always apprehended by those practical-minded folk who 
think of cities in terms of land valuations and traffic 
control. For that reason, if for no other, the practice of 
city planning ought to be entrusted to men whose con
scious control should include the command of forms which 
are not only practicable and convenient but favorable to 
the human spirit. I mean that they should be entrusted 
to minds accessible to the idea of architecture. 

Our cities cry out for the celebration of that idea. No 
undertaking is more exigent, none more far-reaching, 
than that of overcoming the excessive industrialization of 
our cities by the recapture of those spiritual values which 
alone can make them endurable. Architecture is the 
bridge through which these forces participate in the 
design of cities and by that participation gain a con
tinuing ascendancy in the city's life. To say that this is 
less important than the scientific control of economic 
and social life, assuming that to be possible, or less worthy 
the devotion of resolute men is to give added life to the 
very disease which is destroying our civilization. 

There are then at least three justifications, if such are 
needed, for assigning to architecture a dominant role in 
city planning. Because cities are built of buildings; be
cause buildings are in modern practice definite elements 
in the social no less than the physical pattern of cities; 
because the architectural idea, invading all elements of the 
city, can lift it into an agency of the spirit; because, in 
short, city planning is an architectural no less than a 
political and social art, the architect, who invented city 
planning, who guided and sustained it through the cen
turies, must not, whatever his sins of omission, be rudely 

.dismissed from this his most urgent and congenial field. 
I am the more persuaded of this fact and of its impor

tance when I consider the traditional competence of the 
architect as coordinator and executive. I have defined city 
planning as the architecture-of-cities. I meant by that term 
a technological art to which economic and social factors 
are relevant in much the same way that they arc relevant 
to buildings but which through the c;onscious reshapings 
of art may attain a human interest and importance. The 
city planner whose habits of thought are those• of an 
·architect knows how to create bis intricate pattern of idea 
out of society, climate, the market, and the laws of the 
spirit; and he knows also how to translate that pattern of 
idea into a pattern of performance. 

The city planner will lose bis most salient usefulness 
should he sacrifice architecture to his crescent sciences; 
and the architect who withdraws from city planning, 
consenting to the extinction of his influence in that chal
lenging province, renounces also his widest serviceability. 
Our task, which we must undertake together, is to enlarge 
the range of architecture, to assist its reinstatement as 
discoverer and guardian, to reaffirm in this broader theater 
its majestic power for human nappiness. 
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FOR BOTH EDUC:ATIO N AND RECREATION 

El Tejon School, Pershing School District, Lebec, California 

Frank Wyncoop and Associate.•, Architects and Engineers 

EL TEJON ScHOOL, standing in an historic setting, recalls 
the Spanish influence of the valley's early days. In the 
canyon are the old Fort Tejon ruins. The Fort dates back 
to the time of the Indian uprisings and the war with the 
Spanish in California, so the school was designed in the 
tradition of the locality. It has the grace and charm desired 
by the community, and provides the facilities both for 
modern education and for community activities. 

The school occupies a splendid 7-acre site at the geo
graphical center of the school district, and all children are 
transported by school busses. 

In its planning the school provides classrooms ample in 
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size, each with its built-m "project" or acuv1ty alcove, 
wardrobe, storage cabinets, and sink. Ceil·ings are sound 
absorbing. The auditorium-gymnasium is larger than cus
tomary in order to meet the needs not only of the school 
but also of the community. It is large enough for evening 
basketball practice of local high school students who attend 
the district high school in Bakersfield, 45 miles away. 
When there is an evening community program, a play, 
dance, musical or lecture, the auditorium is frequently 
filled to capacity. A small kitchen is provided for the 
occasions when refreshments are to be served. 

The building is of reinforced concrete constructi0n with 



Roger St,.rltVant ;Tiotos 

For handling c01m1wnity actit"ities the A11ditoriwn-gymnasium has its own separate entrance 
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Classrooms a11d auditorium are approached by means of a broad covered 
passage, a recent design practice now prevalent in school design where 

moderate climate pemrits. The roof is mission tile in variegated colors 



CLASS RM 

C OV E R.E D P A SSAG E 

The concrete screen (right in photo) parrially shades the 

JJl=s block side in the activity room. The auditorium stage 
.has pennanent dressing rooms and access from' corridor 

steel trusses over the combined auditorium and gymna
sium, with wood roof purlins and rafters. As the school 
is at an elevation of about 4,000 ft., where occasional 
snowstorms occur, the building is equipped with a gas
fired boiler using both unit heaters and radiators. 

GVMl>I A SIU'-1 
ASSl'.M BL'( ROOM 
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The auditorium is larger than custonwry for this type of school because 

ii seroes not only for the usual school purposes but also for dramatics 
and community activities. The maple flooring is laid on wood sleepers 
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Each classroom has an activity alcove or room and built-in 
coat closet. Classroom floors are maple, ceiling fibre· 
board, walls of plaster and wood sash are of the awning type 
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Designs for "IDEAL POSTWAR SMALL DOME " 

Prize Winners in Second Annual Smal,l House Competition of 

Arts & Architecture, sponsored by the United States Plywood Corporation 

S TIMULATING ideas on the problem of · design
ing better houses continue to come up in each 
succeeding architectural competition. This com
petition which closed December 20, 1944 is no 
exception as a close analysis of the first two 
prize designs will disclose. The program called 
for a house to be designed for "the average 
American family-a man, his wife and perhaps 
one or two children" . . . "the aim . . . to 
uncover designs that can be built within our 
experience in techniques and materials" . . . 
"the work must represent contemporary think
ing in terms of modern structural standards." 

Professional advisor for the competition was 
Sumner Spaulding, F.A.I.A. Judges were Fred 
Langhorst, Charles Eames, J. R. Davidson, John 
L. Rex and Gregory Ain. 

The first and second prizes, $1250 and $500, 
went to architects in Washington, D. C.: first 
to Lt. Charles D. Wiley, and second to Lt. (jg) 
Russell M. Amdal, U. S. N. R. Third prize, 
$250, went to Eduardo Fernando Catalano of 
Buenos Aires, now at Harvard University. 

Five honorable mentions, each carrying an 
award of $100, went to I. M. Pei of Princeton, 
N. J.; George A. Storz of San Diego, Calif.; 
Robert T. Coolidge of Cambridge, Mass.; Lt. 
(jg) Harry Weese, who is on active duty with 
the United States Navy; and Janet and Milton 
Caughey, West Los Angeles, California. 

The prize-winning design "is intended to be 
. . a plywood house with a new space con

ception. It is not based on the principle of rooms 
but rather on the principles of areas and func
tions. In other words, the many things that 
were performed in the living room in the play 
'You Can't Take It With You' are now given 
their proper space. 

"The 'domestic center' ... allows enough 
room ... not only for the usual kitchen equip
ment, but also for ample breakfast or other 
dining requirements, plus laundry and sewing 
space . . . separating the work counter from 
the activities area is a glass partition that can 
be slid aside for direct access. 

"There is an 'activity center' where hobbies, 
children's play and such can take place without 
disturbing the rest of the household. This room 
need not be fixed up or cleaned up to be pre
sentable to guests because it's sort of the heart 
of the house and you don't have to show every
body this part of it. 

"For rest and relaxation there is a 'quiet 
zone.' This is a relatively small and intimate 
area with a fireplace and adjacent sunken ter
race. It combines the present-day living room 
with the old-fashioned parlor. 

"The bedrooms can be varied in size as re
quired. The partitions between the rooms are 
cabinets 4 ft. long and 2 ft. wide.'' 



FIRST PRIZE DESIGN 
by Lt. Charles D. Wiley, Washington, D. C. 
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SECOND PRIZE DESIGN 
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T ms design uses prefabricated basic service 
units in order to take advantage of industrial 
mass production economies. "A simplified 
method of construction based on the known 
principle of the three-hinged arch is utilized 
with the laminated arches 8 ft. 10 in. and 
10 ft. apart to take advantage of modern 
sheet material. This method of construction 
also allows for the complete freedom of lay
out within the enclosed space. The service 
unit divides the living and recreational area 
from the sleeping area and acts as a sound 
barrier between them. The folding wall be
tween the parents' sleeping area and the 
living-and-dining area provides for the pos
sible use of these two areas as one when 
entertaining without bothering the child's 
sleeping area." 



Comments on 

STABILIZING THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY 

By ThomtU S. Holden, President, F. W. Dodge Corporation 

T HE National Planning Association released to the public 
on February 14, 1945 its Planning Pamphlet No. 41, en
titled "Stabilizing the Construction Industry," a subject 
which has been widely discussed within the construction 
industry for at least twenty-five years. The pamphlet con
sists of a statement of objectives, a discussion of proposed 
means for achieving stabilization, and recommendations 
for action by the federal government and by state and 
local governments, all prepared by Miles Colean. A pre
fatory joint statement by the Agriculture, Business and 
Labor Committees of the National Planning Association, 
endorses those of Mr. Colean's recommendations for fed
eral action considered to be immediately necessary as first 
steps toward stabilization. 

Mr. Colean recommends creation of three new federal 
agencies, adoption by Congress of an emergency lending 
policy, and creation by Congress of a commission for 
studying the nation's tax problems. 

STABILIZATION OBJECTIVES 
Mr. Colean and the ational Planning Association ren

der a distinct service by projecting the discussion on the 
level of the realistic and the practical. 

The National Planning Association has stated m an 
earlier planning pamphlet that the previously held notion 
that the construction industry could be used as a means 
for stabilizing the entire economy and for leveling off the 
business cycle is impractical. It has set forth as highly 
desirable the more limited objective of timing public 
works to stabilize the construction industry itself through
out the year and over the years. Mr. Colean accepts this 
objective as premise, explaining that stabilization does 
not mean a uniform dead-level rate of activity, but that 
its aim is utmost practical reduction of fluctuations in 
construction activity. 

The report repeats the previous "Declaration of Inter
dependence" of the National Planning Association as fol 
lows: 

"The basis of America's postwar economy should be 
private enterprise, with private business and industry and 
agriculture the people's primary means of providing jobs 
and producing goods and services; with government per
forming its constitutional function of establishing the 
rules of the game, acting as impartial referee, and effect
ing fiscal policies through taxation and expenditure pro
grams, such as public works, that will mesh with private 
undertakings." 

This is the kind of stabilization the construction in
dustry would like to achieve. The present discussion will 
concern itself with the means proposed for its attainment. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
Mr. Colean's recommendations for federal action and 

those contained in the JOint committee statement are 
quoted in full herewith (see next page). 

• 

Mr. Colean also lists nine general recommendations for 
action by state and local governments, covering matters 
so familiar that they are likely to arouse no important 
differences of opinion. They are endorsed in part in the 
following paragraph of the committees' joint statement: 

"The Agriculture, Business and Labor Committees rec
ommend that state and local governments cooperate with 
the federal government on policies of providing compre
hensive information on construction activity, of advance 
planning of public works projects, and of controlled timing 
of the initiation of projects to meet the objectives of a 
stabilization program." 

COMMENTS ON RECOMMENDATIONS 
The discussion which follows will be confined to the 

recommendations for federal action. 

A Construction Economics Bureau (M. C.-1, -J. 
C.-1)•-Primary purpose of this proposal is gathering and 
disseminating current market data upon which private 
investors and state and local officials can base judgments 
as to timing of their projects. Such judgments, particularly 
in the case of private investors, are based upon local mar
ket conditions, which vary considerably at any given time; 
these onditions are most immediately and most intimately 
known by local people. Reasonable stabilization of a large 
sector of private building can be effected, and only so, by 
enlightened policies of private lending institutions. These 
are now being urged by the National Housing Agency 
and its constituent agencies (particularly FHA and 
FHLBA) to provide for maintaining local market sta
tistics. These agencies have themselves a responsibility for 
maintaining stability in lending for housing purposes. 
Action by these agencies and their member institutions 
can be much more direct when based upon their own 
market information than in the case where information 
must filter through a centralized bureau in Washington. 

A central statistical bureau can render effective service 
by disseminating statistics on general national trends. The 
Department of Commerce and other governmental and 
private agencies currently collect and publish construction 
industry statistics and economic studies. Proposals for ex
panding such activities by government should provide for 
a preliminary review in order to avoid duplication. 

Any bureau with the functions outlined in these recom
mendations should be required to distinguish clearly be
tween factual statistics, estimates, and economic interpre
tations . Economic interpretations are subject to emotional 
and philosophical bias and can easily become propaganda 
for particular programs. 

A Technical Research Bureau (M. C.-2 and J.C.-
2 )-Opportunities exist for sound technical research by 

*To identify /111blislied recommmdatiot<s, M. C.-1 indicates Milu 
Colean's, J. C.-1 indicates the joint committee's recommendalWn flllm
ber 1, etc. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS BY MILES COLEAN 

The federal government should take the following steps: 

1 Establish in the Executive Branch an agency for the 
• collection, interpretation and publication of an ade

quate series of data to serve as a barometer of con
struction activity. It is to be emphasized that this would 
be an informational and advisory and not a planning or 
supervisory agency. In connection with this proposal, 
provision should be made for repeating the Housing 
Census at regular intervals and for frequent sample sur
veys by the Bureau of the Census covering the selected 
series. 

2 Establish adequate facilities for technical research in 
• construction. These facilities should cover the whole 

field of construction and, under the auspices of the De
partment of Commerce, should be organized along the 
lines of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronau
tics. In addition to its other functions, the proposed 
research agency should be specifically authorized to ad
vise with state and local government on the problem of 
urban rehabilitation, to lend technical assistance in the 
development of plans and procedures, and to report to 
the Congress on the need for further federal participa
tion in this activity. 

3 Authorize and provide appropriations to the Federal 
• Works Agency, the Corps of Engineers, the Bureau 

of Reclamation and all other federal agencies concerned 
with construction, for planning and acquiring sites for 
public works in advance of determining the time for 
their construction. Continue, as a policy, the making of 
loans for planning to states and cities as provided in 
the War Mobilization and Reconversion Act of 1944. 
Assure that at all times a full backlog of planned public 
works ls maintained ready for contract as conditions may 
warrant. 

4 Establish in the Executive Branch a Public Works 
• Control Authority charged with responsibility for 

t iming construction done directly with federal funds or 
through loans and grants to states, municipalities and 
other authorities. The Authority should further be di-

rected to counsel with the states and localities on the 
timing of nonfederal public works. 

5 Initiate, as promptly as is consistent with the prose-
• cutlon of the war, such federal public works as are 

now definitely planned or as may be speedily prepared 
for contract, but be prepared to taper off operations in 
case of later labor shortages and cost increases which 
may result from an over-rapid expansion of private con
struction. 

6 Provide in the Reconstruction Finance Corporation 
• facilities for loans-or provide through other ap

propriate means for the expansion of credit- for all 
types of sound, new construction projects, including 
local public works, in times when normal sources of 
credit are not available. Provide in the same way for 
credit expansion in times of emergency for maintenance 
of industrial and commercial structures, railroads and 
utilities. Maintain, as a stand-by facility, the FHA in
surance of home repair loans for use in similar circum
stances. 

7 Create a National Commission on Tax Integration to 
• study the problem of the equitable allocation of tax 

sources among the various levels of government. Reduce 
or eliminate the applicability of the corporate income 
tax to real estate corporations. Permit a deduction from 
the personal income tax for the depreciation of an 
owner-occupied house. 

8 Through appropriate Congressional committees, re
• study the federal facilities concerned with mortgage 

credit, with a view to creating a unified and more com· 
prehensive system of mortgage finance. 

9 Review the applicability of the Sherman Act and the 
• Federal Trade Commission Act to the problem of 

monopoly and restrictive practice within the construc
tion industry, with the purpose of assuring freedom of 
competition. 

RECOMMENDATIONS BY THE JOINT COMMITTEE, N.P.A. 

1 Comprehensive information is essential to an under-
• standing of the forces affecting the construction 

cycle and to the development of the means for guiding 
those forces in the interest of a more even fiow of con
struction activity. Therefore, there should be established, 
in the Department of Commerce, or other appropriate 
agency, a Bureau of Construction Economics. This Bu
reau should be authorized to assemble, maintain, and 
publish regularly the essential series of data and should 
have appropriations consistent with the carrying out of 
this purpose. 

2 To help meet the country's construction needs on 
• the broadest and most economical basis, facilities 

should be provided for an extensive program of tech
nical and industrial research. This activity should be 
carried on under the auspices of the Department of 
Commerce and organized after the pattern of the Na
tional Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, so as to 
represent all the interests involved. 

3 Since a variable public works program must be re
• garded as a basic instrument of stabilization of the 

construction industry, the measures listed below should 
be given immediate eonsideration : 

1. The agencies of the federal government that engage 
in construction activity should be authorized and in-
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structed to prepare plans (architectural, engineering, le
gal, financial and other) and where appropriate acquire 
land or land rights for projects in advance of specific 
timing as to initiation, so that on all occasions an ade
quate reserve of optional projects will be available. 

b. As one means of encouraging cot'1-dination of local 
and federal public works programs, the policy of making 
loans to state and local governments for advance plan
ning of public works should become a permanent fed
eral policy. Such loans are now provided for as an 
emergency measure by the War Mobilization and Re
conversion Act of 1944. 

c. There should be established in the Executive Branch 
a Public Works Control Authority which shall determine 
the timing of all federal construction and cooperate 
with the states in carrying out concurrent policies, and 
which shall be subject to general fiscal policy directives. 

4 The last decade showed the unhappy consequence 
• resulting from a sudden withdrawal of credit for con· 

struction enterprise. To prevent a repetition of such a 
disaster, the Reconstruction Finance Corporation should 
be specifically authorized, in time of emergency as de
clared by the President, to extend credit for state and 
local public works and sound private new com1tructiou. 
and maintenance operations. 

• 



agencies of the federal government, to supplement re
search by other public and private agencies. Mr. Colean's 
recommendation for a single research agency to cover the 
whole field of construction seems impractical. 

Technical research projects, to achieve results, should 
be directed toward quite specific ends. Research in the 
physical and chemical properties of materials and in con
struction methods must be closely related to studies of 
the functions and designs of particular classes of struc
tures. Designs and functions of structures are practically · 
unlimited in variety, ranging the whole gamut of eco
nomic, engineering, social, cultural, technical and personal 
needs of a complicated society, upon which are superim
posed a multitude of group and personal predilections. 
Technical improvements in concrete construction for high
ways and dams have little in common with technical im
provements in low-cost single-family houses. Hospitals, 
hotels, schools, and factories all involve special technical 
problems in design and structure. Adequate means exist 
for transmitting information as to new technical inven-. 
tions and discoveries made in any particular field to other 
fields where practical applications can be made. 

A government research bureau charged with responsi
bility for overall construction industry research would have 
to be departmentalized in order to cover all the important 
varieties of structures. It would require a large overhead 
staff for coordinating research programs and for liaison 
with federal administrative agencies responsible for various 
construction programs and with the various sectors of 
private industry interested in different types of building 
and engineering a~tivity. Such a department-store type of 
research agency would almost certainly be a new un
wieldy, uneconomic bureaucracy. Research programs are 
themselves experiments; their success depends upon the 
quality of personnel and of the work done far more than 
upon the size of organization or supposed comprehensive
ness of coverage. They should be started on a moderate 
scale and permitted to grow only as they prove their value. 

Most widely discussed need for technical research is in 
the field of housing, particularly the single-family house. 
It is difficult to see how any useful purpose can be served 
by linking a technical research program in this field to 
research in such strictly engineering matters as highways, 
sewers, dams, and bridges, or even with research on school 
or hospital buildings. Such technical research as the fed
eral government undertakes in the housing field should 
be made the responsibility of one of the housing agencies 
of government, other federal research being the responsi
bility of such other agencies as are directly concerned with 
the construction programs in their resptctive fields. 

In theory a consolidated research program may appear 
to be a potential unifying factor for the industry; it is 
quite improbable that it would be so in fact. 

Federal Public Works and a Public Works 
Control Authority (M. C.-3 and 4, J. C.-3a, band c)
With the first half of Mr. Colean's 3, which is much like 
the joint committees' 3a, there is no argument. 

The second half of Mr. Colean's 3 recommends con
tinuation of federal loans for planning to states and cities; 
the joint committees' 3b carries this a step further by 
making such a policy "permanent." Colean's 4, by im
plication at least, appears to anticipate a postwar federal 
program of loans and grants to "states, municipalities 
and other authorities," which might include advances on 
construction costs as 'fell as on planning costs. 

The need for such a policy in the postwar period has 
not been factually demonstrated, in this report or else
where. Such recommendations should not be accepted 
until the possibilities and advantages of Colean's 6 and 7 
and the committees' 4 have been fully explored. 

There can be no argument as to the advisability of 
timing federal construction projects. The proposed Public 
Works Control Authority should be empowered to func
tion more effectively than the former Employment Sta
bilization Board, which was created for the same purpose 
and accomplished meager results; the Authority might 
properly be set up within the Federal Works Agency. 

Stimulation of Postwar Federal Projects (M. C.-
5)-Construction revival in the early postwar period will 
be limited by four important transitional bottlenecks
government controls, material supply problems, price prob
lems, and manpower problems. Over stimulation of pub
lic construction at that time will intensify competition 
between public and private projects for scarce materials 
and skilled labor. The joint committee apparently recog
nized this danger and made no recommendation. 

Banking Facilities for States and Local Gov
ernments (M. C.-6 and J. CA )-F. W. Dodge Corpo
ration's Committee on Pastwar Construction Markets 
recommended in its report• that a study be made to de
termine whether there should be provided in the postwar 
period banking facilities for states and local governments. 
Such banking facilities were supplied, in rudimentary form, 
in the depression period of the 1930's. 

However, a recommendation for expanding the lending 
powers of the RFC should be accompanied by a request 
to Congress that it review the powers and functions of 
this agency and the future long-term credit needs of the 
country which the RFC can properly serve, and to spell 
out in clear and unequivocal language the future powers 
of RFC. This institution is in effect a capital-credit bank 
operating under the vaguest sort of charter and with 
practically no rules and regulations. 

It has been this writer's view for a number of years 
that the expansion of the lending powers of the RFC 
and the creation of various other lending and mortgage
insuring agencies of the federal government represent 
different aspects in the modern evolution of long-term 
credit, much of which is undoubtedly beneficial and so!lle 
of which may be potentially very dangerous. 

This writer has long advocated the creation by Congress 
of a National Long-Term Credit Commission to make the 
necessary comprehensive study of all public and private 
financing facilities operating in the long-term credit field. 
Such a commission could be patterned after the earlier 
National Monetary Commission (generally remembered 
as the Aldrich Committee) whose comprehensive studies 
and investigations resulted in creation of the Federal Re
serve System. Without a study of this scope, indiscrimi
nate expansion of the lending powers of the RFC may 
lead the country into grave troubles hereafter, particularly 
in view of our colossal federal debt. 

The writer would like to see the Congress authorize 
such a Commission as its major postwar project. 

Tax Integration (M. C.-7)-The proposal for a Na
tional Commission on Tax Integration was also advocated 

*(First published in the December, 1943 ARCHITECTURAL RECORD and 
later widely distributed in pamphlet form under the title "Construc
tion Potentials.") 
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by F. W. Dodge Corporation's Committee on Postwar 
Construction Markets in its report-"Construction Po
tentials" (Anc1-11rncTuRAL RECORD, December, 1943). Reso
lutions to effect this purpose have been introduced in the 
House of Representatives during the past several years by 
Representative John M. Coffee of Washington and by 
Representative Homer D. Angell of Oregon. 

To the extent that such a Commission could succeed 
in allocating to states and local governments revenue re
sources adequate for financing their own legitimate public 
improvement needs, federal financial aid would be un
necessary and the autonomy and independence of state 
and local governments would be preserved, a matter as 
vital to the continuance of free institutions in the United 
States as is the preservation of private enterprise in the 
fields of industry, trade, agriculture and finance. 

The writer regards this project as having the same 
urgency and importance as the one looking to creation of 
a National Long-Term Credit Commission, and would 
like to see the two proceed immediately and concurrently. 
It is to be regretted that the committees of the . P. A. did 
not see fit to endorse this proposal at this time. 

Study of Mortgage Credit (M. C.-8)-F. W. 
Dodge Corporation's Committee on Postwar Construction 
Markets has viewed this proposal as being part of its 
recommended overall study of the long-term credit needs 
of the country. (See above comment under the heading 
"Banking Facilities for States and Local Governments"). 

Monopolistic Practices (M. C.-9) - To the extent 
that uneconomic and monopolistic practices exist within 
the construction industry, they injure the industry itself 
and hamper its progress. It is to the industry's interest 
that any monopolistic practices be eliminated, though it 
should be pointed out that wholesale anti-trust prosecu
tions can be potentially disrupting and prejudicial to busi
ness confidence. 

GENERAL COMMENTS 
It is entirely conceivable that the long-term credit study 

and the tax integration study herein recommended might 
yield results in terms of regular Row of private and public 
investment funds that would minimize greatly any need 
for additional stabilization machinery. 

The proposals of Mr. Colean and the National Planning 
Association are put forward on a provisional, or experi
mental basis. It can be pointed out that while the pro
visional programs of business are usually promptly 
scrapped if they do not achieve desired results, provisional 
programs and procedure patterns · in government fre
quently tend to become permanent regardless of their 
value or cost. This consideration suggests caution in the 
creation of new federal agencies. 

The writer would like to see a more definite and forth
right recognition of the major role played by finance in 
previous construction instability. He would also point out 
that the nationwide reform in mortgage-banking practices 
effected in the 1930's went far toward eliminating second 
mortgages and short-term first mortgages, probably tending 
to much greater stability of private building activity for 
the future. The writer would emphasize this more strong
ly than Mr. Colean does. 

Mr. Colean suggests that a desirable overall construc
tion program for the postwar decade would be an average 
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ann ual volume of $15.4 billion for new construction and 
$21 bill ion for all construction including maintenance. 
T hese figures are calculated at 1943 construction cost 
levels and are meant to correspond with the overall con
struction estimates of the U. S. Department of Commerce. 
They are apparently arrived at, not by any survey or 
estimate of the postwar construction needs of the country, 
but as a quota set for the construction industry in order 
that it may contribute its share toward producing a na
tional income of $140 billions a year, stated to be essential 
for a satisfactorily high level of employment. 

It is this writer's view that the actual construction needs 
of the country cannot be ascertained by assigning em
ployment quotas or dollar-volume quotas. It is also pointed 
out that neither national income figures nor Commerce 
Department overall construction estimates are factual sta
tistics; they are based upon factual data, but they are 
themselves blown-up estimates. As such they are less exact 
as indices of business trends than are statistical series 
which consist of unadorned factual data. 

It is undoubtedly true that an expanding economy tends 
both to increased construction activity and increased na
tional income. The two are undoubtedly connected in 
some sort of hen-and-egg relationship, perhaps too vaguely 
comprehended to be expressed in terms of a fixed per
centage as Mr. Colean would like to see them worked out. 

Mr. Colean proposes as a secondary criterion of desirable 
construction volume that which this writer would place 
first, the criterion of the market. Mr. Cole:m would have 
the agency charged with construction planning exercise 
close scrutiny of the market "on a locality basis, in order 
to discover signs of saturation, labor shortage (as evi
denced by overtime payments and bonuses to attract 
workmen), inflated prices or other indications that over
building or overstraining of the industry might be taking 
place." Other specific criteria of local market conditions 
would include such data as figures on vacancies, trends 
of rentals, real estate foreclosures, budgets of local gov
ernments, and quantitative measures of adequacy of 
community facilities (sewers, street paving, hospital beds, 
school facilities and the like). Such data would probably 
not give far in advance exact quantitative measures of 
future construction activity, but, taken in conjunction with 
factual statistics on current activities, they would furnish 
reliable signals as to the soundness and probable continua
tion of current trends. While such market criteria do not 
satisfy the demands of·cosmic-scale planning or long-range
blueprints of the future, first-line reliance upon them recog
nizes the dynamic character of economic expansion and the 
flexible nature of the construction demand that accompanies 
it. The basic conflict is actually between concepts appropri
ate to collectivist planning and to the kind of planning 
appropriate to the efficient functioning of a free-enterprise 
economy. Mr. Colean has somewhat more faith in the 
efficacy of mixing the two concepts than has this writer. 

In conclusion, this writer finds himself in agreement 
with the objectives of the National Planning Association 
report and with its principal recommendations. Comment 
and criticism have been directed at certain details which 
seem to merit full discussion and clarification rather than 
unqualified acceptance. 

Mr. Colean and the ational Planning Association have 
produced a very constructive and thought-provoking docu
ment, and their recommendations merit the thoughtful 
consideration of everyone in the construction industry. 



BANKS 
Architectural Record's Building Types Study Number 99, in collaboration with BANKING 

Perhaps in no field of activity have changed methods of work caused 

such a striking change in building needs as in the old con ervative field 

of hanking. Awareness of this change is acute among hankers, so much 

so that Banking, official organ of the American Bankers' Association, has 

recently been exploring the new necessities. A a fir t tep in the present 

editorial collaboration, Banking sent letters of inquiry to alert members 

of the hanking profession, and Architectural Record arranged to have a 

leading architect suggest what might be done to give architectural ex

pression to the needs which the inquiry might reveal. Another architect~ 

a consultant with a score of years' experience in serving one of the largest 

commercial hanks in the United States, was enlisted for a discussion of 

bank planning fundamentals, and both articles are presented along with 

plans and illustrations of bank architecture finished or proposed. Once 

again, the collaborative editorial idea has been used to establish a close 

link, this time between two of the most respected American professions. 

WHAT BANKER WANT OF THEIR BUILDING , by Perry Coke mith, A.I.A. 

FIFTY-FIRST TREET BRANCH, NATIONAL CITY BANK OF NEW YORK, 
Walker & Gillette, Architects • Aaron G. Alexander, Consulting Architect 

FUNDAMENTALS IN MODERN BANK PLANNING, by Aaron G. Alexander, 

Consultant Architect 
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WHAT BANKERS WANT OF THEIR BUILDINGS 

By Perry Coke Smith, A.I.A.. 

of Voorhees, Walker, Foley and Smith, Architects 

Open planning and open window display, adapted to the needs of banks. The 
list of services on the bulletin board reflects vastly expanded services be
irtg actively merchandised. Underneath is a table for display of products 

P ROBLEMS of building construction are not easily con
sidered in general terms. Yet there may be some value in 
what follows, because a general underlying inquiry was 
conducted by Banking. Twenty-three bankers throughout 
the country responded by letter to the inquiry, "If you 
were planning a new or remodeled bank building, what 
results would you seek from the building in better mer
chandising of bank services and better public relations?" 

Adding together these replies a consistent pattern is 
obtained of the bankers' conviction as to what the modern 
bank should say to the public. The writers of these letters 
responded freely and earnestly so that I feel, in attempting 
hereafter to translate these ideas into assistance in planning 
new quarters, that, though broad, the foundation is firm. 

The first and all but unanimous idea expressed in the 
cross-section taken was that the bank building, as well as 
the banker, must get rid of the "stiff-collar and fishy eye" 
and meet the customer at least as engagingly as a first-rate 
retail store. As expressed in the letters, this conception is 
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a natural result of the changed conditions in the business 
of banking. One banker says, "We have never had a 
banking system in this country designed for public con
venience. Historically our banking legislation has been 
busy creating a market for government bonds, facilities 
for the re-discount of commercial paper, and mobilizing 
the productive capital of the nation. Only lately have our 
legislators discovered John and Mary Doe and the kids, 
and their need for a home and a car, an easy way to pay 
household bills, get cash in emergencies, start a small 
business, make plans for retirement and finally have their 
estate settled by a competent, dependable agency. New 
banking structures are reflecting this more modern view 
of the place of banking in our social structure." 

All other ideas expressed in the replies seemed to serve 
this one central idea. They may be grouped roughly under 
four classifications: service, functional arrangement, visual 
expression and merchandising. 

Under service, the first classification, these characteristics 



No longer a monumental blind spot on the street, the bank opens up, 
lights up. The interior is the chief attraction (it is shown on opposite page} 

were the ones to which the bankers gave primary mention: 
1. Clear direction of the public. 
2. Ample public space to avoid congestion. 
3. Special facilities for cashing payroll checks. 
4. Drive-in teller facilities. 
5. Ladies' retiring rooms. 
6. Conference and meeting rooms for the public. 
7. Carefully considered air conditioning, sound proofing 

and lighting. 
As to functional arrangement, the second point, the 

location of the Loan Department received almost primary 
attention. All but one of the replies mentioning it wanted 
this department separated from the main floor functions 
so that customers could conduct this business in private 
without embarrassment. Most thought it should be on 
.another floor. One suggested associating it with a Sav
ings Department in a separate section on the main floor 
so that these combined departments could be kept open 
from 8 A.M. to 5 P.M. 

Besides the location of the Loan Department, the Safe 
Deposit Department was a poor second for attention. 
!hose mentioning it called for its association with the 
Trust and Bond Departments. 

Every letter agreed on the third point, "visual ex
pression," which we describe more simply as-h0w a bank 
should look. Our new bank must be open, friendly, warm 
and un-imposing; a minimum of obstructions between the 
.customer and the bank's representative who serves him. 

We now come to point four, merchandising. The letters 
agree that the banker must merchandise his services as 
vigorously as the retail merchant. Naturally good service, 
-good functional arrangement, and visual expression all 
coatribute to sales. Specific, direct merchandising devices 
mentioned beside personnel training were window displays 
and interior exhibits. 

To sum up, the characteristics of modern banking busi
ness, as expressed by bankers themselves, are quite clear. 
The modern bank must promote a wide variety of services 
involving relatively small transactions. Many of these 
services are newly competitive. Practically all of them must 

' be performed on the bank's premises by personal contact. 
· rn this it rs like retail merchandising- the banker must 

make clear to the public what he has to sell and why it 
is advantageous for the customer to buy; and then to make 
it easy to close the transaction. 

Retail merchandising has always operated on these prin
ciples and has the technique because its housing has had a 
long and progressive development. With banking, this is 
not true. As I recall, up until 1929 or later, the banker 
was still enthroned in his august temple granting his 
favors reluctantly. Therefore in designing banking quarters 
not only must the changed character of the business be 
considered but public prejudice must be overcome, and 
for every new bank that will be built in the next ten years 
there are dozens standing with their too-enduring treat
ment of marble and bronze, saying to the public what the 
banker doesn't want to say. 

For these reasons, I approach the task of suggesting 
what to do about bank buildings with considerable and 
respectful caution. 

To begin, I wish to state my own opinion of the order 
of importance the characteristics mentioned in the letters 
received. To make anything of this general and difficult 
problem I must, I feel, extract what I consider funda
mentals as related to their forcefulness in terms of archi
tectural expression and effer merely a general advice. 

First of all comes the exterior. Many of my brother prac
titioners, at this point if not before, will leave the audience, 
saying that functionally designed space, honestly enclosed, 
will speak for itself. This is true, but, nevertheless, to meet 
the modern bank's merchandising problem we must start 
our planning outside. 

In order of importance after the exterior comes, second, 
facilities for display; third, clarity of arrangement. : 
fourth, comfort in conduct of business. 

One banker, replying to Banking's inquiry, made an 
interesting observation. He said that he had been told by 
two top-flight merchandising men that a bank buildin~ 
is a definite deterrent in a retail merchandising district. 
Both men are engaged in chain store merchandising and 
both refuse to rent quarters in the same block with a 
bank. The banker said that after having been told this 
he noticed specifically that pedestrian traffic in front of his 
bank was a fraction of that on the other side of the street. 
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ew departments for new customers are here shown 
clearly marked, well arranged, comfortably furnished. 
Below : "open planning" in an early San Francisco bank 

Bettmann 
Archive 

To my mind this does not add up if you consider it only 
on a population basis. A bank, I would guess, has as many 
customers and employees per business hour as a top-grade 
jewelry store or book store occupying an equal ground 
area. Therefore, it would seem to me that this condition 
is due to the short hours of banking business, the large 
number of holidays and its appearance in a city block. 
As to appearance, the bank attends the merchandising 
party in a stiff shirt and striped pants and the boys move 
over to the other side of the room where the atmosphere 
is more congenial. 

So I think this is the first thing to fix. I honestly cannot 
even attempt to evaluate the drawing power of a facade 
of any kind. But I do believe, that for a bank to take its 
desired place in a retail merchandising district, in a small 
town or big city, its exterior must excite interest. That is 
why the retailer spends time and money modernizing his 
"fron t" and dressing his windows. 

Now, what are the visual techniques for exciting inter
est? They are considered to be illumination, color and 
movement as the stimulating characteristics and subject 
matter of personal or human interest as the holding char
acteristic. 

Applying these principles to the exterior expression of 
a bank, we come up with large clear openings showing a 
colorful and well-lighted interior, filled comfortably with 
people, happily transacting their business. This, of. course, 
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is a simple answer, well understood at present by bankers 
and architects alike. I think that it is undeniable as far 
as it goes but I should like to carry it further. It see~s 
to me that the most important idea of all, expressed m 
several of the replies to Banking, was concerning dis?l.ays 
or exhibits of public interest. The best merchandising 
procedure that a bank can follow (aside from proper per
sonnel-customer relations) is to cause the customer and 
prospect to understand the nature of the services rendered 
by the bank. Banking in the past has given itself an eso
teric atmosphere which is a standard step in inspirin? a_we. 

Suppose then, that we design a bank whose pnnc1?al 
street front is occupied by a large space through which 
the bank is entered with clear windows on the street. In 
this space are maintained displays and exhibits skillfully 
designed and frequently changed. This space could be
come the center of information on commercial activities 
and enterprise, as well as the means of informing the 
customer of what the bank does and what it sells. This 
display space could be kept open beyond banking hours 
and on holidays. I am sure that the bank's commercial cus
tomers as well as the bank itself would find such display 
to their benefit. 

The exhibit area would be separated from the bank by 
glass so as to segregate it from the banking space during 
off hours. Skillfully planned, the bank's services could 
be spread out for easy recognition and access. This space 
would be a not-too-hurried introduction to the bank and 
its services. 

Let us assume that this general idea would produce an 
interesting facade showing light, color, and activity during 
retail business hours, would serve to explain the activities 
of the bank and index them. 

There may be other ways to design a bank so that its 
exterior and immediate interior character have merchan
dising force in appearance, and provide opportunity for 
display. I would like, though, to let this example stand 
for what it is worth, and go on to the subject of clarity 
of arrangement and of comfort in conducting business. 

In a retail store, clarity or simplicity of arrangement 
is not so necessary as in a bank. Once a customer is in a 
store, it is an advantage to have him (or, better, her) 
wander through the merchandise display, gradually losing 
sales resistance. Without tangible merchandise to use, 
the bank must do this job by means of the displays or 
other expedients. Once the customer is in and the desire 
to purchase is planted, the going should be smooth and 
easy. 

To achieve this there is no good substitute for direct 
vision and openness, to which signs are only an aid. ! 
believe the activities most clearly seen and easiest of access: 
should be those involving the greatest proportion of new 
business. 

These services should step forward and shake hands. 
Routine repetitive business can well be conducted at some 
distance from the entrance, provided access is clear and 
accommodations adequate. 

Comfort for the customer in conducting business is: 
partly achieved by what has already been mentioned: ease 
in finding where to go. To this must be added other 
things, the first of which is good lighting. If I had to 
choose between good lighting and air conditioning, I 
would take the lighting. ext is sound control and third 
is air conditioning; but more and more the bank of the 
future must have all of these things. 



Gottscho-S chleisner photos 

DOUBLED SIZE FOR SELLING SERVICE 

Fifty-First Street Branch, National City Bank of New York 

Walker & Gillette, Architects; Aaron G. Alexander, Consultant Architect 

T HIS up-to-the-minute bank, organized like a department store, makes strik
ing use of an expedient that has been brilliantly successful in a leading New 
York retailing establishment. This device is the split-level arrangement, which 
not only makes the main bank floor and the lower bank room both instantly 
and dramatically visible from the entrance, but also takes away the "bargain
basement" curse from the lower level. Although the idea was incorporated 
in the original narrow version of the building, it did not come fully into its 
own until the structure was doubled in width during the last months of 
unrestricted building. 
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Above: three levels in a single view. 
The lower level is devoted chiefly to 
payroll a11d special checking service ; 
the upper one to the regular custom
ers of the ban.k. The mezzanine con· 
taining the officers' platform is above 
the ceiling seen in the foreground 

Plans show lower banking floor (left) 
and upper, main floor in plan to right 
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The building section, above, helps visualize the unusually clear 
separation of departments. Photo, below, of main banking floor 
shows the highly ingenious placing of officers' platform, its 
dignity indicated in view to right 
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A bove, full-width completed lower floor ; below, the original half-plan . Note low 

ceilings, pennissible here, in contrast to dignified height of main banking room 
above. Light-toned flo or and walls reflect light. Fixtures "spill" enough across ceiling 

Plan, right, shows a modern safe deposit department, on the floor below the lower 
banking room. There are three carefully sUi:ed types of customer's facility : small, 
indiv idual coupon booths ; larger booths, and conference rooms for several people 
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UPPU'1: OA~T Qi: MAIN BANll.INCJ !ZOOM 

M~ZZAN INE. 

AU views on these trrn pages reveal the basic simplicity and 
unpretentiousness which make tire new crowds feel at home 
in bank quarters. View above shows lower banking floor 
looking toward the rear. View at left is of the protective 
screen of the safe-deposit department. The vault, as shown 
in the plan on the opposite page, is in the pre/erred position, 
not in the banking room but on a lower floor mid built 
entirely in interior space 

Plan , starting across-page: Cellar 
floor, with safe-deposit department ; 
mezzanine of main banking room; 
bookkeeping department on second 
floor, above main banking room; pent 
house with air conditioning plant 
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FUNDAMENTALS IN MODERN BANK PLANNING 

Rowe photo 

Old arrangement piles crowd behind entrance 

CRowos are the main reason behind changed bank plans. 
People are coming into banks who never used to come 
before; and bankers are doing all they can to bring these 
new people in. The newer bank services are designed to 
serve everyday needs. The bank of today, like the store 
of today, thrives on a greatly increased number of trans
actions of decreased unit value. Gone is the day when a 
big-city bank might confine itself to depositors able to 
carry a thousand-dollar minimum, and when a customer 
who had an appointment with a vice-president went out 
first to buy a new hat. To the usual Paying and Receiving, 
Loan and Discount, Securities and Notes and Interest De
partments, the new age has added such services as War 
Bonds, Special Checking Accounts, Payrolls, greatly aug
mented Mortgage Departments, Personal Loans, and even 
Insurance. 

New Locations 
The new services have in many instances encouraged the 

choice of new locations for banks or branches. Plots are 
sought which are close to good transport and parking 
facilities, and a point is often made of situating close to 
institutions offering mass employment. A large store or 
factory can create not only a profitable payroll department 
but also a large personal savings and personal loan busi
ness. 

The minimal list of facilities for a small bank includes: 
Public space 
Tellers' wickets 
Bank work space 
Vault 

Storage vault 
Coupon rooms 
Men's toilets 
Women's toilets 

Officers' platform Furnace room 
Directors' Room Janitor 

The facilities mentioned in the second column can well 
be placed in the basement. 

In many existing banks occupying corner situations, the 
counter screen and work space have been placed along 
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By Aaron G. Alexander, Consultant Architect 

All plans on these two pages show remodeling of branches of 
National City Bank of New York, by the author. This Ridge
wood branch was changed to give the public far more space, 
keep it out of bank work areas, and vastly simplify safe· 
deposit procedure, as shown in dotted lines. One of very few 
instances with vault initially well placed 

the side street, for the sake of daylight. This was done 
before artificial illumination had reached its present effi
ciency and dependability. Today the work space should 
never be on the street side, where windows permit ques
tionable characters on the street to make a leisurely study 
of the bank's way of working. This kind of space along 
windows should be public space-then the windows can 
be increased in size and the public activity inside made 
into an attraction from the street, drawing more business. 
Speaking of safety, another precaution should be taken: 
whenever possible, there should be only a single front 
entrance, and no rear door opening to an alley. 

Basic Dimensions 
A small bank can be built on a lot of 20-ft. frontage. 

If there is no safe-deposit vault (and this is the only de
partment that does not look to a postwar increase) then 
by proper handling a complete bank can be installed on 
a single floor in quarters with 25-ft. frontage and 125-ft. 
depth. At Sutton Place, New York, the author installed a 



complete bank in an area 40 by 45 ft., by using a basement 
and a balcony type mezzanine. 

Set dimensions in the width of the bank include: ( 1) 
A passage behind the tellers' cages, 2 ft. 6 in. (2) The 
cages, usually 6 ft. deep. Payroll cages have been designed 
by the author as shallow as 4 ft. 6 in.; at the other ex
treme, "C.l.D." or compound interest department cages 
have to be 8 ft. deep to allow for the "tub" and are 
therefore usually placed in a separate line. (3) Allowance 
for screen construction, 6 inches. ( 4) Public space, what 
is left. In the case of 25-ft. frontage, allowing 1 ft. 6 in. 
for wall thickness (one outer wall, one party-wall), we 
have left approximately 14 ft. 6 in. for public space. The 
bank platform for officers . can be about 10 ft. wide-in 

City Hall Branch. Public space 6 ft. 6 in. wider as result of 
narrowed passageway, reduced cage depth, relocated stairs. L 
in public space draws "new business" crowds away from door 

An ingenious solution by Mr. Alexander for gaining a new 
payroll and special checking bankroom in a narrow adjoining 
store. Door openings cut through party-wall connect new 
cages with existing work space, eliminate need for new 
passage. Papers and money are passed through small safety· 
gates in doors 

other words, the line of the counter screen is continued in 
the form of a railing. A length of 20 ft. will allow for 
three desks. 

The frontage generally allowed for each ordinary pay
ing and receiving station is 5 ft.; this is set not by the 
bookkeeping requirements but by experience with line-up 
requirements of customers. A loan and discount cage re
quires about 8 ft. of frontage. (See Time-Saver Stand
ards, pages 117 and 119, Ed.) 

Public Areas 

These must be laid out with the new customers, and 
the new kinds of services in mind. The school of 
thought which made the public find its way around a 
banking "island" is thoroughly out of date. The public 
has to occupy the center and have a clear view to facilities 
surrounding it; moreover the crowd has to have room to 
"mill around." There is no good way of forcing a cus
tomer to fit his errands to a theoretical "flow line." 

New customers create a special plan problem. Quite 

naturally, some bank designers have placed the desk of 
the "new business" officer close to the entrance where it 
could be seen at once; but unless this is carefully handled 
it creates a bottle-neck of hesitant and sometimes bewild
ered newcomers directly behind the door and in the way of 
those who know where they are going. It is necessary to 
draw off this new-business crowd to one side, as shown 
in accompanying examples. 

Line-ups should never be longer than 10 customers. The 
shortest line-ups are at the loan and discount window, 
which is correspondingly placed in front. The longest 
occur at payroll windows and at the C.l.D. windows. 
Where these two departments are not placed on a separate 
floor they are best located together toward the rear of the 

into quiet dead..end. Payroll window situated at comer per
mits longer lineups. Work space is moved downstairs with 
directors' room, rest rooms, and vaults 

- 70 C!P 
lbf'I. 

public area. Corner posiuons also allow longer lines. 
The officers' platform belongs well forward, where of

ficers may readily be seen, and where they in turn can 
keep an eye on things. One of the requirements is that 
there be a teller's window in easy reach so that new ac
counts or loans can be opened without lost motion. 

Placing the Service Departments 

Personal loan departments and similar new departments 
are situated in very different ways according to the char
acter of the bank clientele. For example, in a silk-stocking 
district the personal loan department is more secreted 
from the general public than it is likely to be in a purely 
manufacturing or industrial area. Again, in the former 
case, no payroll department is needed; but in the latter 
quite an area must be so assigned, and the possibility 
must be explored of getting large employers to stagger 
their pay-days to help spread the load. 

Mortgage and trust departments which have tradition
ally been placed in the general teller area can be moved 
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Showing changes now under way in a savings bank 
in a city of well over 300,000. Huge ga.in in public 
space and convenience by eliminating bank "island" 

and moving mortgage department plus work space 
upstairs. New account oflicers and patrons, placed out 

of way of traffic, have two individual wickers and a 
separat.e exit 
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bodily to an upper or lower floor without interfering 
with efficiency. This is one of the first expedients to ex
plore in finding more room for the new crowds that come 
into banks. 

Bookkeeping departments use ever-increasing amounts 
of machinery. A single machine which may sort or photo
graph or cancel checks saves area as well as personnel. Di
mensions of machines and their space requirements are 
obtainable from the manufacturers. 

The safe deposit department should be so planned that 
the banker can sell security to his client not only while 
the client sleeps but while he is in the bank examining 
his worldly goods . Give him a properly sized coupon room, 
one into which he can bring his partner or lawyer, 0ne 
with sufficient light to permit reading the finest type, 
and properly ventilated. 

New Personnel Requirements 

We should look into change of personnel. Today, we 
have an increase in female help, necessit:iting additional 
resr-room facilities. Also, many banks find it advantageous 
to maintain a lunch room, or at least lunch space. Person
ally, I think these item are here to stay, and the wise 
banker will incorporate them in his new post war quarters, 
since they pay dividends in labor relations. 

Planning for Expansion 

Vaults badly placed are one of the chief obstacles to 
expansion. However nice it is to have a vault in the middle 
of the first floor, where everyone can see it, this will 
stymie changes. The vault of today, with its steel lining 
and reinforced concrete built to meet No. JO insurance 
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New second floor 

New first floor 

rating, should preferably be located in the basement; and 
if there is no basement, then the vault should be placed 
to one side, so that expansion will not involve the terrific 
expense of tearing out the vault. If there is a safe-deposit 
vault, it must be accessible to the public without the need 
for crossing the work space of the bank. The accepted 
safe way of providing extra protection is to build the 
vault as shown in accompanying drawings, with a space 
between the vault wall and the outer wall, and a mirror 
at the corner for two-way vision. 

Materials, Equipment, and Styling 

Just a word on the future prospect in materials, equip
ment, and styling. First of all, the banker must look for
ward to such items as air conditioning and new lighting 
as a vital part of his new plans or alterations. The ma
chine age will bring out many new devices in the "ma
chine room" and elsewhere. Tew metals and plastics will 
be available, especially as trim and finishes on floors, 
counters, walls. At the same time, a note of caution is to 
be sounded about abandonment of proven materials which 
happen to be old. For example, a material such as marble 
should not be blamed · for an appearance of obsolescence 
which really attaches to a style and not the material. Any 
close study of a great building tradition such as the Italian 
will reveal that marble need not be "cold" but can be so 
handled, by proper choice and design, as to create an 
effect of utmost warmth, depth, and beauty. 

In conclusion, the bank in the future will undoubtedly 
often lean toward the modern in design, for the same 
reasons that other merchandising establishments do; but 
it should retain dignity and an effect of reliability. 



NEW 

MODERN OFFICES 

This study presented al.&o to office building managers through the 
collaboration of the editors of Buildings and Building Management 

Gottscho-Sclr leisn er 

Henry Zimmerman and Hans Weiss, designers. Other photos, [>age 116 

TRENDS IN OFFICE DESIGN 

By L. Andrew Reinhard and Henry Hofmeister 

WHILE the office buildings in our skyline look 
almost exactly as they did a dozen years ago, 
when new construction virtually ceased, they 
do not look the same inside. The American 
business office, which once ran to a pattern of 
standard partitions, standard color schemes, 
standard furniture, has thrown the pattern away 
and "galloped off in all directions." 

The modern office is brightened and enliv
ened by dozens of new materials, both structural 
and decorative; by new forms and curves; by 
modern lighting and air conditioning and acous
tic treatment and office machinery and con
veniences of many kinds. By all of the devices 
and arts of modern architecture, decoration, 
furnishing and display. This trend may have 
brought harrying problems to office building 
managers. But it has also improved the effec
tiveness and efficiency of the office. 

The trend is already pronounced, in spite of 
wartime difficulties and restrictions, and prom
ises to be really important after the war. Per
haps in many buildings it is scarcely visible at 
all, since wartime crowding overshadows every
thing else. Even so, these are days of tenant 
changes and expansion and moving, and each 
shift brings a new consideration of office layout 
and design. 

While the improvement of office space is a 

perfectly natural trend, based simply on the 
typical American desire for progress, there are 
some special factors right now. 

One is that office buildings are crowded, top
quality space is at a premium, and room for 
expansion all but impossible to find. Govern
ment bureaus have absorbed much office space. 
War production has expanded business offices. 
Also, normal business expansion must have been 
a factor gradually increasing occupancy since 
any quantity of office space has been added to 
the market. Office building managers seem to 
be looking forward to good renting years ahead. 

Now some buildings in New York are get
ting rid of short-term leases, choosing the good 
leases they want for longer terms, and generally 
consolidating their good market. In such a situ
ation tenants are forced to look ahead, and 
many are called upon to establish new quarters. 
Rockefeller Center is full to the bursting point. 
In the "midtown" section, the Empire State 
Building is enjoying a rental boom, particularly 
in lines of business that expect expansion
chemical industries, export and import lines, and 
merchandising offices in general. This building 
probably marks a high point in the trend to
ward a selling atmosphere in office space. 

Another factor is that tenants are prosperous; 
they have the means to do their offices as they 
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PATTERNS IN OFFICE PLANNING 

Ol'l'IC6 OHICE 
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S PACE in office buildings being a fairly expensive commodity, its economical use 
is now, as always, the first objective of office layouts. In spite of improvemeats in 
lighting and air conditioning, daylight is still the measure of value within a certain 
space, and the success of an office plan depends largely on the proper allocatiom 
of the areas near the windows and on the development of the darker space nearer 
the corridor. If the office building was properly planned, (with windows and col
umns so spaced as to permit partitioning every 8 or 9 ft.), the handling of areas 
near windows is a simple matter. Then the office planner's task centers around 
ideas for making the best possible use of interior space. The plans on these two 
pages-all by Reinhard and Hofmeister, architects-were selected as examples of 
effective planning in this respect. 

1. The "T" office is still the theor· 
etical unit for office building space 
in normal use-two small private of· 
fices, with the inside space used for 
a combined reception room and gener· 
al office for secretaries, salesmen, etc. 

2. Something a little better than the 
"normal" is possible when only one 
private office is required. Then the 
reception room is a separate entity, 
the storeroom hides unsightly equip
ment, and the secretary gets daylight 

3. Here is the minimu.m office for one 
man and one secretary. This might be 
regarded as a module for office space; 
it is usually 8 or 9 feet wide, and 
represents half of a typical bay of 
18 ft . width and 25 or 27 ft. depth 

(Continued from page 99) 

may long have wanted them. Then too, of course, they 
are looking for chances to plow money back into invest
ment in any legitimate way that tax laws permit. 

Along this same line, businesses in general are prepar
ing for days of competition ahead, when the war is over 
and they go again into a "buyer's market." It is natural 
then that they would develop all of the selling possibilities 
of their own offices. Every business office has a selling task 
of some sort to perform, and the current situation merely 
strengthens the normal desire to make the office quarters 
speak out positively in building sales and prestige. 

The eifect of salesmanship in offices perhaps has strong
er influence in strictly merchandising space than in of
fices: thus certain loft tenants go further than those in 
high-class office buildings-that is, in sales and display 
rooms. However, many merchandising concerns are going 
into more expensive space, and many office tenants-even 
law firms-are tending toward something more advanced 
than the heavy dignity of tradition. 

This salesmanship is not devoted entirely to the firm's 
clientcle. Like charity, it begins at home. For if this is a 
seller's market, it also belongs to employees. The workers 
in the office "bull pen" are having their day, and more is 
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being done for them. They are getting not only better 
light, better ventilation and better working conditions, 
but also improved and more cheerful surroundings. This 
might be considered a long-term trend as well as a current 
necessity; in any case it is a factor that will increasingly 
improve the office and add to the problem of the office 
planner. 

All such factors are complicating the layout and design 
of office interiors, and, incidentally, bringing more and 
more professional designers into this activity. 
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5. For a really nice office for two principals and two sec· 
retaries, here is a plan that might be considered ideal. 
The "big shot" gets a large, outside-corner office with its 
ante· room and private entrance. "Con/ erence room" serves 
the same purpose for sub-executive and two secretaries 

7. In every building there are certain areas 
where the space is exceptionally deep. Here 
is a plan which is just about the ultimate in 
the use of dark space. Salesmen are supposed 
to be out selling; their desks don't need day
light. But the office workers get good space. 
Con/ erence room is mechanically ventilated 
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6. A similar offece with more emphasis on the reception 
room. Here the visitors get more attention than either the 
executives' offeces or the offece employees. But here too, 
as in any well-planned office, the files , the stores, the 
lavatory, the coats, are hidden away in inside space 
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8. The business man's craving for 
daylight is well illustrated in this 
plan for an office with an unusual 
number of executives. General of· 
fice workers and accountants get 
equal consideration. Even with all 
of this attention to daylight, how
ever, the darker space was still 
insufficient; it was necessary to 
take a room across the corridor 
for additional storage space All plans on these two pages are at one-sixteenth scale. 
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PLANNED FOR WORKERS' WELFARE 

Consolidated Chemical Industries, Inc. 

Offices in Rockefeller Center, New York 

Reinhard & Hofmeister, Architects 

A STENOGRAPHER might call this suite a worker's dream 
come true, but the boss no doubt had his own reasons for 
making all parts of the office so thoroughly presentable. 
Whatever the reason, this office does set a high standard, 
in plan as well as in furnishing and decoration. Employees 
in the general office have just as good space as the chiefs. 
All files are banished to the file room, the noisy teletype 
to its own cubby-hole. All of the space is completely a!f 
conditioned. 
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General office and private offices aUke are done in quiet splendor, with si.tnple blond furniture, 
carpeted floors, acoustic tile ceilings, comfortable upholstered chairs, venetian blinds with drapes. 
File room and closets prevent the usual office clutter. Air conditioning machines in corridor closet 

General office is di.tnensioned to give best 
daylight to each pair of desks, not for the 
absolute mini.tnum of space. Private offices 
are adequme, but they are not pretentious 
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EXECU'I \TE 

ExEcUTrVES are usually people with rather definite ideas 
regarding what they want, and when and why. They also 
have powers of decision. But this does not mean that they 
are not open to valid suggestion, persuasion or argument. 
They, and their company, take both pride and pleasure 
in their offices, the setting in which they work and receive 
their business visitors. They may have rather .fixed ideas, 
influenced by their accustomed environment or by some
thing they have seen and admired in the offices of others. 
They can be shown, and sketches or models are most 
effective in demonstrating the possibilities of a fresh de
sign approach which produces an environment nearer to 
their hearts' desire than their own preconceived ideas. 

With this in mind the designers of the executive offices 

DESIGNED 

Muller-Barringer, Designers 

shown here conducted a local sampling survey of execu
tives in New York. They interviewed lawyers, doctors, 
publishers, retailers, manufacturers, company officials, 
bankers, engineers-posing questions about their require
ments and desires. The results are interesting and in
structive, although the test was not large enough to be 
conclusive and many an executive "deviates from the 
norm" with personal idiosyncrasies. On the basis of the 
survey, the designers produced this custom-tailored execu
tive office which offers much more in efficiency, conven · 
ience, and psychological lift than the more conventional 
type that many executives had in mind. The choice be
tween the two types of offices is usually not difficult to 
make in view of the evidence. 

The survey showed the following needs and desires in terms of percentage of executives' reported requirements. 

Requirement 

Rectangular desk of standard height 
Shallow top drawer . .................... . 
File drawer 
Swivel chair ......... . ........ . ...... .. . . 
"A better swivel chair" . .. ...... . 
Foot brace .... .. .. . .......... . .......... . 
Sofa . . ....................... . .. . ....... . 
"Office atmosphere" ...................... . 
6' x 3' desk .... .................... . .... . 
Some device for doubling work-space surface .. 
Upholstered lounge chair-not too low ... ... . 

104 

% 

100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
90 
90 
90 
85 
80 
80 

Requirement 

Fresh colors-not too bright 

Draperies at windows .... . ........ . . .. ... . 

Wood-top desk ... . ........... . . ... . . .. . . . 

Three visitor chairs ......... . ...... ...... . 

Modern design ............. .. .... ....... . 

djustable drawer dividers ... . . . . .. . .... .. . 

Leather or linoleum-top desk ...... . ....... . 

Divided between two and four visitor chairs . 

Traditional design ... .... .. ...... . ....... . 

Living-room-library atmosphere 

% 

80 
80 

70 

70 

70 

60 
30 
30 

30 

IO 



FOR FLEXIBILITY, CONVENIENCE AND MULTI-USE 
I 

The office shown on the page opposite is a conven
tional interpretation of executives' needs, as deter· 
mirted by the survey. Only some probably-11eeded 
storage space has beert added. While such ari office 
is acceptable to many executives, it lacks many of 
the advmuages of the office shown in the three draw
irigs ori this page. 

otes writteri above poi11t out features which many 
executives would welcome. Naturally the nature of 

the work to be done would indicate which features 
would prove advantageous a11d which would be uri· 
necessary. A tack board, for instance, might be very 
useful in the office of an advertising or sales execu· 
tive, but hardly desirable in a lawyer's office. The 
desigri obviously is iriterided to be indicative of pos· 
.sibilities rather than a universally adaptable pattern 
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OFFICES DOUBLE AS DISPLAY 

Offices for Artek-Pascoe, Fifth Avenue, New York 

Ketchum, Gina & Sharp, Architects 

Angled coal closet and cab
inet! disguise a column in 
an office for a secretary 

Book case wall matche& the 
color of the carpet; book 
case i11 contrasting white 



B"" S ch11all photos 

0 NE would expect that a manufacturer of 
modern furniture would do something special 
in its own office space, and in this instance one 
would not be disappointed. The basic require
ments for the space were the usual ones
reception room, private offi~es, general office, 
research room-but the resulting visual and 
amenity values go considerably beyond the 
usual. In short, the offices serve as display for 
the firm's furniture, as well as for their normal 
function. While there are some walnut panel
ing and a few dark walls, to contribute con
trast and to serve as display background, in 

general the offices are kept as light and "airy" 
as possible, with glass block partitions where 
they would be useful for "borrowing" light. 
In reception room and private offices, ceilings 
are furred down, with acoustical materials and 
f"ecessed lighting fixtures. 

Vieu> through general office looking toward reception room 

GlWls block wall borrows light for the /{enerul oflu:e 
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MODERN LAW OFFICE AND LIBRARY 

Offices for Nemeroff, ] elline, Danzig & Paley; Empire State Building 

Hans Weiss and Henry Zimmerman, Designers 

THE DIGNITY that seems a requirement for the 
law office does not bind the designer forever 
to strictly traditional styles. True, the law 
office cannot afford to reach out for the more 
enticing abstractions which might be a defi
nite objective for a sales office, but certainly 
the designer may feel free to suggest that the 
law has advanced somewhat since colonial 
days. This one manages to achieve a note of 
balance between the background of the law 
and the pace of modern business. Color 
schemes combine beige and brown tones with 
some restrained yellow striping, walnut panel
ing, with greens in drapes and leather uphol
stery. Blending in with these decorative notes 
is the cork tile floor in reception room and 
library, which is also appreciated as a sound
deadening measure. 
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Gottscho-S clr/eisner photos 

The paneling featured at the end of the reception 

roum amounts to making a virtue of necessity, for 
it encases an otherwise objectionable column 



An extensive law library makes an effective background for a conference roam. Curving 
bookshelves at the left take advantage of extra space left between two huge colwmns. 
Conference room also serves as a passage from reception room to offices of the partners 
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EXECUTIVE SUITE 

R EPRESENTATIVE of the larger offices 
of New York, this one occupies a 
whole floor in the base section of the 
Empire State Building. Much too 
large to be reproduced here, its plan 
is also representative, in that execu
tive offices are concentrated at one 
end of the floor, near elevators, sep
arated by the elevators from the maze 
of general offices beyond. Representa
tive, too, in that the reception room 
greets the visitor with a note of mod
ern efficiency, while the officers' quar
ters are done in more traditional 
elegance. 

Reception room restrains its sales· 
manship of the firm's products to two 
large murals on the curved wall sur
faces. The room is in "dark" space; 
Jalse window is lighted /rum the rear 
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Reception Room and Executive Offices 

The lnterchemical Corporation 

Empire State Building, New York City 

Above: corridor serving executive officers• 
suite is not so much a corridor as a wide 
foyer, which serves also as an officers' re
ception room and lounge and further insures 
the privacy of the company's top executives 
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WHERE OFFICES 

Officers' Quarters of 

Einson-Freeman Co. 

Long Island City 

Joseph Aronson 

Designer 
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EMPHASIZE SELLING 

A private office plan1ted for direct selling. 

The officer's desk is designed not so much for 
the shuffling and hiding oJ important papers 
as for the reception oj important pe°ople 



IJ7 alls in the officers' rooms are 
of oak plywood, limed; furniture, 
limed oak; ceilings, acoustical 
fiberboard. Floors are carpeted 

Furniture is designed to make the 
guest com/ ortable enough so that 
he will stay, not, as in many 
offices, to speed his departure 

T ffE TREND toward the modern, functional 
office is nowhere more in evidence than in 
the strictly sales office, where the firm's 
buyers are received. Here the selling ef. 
fectiveness of the office can be measured in 
tangible terms, the investment easily justi
fied. Thus there is no paradox in the fact 
that many a loft building outdoes the more 
expensive office building in luxury of its 
tenants' appointments. Here is a good ex
ample from Long Island City, for a mer
chandising concern whose officers are sales
men before they are administrators, and 
whose offices reflect this objective. 



SMALL SUITE DESIGNED FOR SELLING 

Offices for Hatch Full Fashioned Hosiery Co., Empire State Building, New York 

The usual space problem in re
cierse-space too slw.Uaw, not 
too deep. Curved partition and 
mirror increase v isual depth 
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LOBBY 

Hans Weiss and Henry Zimmerman, Designers 

0 

0 s 10 



A HOSIERY sales office does not require much 
space, but it does require a sparkling and at
tractive background for selling and display. 
Accordingly, the designer's problem here was 
to make effective a group of unusually shallow 
offices. The two partners wanted private of
fices that would not make it appear that either 
one was boss and the other assistant. The 
receptionist wanted a small place of her own, 
where she could hll'Ve some privacy when there 
was work to be done. The curved partition 
accomplished both purposes, and made an
other contribution-the visual interest and 
visual enlargement it gave to the small re
ception room. Mirrors along the corridor wall 
contributed further to the impression of size. 

View toward receptionist's cubby-hole 
and along short corridor into private 

office. Corrugated glass partition 
"borrows" light for the passageway 

Cabinets along end wall provide small 
hosiery display case, and storage room 
for office supplies. Ceiling furred 
below beams, with recessed lights 
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Gottsciw-Sch/.eisn,,r photos 

MODERN VERSION OF "TYPICAL" OFFICE 

H ERE is an up-to-date version of the typical "T" office, which appears 
so frequently on renting plans, but so seldom in practice. Corrugated 
glass partitions brighten the inner office, both actually and stylistically. 
And also measurably save space in a small area. (Door bucks must 
be reinforced with channels in jambs). The reception girl's enclosure 
and built-in furniture, and the wall cabinet with the display case, all 
of walnut, add decorative notes and provide cover for stores, wraps, 
and otherwise preserve order. 
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Sterling Battery Co. Office& 

Empire State Building, N. Y. 

H.P. Zimmerman and H. Weiu 
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TELLERS' CAGE DETAILS From plans by Walter W. Ahlschlager & Assoc. 

for the Mercantile Bank, Dallas, Texas 

W illiam Lat1g/ey 
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There are several types of tellers' cages. Their designs 
and requirements may vary; nevertheless there are 
certain basic elements which should be included in 
all of them. The example shown on this page is a 
typical Paying-Receiving cage. As shown in the draw
ings, there should be two cash drawers, equipped with 
metal cash trays. There should also be a separate 
drawer for packaged money. A cupboard to one side 
of the counter is necessary for storage of check books, 
blank checks, slips, pads and stationery. Other equip
ment, not built into the cage, will include a stamp rack, 
a change maker and probably a money truck. The 
arrangement shown below would do equally well for a 
Notes & Securities cage, but a Loan Discount cage 
should have more shelving to take care of the addi
tional ledgers. 

In this particular installation a curved three-quarter 
inch specially designed plate glass screen was used to 
carry out the general scheme of the Mercantile Bank. 
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WILL YOU SETTLE 
FOR A WALL THAT 

DOESN'T? 

BELIEVE it or not, the Gold Bond Floating 
Wall is an important step towards solving 

the age-old problem-plaster walls settling 
with subsequent repairs and added expense. 
We don't claim this system will "hold the 
house together" despite h--- and high water. 

NATIONAL GYPSUM COMPANY • 
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We do say, however, that it provides free 
floating action that gives the wall flexibility so 
that settling strains are not so readily trans
ferred to the plaster. In addition, it adds 
1-hour fire protection and reduces room-to
room noise. 

The Gold Bond Floating Wall System is an
other important contribution by Gold Bond 
Research to better construc
tion. For complete informa
tion see Sweet's 
or write us. 

EXECUTIVE OFFICES • BUFFALO 2 , N .Y;. 
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COMPOUND INTEREST DEPARTMENT CAGES 

The inherent nature of the 
Compound Interest Depart
ment and its special equip
ment necessitates greater 
area than that required by 
tellers' cages. Instead of one 
teller to a cage, the C.l.D. 
cage has two. Between the 
tellers is a posting machine 
which computes and registers 
in the pass book the amount 
of interest due each customer. 
The posting machine is de· 
p e n d e n t upon perforated 
cards for its operation ; these 
cards are stored in a series 
of storage drawers called 
"tubs." The tub would be 
placed along the wall. They 
are usually 2 ft. 10 in. deep 
by 4, 5, or 6 ft. in length and 
about 3 ft. 2 in. high. Because 
of the size of the tubs, it is 
usually recomended that the 
C.I.D. cages be a minimum of 
8 ft. deep. 

Besides the above equip
ment there should be built-in 
drawers and space for pack
aged money, as shown in the 
plans. A cupboard should be 
provided for check books, 
stationery, pads and blank 
checks, under the machine 
table. In the cage there will 
also be racks for stamps and 
a change maker. As an aid to 
handling cash, it is recom
mended that a fluorescent 
tube be placed under ledge. 
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§YHTHET 

How most effectively to use the new materials? Which 

synthetic polymer is best for insulation in dampness? 

How improve the vulcanization of butyl rubber? 

How get both high tensile strength and low temper

ature flexibility in Buna S? ... In the General Cable 

Research Laboratory, most con~pletely equipped and 

manned institution in the world devoted exclusively 

to wires and cables, a tireless group of scientists is 

seeking and finding the answers to a host of urgent, 

practical questions. The work being done opens new 

vistas of product serviceability in many fields. 

fmEHER~L C1'Bl.E 
CORPOR~TIOH 

Ma1111fact11rers . of Bare and Insulated JVires and Cables 

for Every Electrical P11rpose 



REQUIRED READING 

ARCHITECTURE IN THE 
NETHERLANDS 

By Paul Bromberg. New York 20 (10 
Rockefeller Plaza), The Netherlands In
formation Bureau, 1944. 6 by 9 in. 94 
pp. illus. 

This latest booklet on the Nether
lands by Paul Bromberg again proves 
how perfectly the chief characteristics 
of a people and a country are mirrored 
in their architecture. The simple, direct 
Dutch always have built simply and 
directly ; they favor mass and solidity 

over the graceful and the delicate. Soft 
soil has put a limit to the height of 
their spires, kept their skyline on the 
squatty side; the intrusion of the sea 
into their tight little country has made 
their engineers expert in land reclama
tion. Dutch thriftiness has abhorred 
waste space, Dutch love of the out
doors has demanded plenty of sun
light and fresh air. In other words, 
"modern" architecture is no innovation 
in Holland. 

Nor is an awareness of the housing 

~---------------------------------------------------------• I 
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KITCHEN PLAN No 21 • Twenty-first of a series of sue-

• • cessful mass-feeding kitchen plans. 

Difficult space is economically and efficiently used in this 
kitchen servinq mote than 5.000 employee meals at a .St. 
Louis plant. 

A - RANGES 
8 - ROAST OVEN 

C - FRYERS 

0 - KETTLES 
E - STEAi.A ER.S 
F - &AKE OVENS 
G- KETTLE 

H- STOVE 

COOKING 
EQUIPMENT 
USED 

KEEP FOR 
HANDY 

REFERENCE! 

(a) 4 Ranqes 

(bl 2 No. 952 BLODGETT GAS-FIRED 
ROASTING OVENS 

(c) 3 Fryers 
(d) 3 Stock kettles 
(e) 2 Veqetable steamers 
(f) 2 No. 982 BLODGETT GAS-FIBED BAK

ING OVENS 

Desiqned by: Southern Equip. 

ment Company, St. Louis, 

Mo. 

THE TWO NO. 952 BLODGETT ROASTING OVENS installed 
here provide four separately controlled. 12"-hiqh compart
ments loadinq 800 lbs. of meat in 37.2 square feet of shelf 
area. The two No. 982 Blodqett Bakinq Ovens load 16 pans. 
or 96 pies. in four separately controlled two-deck sections. 
havinq 74+ square feet of bakinq surface. For details and 
specifications of Blodqett Ovens, consult your equipment 
house or write 

The G. S. BLODGETT CO., Inc. 
53 Maple Street Burlinqton. Vt. 
Reprints of Uals new series wlll sooD be a"rallable to arcllltects OD request. 

··-------------------------------------------------------· 
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problem. As far back as 1901 the 
Dutch drew up a Housing Law which 
still serves as the basis for all their 
housing activities. "In proportion to its 
population," Mr. Bromberg says, "Hol
land has been more active in public 
housing than any other country in the 
world. Moreover, it has achieved lower 
rents in proportion to wages-and this 
at relatively low cost to the govern
ment." How this was and is done, Mr. 
Bromberg describes briefly, going on 
to point out that the slum clearance 
program for Amsterdam alone before 
the war brought about the condemna
tion of some 800 dwellings annually. 

Amsterdam's plan of expansion, 
which Mr. Bromberg describes in some 
detail, was already under way before 
the German occupation of Holland. 
This ambitious project includes the 
building of two new communities, both 
of which feature large open park areas 
which will make them "garden vil
lages" on the outskirts of the city .. 

COACWNG ROADS 
Of Old New England. Their Inns and 
Taverns and Their Stories. By George 
Francis Marlowe. New York 1J (60 Fifth 
Ave.), The Macmillan Co., 1945. 5¥2 by 
814 in. xvi+ 200 pp. illus. $3.50. 

In this nostalgic little book is a 
good bit of the history and anecdote 
behind the old coaching inns of New 
England, and some description of the 
inns themselves, both as they were in 
stagecoach days and as they are now
those of them that still stand. It will 
appeal chiefly to those with a love of 
New England or a yen for the more 
anecdotal side of American history. 
The small amount of information on 
the physical appearance of the inns
their architecture and their plans-is 
frankly disappointing, however. 

Thirty sketches by the author illus
trate the text. The majority, but not 
all of these are of the various inns 
and taverns, including such well
known ones as the Wayside Inn, South 
Sudbury, and Groton Inn, Groton , 
Mass. Several typical spired churches 
and a few general views are also in
cluded. All the drawings are delicate 
of line and full of the spirit of their 
subjects. Some of them, in fact, are 
almost too delicate-a bolder touch 
would have given them more character 
without lessening their appeal. 

VISUAL ARTS 
The Universities' Position with Regard 
to the Visual Arts. By Jean Labatut. 
Princeton, N. ]., Princeton Univ. Press, 
1944. 5¥2 by 8 in. 32 pp. $1.25. 

"The lack of visual sensibility is such 
that if it were possible to translate in 
sound effects the false notes produced 
in some cacophonies of forms and col-

( Continued on page 124) 



& M "~" ASBESTOS CORRUGATED. 
makes this a well built plant 

Throughout the country, thousands of plants like 
this one have been getting years of satisfaction 
from .. Century" Asbestos Corrugated and Flat 
Lumber. There must he good reason for this ... 
in fact, there are si.x. Here are the special features 
of .. Century" Asbestos Com1gated and Flat Lmnher: 

1. It is a tough material .•• being a combination 
of asbestos fibre and portland cement, produced 
under tremendous hydraulic pressure. 

2. It has a pleasing, clean-cut appearance ••• 
needs no surface finish. 

3. It is an amazingly adaptable material. 

4. It is economical because it is maintenance free. 

KEASBEY & 

5. It is completely fire resistant. 

6. It comes in 19 different lengths. 

K&M "Century" Asbestos Lumber, in flat or cor
rugated form, is suited for plant addition and the 
redesigning of existing 
buildings. You'll save 
time and money , and 
avoid risk, when you 
build with "Century." 
Let us help you with 
your particular problem, 
whether it is an imme
diate one or concerns 
future plans now on the 
drawing hoard. 

MATTISON 
£0MPANY•AMBLER•PENNSYLVANIA 
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REQUIRED R E AD I N G ( C o111111 11td /m m {'.r~r 12:!) 

ors. the :iuthors themsd\'e would b 
so i"rightened they would run :i" ·ay 
in shame;· Jean L:ih:nut com.ments in 
this li"ely add ress made before the 
Architectural League of 'ew York 
l:ist June. 

Concerned primarily with the 1m 
portancc of the \'isual :irts in lii"e, and 
their place in liberal edu ation. ~Ir. 
Labatut has liule to say directly on 
architecture. Indirectly, ~f cours~. al 
mo>t all or what he says is applicable 
to :m:hitecturc as well as to the oth r 

,·isual arts. One point he docs make 
is this: ·· in the past, :irchitcrtural forms 
were concei,·cJ ro control cl:ivtime 
illumin:nion . Archi tl'c ture was ~·sscn 
tially 'diurn:il,' :ind not created to be 
floodlighted from below. F loodlighting 
of classic architecture seems a Yery un
becoming gesture. to S::t) the least, ii" 
we respect classic :irchitecture as a 
distinguished :incestr:il l:idy. Today, 
architecture ha~ a night Ii re :ind WC 

haYe already :ichie,·ed element of 
'nocturn:il" architecture. hut example~ 

SERVICISED 

EXPANSION JOINTS 
ERVI I ED Premoulded ork Expan ion Joint is 

excellent for extrusion control and outstandin for 
recovery qualitie . The minimum reco,·err of this 
expansion joint is 90% after being com pre~ ·ed to · 
50% of the original thickne -. Thi product i ideal 
for con twction work that requires a resilient, non
oozing type of expansion joint. ervi ised ork Ex
pansion Joint is widely u ed in the construction of 
Airport , Highways, Dams, Bridges, Tunnel , etc. 

Other premoulded expamion 
A ·phalt Joint, Fiber Joint, and 
Joint. 

J0111t available are: 
elf-Expanding ork 

ervicised Expansion Joints ar manufactured to 
comply with all Federal , tate and Railroad Engineer
ing specifications. 

These products are specified for general con~truction 
by leadmg Architect and ngineer throughout the 
country. 

'OCfe have pioneered in the manufacture of Appro,·ed Construction M a
terials for over twenty-five year . 
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ENGINEERS : 
GET TH E FACTS NOW FOR POST- WAR 

PLANNIN G! 
Se nd for a ca talog that illustra tes the p roper w ater sea / 
and expans ion joints fo r concrete and general construc
tion. 

of a 24-hour arrhitecture, architecture 
designed r r day and night illumina
tion, were :imazingl rare even on thnt 
\ast experimental ground, the ew 
York \\' orld"s Fair of 1939." 

A TRALIAN PLA NING 
I. rr 1111t1•d .' A l' fu11 ! Re port on Postrrnr 
n ,,,.,,Jo1m 1p11t by the Hoyal Australi.11 11 In 
stitu te of A rchit ects. 81,!,l by 10 in. 20 pf1. 
illu~ 2. T h P lum s Are till With l .~! 
\1 elbo11 mP. A11s1r11lia. An Opport1111i1_,. 
Club .< 1'11 b fi ,.,1tio 11 . 1944. 71/i by 9:1, i11 . 
r..J fl f l, ill 11.<. 

The first of these two interesting 
pamphlet. from '"down under"' pre
sents the conclusion. reached by the 
R.A.I . .\. on how the architect can be~L 
pla his part in the postwar develop
ment of his community. The report is 
divided into four sections: ( 1) - :i 

tional Framework; (2) Building In
dustry Organization; (3) Codes and 

tandards: ( 4) The Architects' on-
tribution. 

The second p:1mphlet is less scho!:trly 
-and much more interesting. Written 
in live! tyle, and illustr:ited with pert 
littl sketchc . it is :iddres ed not so 
much to the architect and town pbn
ner of tod:l\· :is to the layman and to 
the younger. gcner:ition which will pro
duce the architect and town planner of 
tomorrow. I ts 'ery simplicity lends it 
an emphasis which many a more pom
pous 'olume l:ick . Subjects covered 
include the raison d'etre of slums. 
their pre\ cntion :ind their cure; the 
transport:Jtion problem; housing; the 
communitY center. All the best pre
cept of µianning are here, and words 
of wisdom are frequent. Particularly 
is this true in the last chapter, "Plan
ning fntegr:ites All Our Activitie~:· 
Here th requirement of the modern 
city arc summed up in terms of the 
increasingly popul:ir "ring" concept: an 
inner ring of inten e development. 
where the business and commercial 
centers arc located. but separated from 
each other: factory areas separated 
from residenti:il; tram eliminated from 
streets :ind peedy underground trans
porta tion suhstituted; major arteri:il 
road and railways taking city traffic 
speedily out into the suburbs and coun
try; future growth of the city taken 
rnre of hy sarellite towns each of which 
will he a complete community. 

ORlJ) T IMBER 

l' ol. l . T.011 <1011. E. C. 4 (75 Ca1111011 t.) . 
Timber De1·<>lof1111 ent. Ass'n .. Ltd. 

Complete descriptions of the 50 tim
bers considered by the T D A as likely 
to be most readily available for u e in 
England at the end of the war. Among 
the item covered are color, texture, 
characteristic , strength and durability. 
Handily arranged, this should be :i 
practical reference list in this country 
:i. well :is in England. 



Bay windows 11eed 11ot be /11x11ries
ij b11ilt of C11rtis Sile11tite stock units. 
Use Curtis bays to make small roo111s 
look larger-to add charm n11d l'flri
ety to J'Ollr pln11s. Cm-tis offers se/'ernl 
. <tylesfrom u•hich yo11 cn11 choou. 

There's a wealth of nrchitect11rnl dis
ti11ction in this Cl1rtis pict11re u ·i11-
dow. otice the 11arrow 1111111li11s-a 
feature of C11rtis "stre,1111'i11ed" ll'i11-
dow design. Yo11r clients will be s11re 
to like "wi11dow walls" like this. 

"MORE WINDOWS," SAYS 

HOME-PLANNING AMERICA

"BUT MAKE THEM 

El'ell the s111nllest ho111es cn11 have 
111oden1 11•i11dow arrnnge111e11ts whe11 
.J'Oll specifJ' Cl1rtis Sile11tite lr7i11dows. 
These m ·e Silentite cn.<ements. The 
1dde variety of sash sl_)lles git•es yofl 
greater scope i11 J'Olll' plm111i11g . 

ilentite 's 11nrrow mullions (110 
u •eights or p11/leys) give a more 
bea11tif11/ effect whe11 windotJ'S a1·e 
gro11ped. i\fo1·e light is admitted, too. 
1'011"/l find it easy to "sell" home 
owners 011 ilentile's 111n11y feat11res. 

Mr. and Mrs. America will be critical, discrimi
nating "window shoppers." They want more 
windows, of course. B T those windows must be 
weathertight ... able co bar out chilly drafts _ .. 
tlwiftJ' windows that keep fuel costs low. And they 
must be easy to operate, too. 

America will find true weathertightness i n the 
famous Curtis Silentite line-so well known co 
millions. Here are windows made of wood-in 
itself an efficient insulating material. Here are 
windows facrory pre-fit for easy installation-im11-
/nted windows with built-in weatherstripping. 

Curtis leadership in research-Curtis improve
ments in window and woodwork design-will 
meet the post-war demand for modern windows 
of all styles and sizes. Keep up to date on windows 
and stock architectural woodwork with Curtis
mail the coupon for complete information. 

URTIS COMPANIES SERVICE BUREAU 
Dept. AR-JS, Curtis Bujldiog 
Cliotoo, Iowa 
Gentlemen: Please seod me free literature on Silentite 
Windows aod Curtis Stock Architectural Woodwork • 

• '1\-n111e •• . •...•• •.••. • •. .• •• .. • ••. . . .. •• . • .. •••••••••• • 

.Address . . .. . .. ... . ...... . . • .. .. ... .. ... . . . ...•• • . • • ••. 

City . . . . ... . . ... .. .. ..... . . . . . .... . .... . Stale • ••• • • • •.. 
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THE RECORD REPORTS (Continued from page 12) 

building-a request which will bring 
sighs of relief from those builders 
whose projects have been held up for 
lack of funds. 

under the "H2" program covering new 
building in crowded cities. The agency 
expects 175,000 privately-financed H2 
units. As outlined before the Appro
priations Committee, this is the full 
1946 job: 

The law under which privately
financed war housing is constructed 
winds up this June but may be ex
tended. Meanwhile NHA will be at 
work on the removal of temporary 
housing and FHA looks for increasing 
foreclosures of privately built apart
ments. Sole construction will be 

1. Arranging for 175,000 H2 units. 
2. Eliminating occupancy and other 

controls over war housing, community 
by community, as soon as possible. 

3. On a reduced scale, providing 
housing for war workers. 

Halves of twin section bailer 

ready far bolting. 
Bolted. 

A "FUEL-SAVER" TWIN-SECTION 
Requires No Field Welding 

The Type C, twin section, is a heating boiler in halves requiring no field 
welding, for installation where Type Cone piece cannot be carried through 
existing passages. Th only erection work is the bolting together of the 
two halves. 

For years, lnternational's "Fuel-Saver" Type C heating boilers have ful
fiiled the requirements for low cost heating in office and apartment build
ings, hotels, schools, theatres, industrial plants, etc. 

"Fuel-Saver" Boilers have cut heating costs in thousands of installations. 
They are especially suitable for post-war heating requirements providing-

QUICK STEAMING1 Due to rapid and positive internal water circulation. 

MAXIMUM HEAT AISOIPTION: Due to effective distribution of heated gases. 

EASE OF CLEANING1 Due to accessibility of heating surfaces. 

Type KD heating boiler is shipped "knocked down" permitting the parts 
to be carried through a door or window. This eliminates costly cutting and 
patching of building walls, reduces boiler outage and speeds reconversion. 

Complete range of standard sizes rated in accord
ance with S. H.B. J.-15 lb. A. S. M.E. Standard -for 
hand, stoker, oil or gas firing. 

Every International Representative is a competenc 
boiler man able to assist in solving heating problems. 

Write forb11/letin describing Type C and Type KD Boilm. 
See description in Sweit'J Architect11ral File of f11/I 
line of heating boilerJ. 

•~=========== 
THE INTERNATIONAL BOILER WORKS CO. 

HEATING DIVISION 
3 00 BIRCH STREET • EAST STROUDSBURG, PA. 

! 
H EATING BOI L ERS TYP ES C . KO , D D . K POWE R BO I LE R S T Y PE S C R , F R , l FR , ~F S 
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4. Disposing of war housing no 
longer needed. 

5. Unwinding war regulations. 
6. Supervising subsidiary agencies. 
7. Helping private building off to a 

good start. 

Ferguson Testimony 
Abner H. ·Ferguson of FHA told the 

Committee that he expects the same 
number of applications for construction 
in 1946 as in 1944, but that they will 
be "processed under the regular part 
of the act, Title II; whereas in 1944, 
substantially all of the new construc
tion mortgages were processed under 
the emergency war housing title, Title 
VI." Where he would get the mate
rials for Title VI construction, he did 
not say. He expects applications for 
125,000 small homes and moderate 
scale apartment building. 

Ferguson predicted heavy foreclo
sures of the emergency housing, as 
cut-backs, migrations of war workers 
and similar factors created vacancies. 
In the 1946 year, he said, small home 
foreclosures would reach 11,250 and 
apartments 1,250. 

War Lumber Outlook 

Men in the Construction Bureau of 
WPB remain at work writing the 
word "No" on most of the applications 
to build. Mobilization Director Byrnes 
issued a new order to plan for V-E 
Day and WPB officials are planning, 
but plans no longer envisage anything 
so ambitious as creating a supply of 
building components before actual con
struction starts. 

Officials now expect a tight lumber 
market through the war in the Pacific. 
Indeed, preparation for a long war on 
the Chinese continent is increasing de
mand while reducing the supply. The 
Armed Services, evidently, are spotting 
equipment throughout the Pacific, 
which calls for wooden cases, ware
houses, etc. At the same time, they 
are ordering great numbers of heavy 
trucks and truck tires, the depleted 
supply of which is a major factor in 
curtailing lumber delivery. WPB offi
cials are gloomy, indeed; they forecast 
a 1945 demand of 40 billion feet and 
only 30 billion of supply. 

Restrictions Strengthened 
With conversation in Washington 

construction circles pretty generally 
dominated by groans over manpower 
and materials shortages, WPB has an
nounced quite simply that "restrictions 
will be strengthened." John L. Haynes, 
head of WPB's Production Bureau, 
sums it all up in five words: "The lid 
is on tight." Not only are restrictions 
on materials being kept bow-tight, \vith 

(Continued on page 128) 
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QUALITY PRODUCTS SINCE 1865 
Floor Drains • Roof Drains • Back

water Valves • Grease Interceptors 

• Traps and Cleanouts • Swim

ming Pool Drains and Equipment 

• Water Hammer Arresters. 

Gr•vc:I stop Rashint col
lar stops 91•vel and in· 
sures free dr.ainage. Can 
be furn ished with va ried 
siud ovc.r ... flow dems. 

• The No. 3100 Roof Drain 
shown here is a good example of 
the extra quality and value 
you get when you specify 
WA.DRAINS. Note the many fea. 
tures that contribute to longer 
life--to easier installation - to 
dependable trouble-free service. 
Whatever your drain require
ments you'll find an answer in 
the W .\DRAIN line. It's your 
simplest and safest way to be 
sure of complete satisfaction. 

STOP WATER HAMMER 
witlr tbe Wade A"'ster 

Ends annoyance and damage of water hammer 
completely, permanently. Easily installed; needs 
no maintenance or adjustment. Sizes for all needs, all types of buildings. 
No. 6 illustrated; serves the average home ............. ...... ..................... 12.00 
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onl the most essential item~ for the 
most essencial uses being made aYail
able, but further tightening of the 
manpower regulacions have been an
nounced. A new h\'e-point program 
approved by the Army and lavy and 
the \Var Manpower Commi sion con
tinue to leave the authorization for 
the use of manpower up to the Produc
tion Urgency ommittee, with a pos
sibility that · in addition to the local 
OK of the Area ,ommittee, direct 

::tpproYal from vV ashington will he re
quired for use of manpower in :my 
~on of construction. 

uriously, th THA expre~ses no 
concern over materials shortages. This 
they explain by the success of their 
careful scheduling and allocation of 
materials. When a scheduled project 
is not built for oo rea on or another. 
the materials assigoed to it are turned 
hack into the national pool. nd a 
furiher help in preventing shortages, 
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RE ADY I 
• 

You always find Von Duprin exit devices ready for action. 

Day after day they do their work surpassingly well, no 
matter whether that mean daily operation by a thousand 
children rushing home from school, or emergency action 
when fire or panic strikes ... and quick exit become a mat
ter of life or death. 

Von Duprins are always ready because they are made to 
stand up under the wear and tear of daily operation to take 

the terrific strain of emergency demands, to deliver safe, 
sure, instantaneous exit under every possible condition. 

They are built with painstaking care . . . to do the job 
for which you buy them. 

. ·HA point out, is the moving of 
existing housing with the reu e of 
equipment and materials. 

B11ildi11g Programs 

·aturally enough, the busiest con
struction offices in Washington at the 
moment are those of the Army and 

avy and th Veterans' Administra
tion. Yet even these three, with their 
\'ital building programs, complain o( 
manpower and materials shortages. 

either Army nor avy has much 
to say about future building programs 
-it all c.lepenc.ls on what Congre~~ 
does at the end of the war in respect to 

peacetime personnel limitations, appro
priations, etc. Hoth expect to continue 
their present practice of employing 
private :irchitects for much of their 
work, an I both hope to turn some 
of their wartime temporary install<i
tions into permanent bases. 

V eterw1 s' Administration 

The Veterans' Administration, on 
the other hand, is full of postwar 
building plans as it prepares for the 
hun<lrec.ls of thousands of men and 
women who will be in need of hos
pital car following their discharge 
from the Armed Force . Brigadier 
General Frank T. Hines, Administra
tor estimates that b 1976 when their 
peak need is likely to occur, the Ad
ministration will require a total of 
some 300,000 beds. Of these, existing 
facilities provic.le somewhat over 100.-
000 bed~. nother 100,000, Gen. 
Hines estimates, will be made avail
able in hospitals which the Admin
istration will receive from the Army 
and Tavy at th end of the war whe1~ 
the hospital needs of the Armed Force 
are reducec.l. The remaining 100,000 
beds must be provided in new facili 
ties. Tt is this large-scale building pr -
gram with which the Administration i~ 
now busy. 

U nc.ler the J ndependent Offices Ap
propriation Bill for 1946, the Admin
istration has requested $79,339, 86 for 
new facilities. The program a now 
outlined includes 21 new buildings 
ranging in size from a 125-bed ho -
pita! in Delaware to an 1 00-bed one 
in ·western Pennsylvania. Two of the 
21 are neuropsychiatric, three an: 
tuberculosis, and the balance, general 
medical and surgical. Sites generally 
have not been selected. o private 
architects will be employed; all , thQ 
work will be Jone by the dministra
tion ·~ own staff. 

PBA. Program 

Po twar planning in the Public 
Building Admini tration has come to 
a temporary standstill as iJ: has in most 

( r o11ti1111u/ Oil f'llgC JJ0 ) 



PRECISION-BUILT 
REG . u. s. l'AT. on·~. 

HOMES 
CORPORATION 

OFFICERS 
F. VAUX WILSON, JR., President 

G. S. CLARK, Vice President 

G. l. APPLE, JR., Vice President 

J. A. HEINRICH, Secretary 

E. l. SIMMONS, Treasurer 

J. f. BARRETI, Chairman 

PAUL W. CADWALLADER 

C. F. DALLY 

DIRECTORS 
J. J. DEMPSEY 

SIDNEY F. DWYER 

ERICH LOEB 

B. OUTERBRIDGE 

E. l. SIMMONS 

F. VAUX WILSON, JR. 

With an authorized capital of $1,000,000, 
Precision - Built Homes Corporation becomes 
the largest single corporate organization in 
the country devoted exclusively to the promo
tion of housing construction. 

Under a broad program of expansion, the 
company will promote the Precision-Built Sys
tem of Construction by: ( 1 ) merchandising Pre
cision-Built Homes directly through selected 
department and furniture stores, as well as to 
operative builders, lumber dealers, contrac
tors, realtors, insurance companies, lending 
institutions, prefabricators, industrial 
companies for employees, and through 
the export market; (2) licensing Pre
cision-Builders to set up fabricating 

plants in major centers to service department 
and furniture store customers, and other out
lets for Precision-Built Homes. It is planned to 
blanket the country with non-competitive fabri
cating plants, operating on a 7 5-mile radius. 

Precision-Built Homes Corporation will continue 
the intensive research and study-originated 
nine years ago by Homasote Company
whereby it has become possible to apply mass 
production methods to conventional construc
tion, without sacrificing flexibility of design. 
Licensees are ready to start large-scale home

building-just as soon as wartime re
strictions permit. Precision-Built Homes 
Corporation invites inquiries on a II 
phases of its activities. 

PRECISION-BUILT HOMES CORPORATION ... TRENTON 3, NEW JERSEY 
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other departments. It had been hoped 
that appropriations would be made for 
the purchase and preparation of sites, 
but Congress has decided otherwise. 
The postwar program will, of course, 
be a large and varied one, probably 
will include a number of postoffice 
garages and a considerable consolida
tion of offices in government buildings 
to eliminate the use of rented space. 
Private architects will be used as widely 

as possible; it is not the PBA's inten
tion to expand its own office staff any 
more than is necessary. 

W PW Closing Up 

The War Public Works division of 
the FW A is gradually closing up, 
although 20 projects were authorized 
late in January. This division was 
responsible for providing needed facili
ties, such as sewerage systems, hospitals 

THE SPENCER ~ SKYLINE 
Because few mammoth buildings have been built during 
the past ten years, some people forget that the majority 
of the biggest and best buildings of every kind in the 
country are Spencer Cleaned, including those shown in 
the New York "Skyline" above. 

The reasons include faster, better cleaning; quiet, 
easy operation and a lower net cost in the long run. 

An architect, ofter using a Spencer for thirty years 
in his own home, says "It has always been more efficient 
than the small portables." 

Savings in larger buildings are ten-fold . Less dusting, 
less floor wax used. Radiators, filters, and boilers easily 
cleaned. Rugs, paint, decorations last longer. Ask for 
the bulletins. 

SPE~t~ER VACUUM 
CLEANING 

THE SPENCER TURBINE COMPANY, HARTFORD 6, CONN. 
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and health centers, water works and 
fire protection, in areas congested by 
the war effort. When completed, its 
program will have totaled about 
$45,500,000. 

Foreign Shelter 

Despite the shortages and restrictions 
here at home, the Foreign Economic 
Administration and the NHA are go
ing full steam ahead with their pro
gram of temporary shelter for England 
and France. "Housing is now recog
nized as an essential war commodity 
along with munitions·, food and other 
supplies that the United States has 
shipped abroad to its allies," they 
explain. 

American prefab for French dock workers 

Arrangements were made with the 
French Provisional Government some 
weeks ago to produce in this country 
temporary shelter for 150,000 war 
workers in France repairing dock areas 
for war use. This order-the French 
will pay cash on delivery-consists of 
some 5,000 prefabricated 20 by 48 ft. 
barracks, each sleeping about 30 per
sons. 0£ the 5,000, 340 have just been 
reported ready for shipment. 

Approximately 500 barracks are to 
be produced from 1300 temporary 
family units, FPHA has announcerd, 
that are not suitable for reuse as war 
housing here. The remainder of the 
order is being produced new, under 
private contract through FPHA, and 
with a minimum use of critical mate
rials. It is being built in panels and 
packaged for shipment. If the expected 
production rate of 80 barracks a day is 
maintained, the entire order will be 
ready for shipment by March 31. 

Plans for the 30,000 temporary 
dwellings to be produced here for the 
British, however, have just been ap
proved by the WPB and the British, 
and bids are now being received on the 
first 3,000 of them. These are two
bedroom units, 24 by 24 ft. in size, 
including approximately 590 sq. ft. of 
living space. Produced under lend-lease, 
the 30,000 houses will cost $50,000,000, 
WPB estimates. Very little lumber will 
be used: exteriors are to be wallboard 
or fiberboard, roofs of cement asbestos 
board, interior partitions of light wall
board. The units will be shipped in 
panelized form, completely prefabric
ated, with plumbing fixtures for bath 

(Continued on page 132 ) 
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Wheeling has been producing high grade steel prod
ucts and has never deviated from this policy. Now the 
complete line of Wheeling Fireproof Building Ma
terials has been augmented by Steelcrete Expanded 
Metal products, long known and preferred by archi
tects. Always include Wheeling in your specifications. 

WHEELING CORRUGATING COMPANY 
WHEELING, WEST VIRGINIA 

OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES 
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and kitchen included. J\faterials ha\ e 
been allotted by WPH to the FE.\ , 
with the exception of certain compo
nents such as the heating facilitie~, 
electri r:1l wiring and g lazi ng. which 
will be fu rnished by the British. Brit
ain will also pro' ide the shipping 
space. Shipment a re scheduled to start 
before April 30 and be completed by 
the encl of the yea r. T he British are 
reported to be already at work prepar · 
in<r the foundations. 

"' 

Real Estate Prices 
Top gm·ernment men are worrieJ 

b the r ise in rea l estate prices and, 
inte restingly, each one's manner of 
worrying fa lls neatly into his own 
prm·ince. Federal Resen e Hoard 
Eccles fea rs that sooner or later ri sing 
price will enta il use o[ hank credit 
to .finance transfers. Blandford find' 
that real estate t rading is Jrawing 
housing upon the supply available for 
rental. Vinson and Howles are afraid 

BARBER - c 0 L MA N I 
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MODERN 
BOWLING ALLEYS 
The tremendous POPularity of 
bowling as a winter recreation 
and competitive sPOrt has led to 
the buHdfog of many line 1.lley , 
a good example of which is 
shown above. In this instance, 
po.rticular thought was given to 
proper heating and ventilation, 
resulting in theuseofYENTURI· 
FLO Ceiling Outlets. One row 
of outlets is located directly over 
the: benches and another i.s a few 
feet down the alleys, 10 provide 
thorough and uniform air dis
uibution in the area of greatest 
activity. 

r_enfu11-f/O 
CEILING OUTLETS 

FOR GUARANTEED 

AIR DISTRIBUTION 

Daca based on complece cescs enable us co rec
ommend exactly the right outlet for any condi· 
tion and GUARANTEE results. You are 
assured of uniform, properly diffused air of the 
desired temperature at specified level, with 
required air movement and elimination of hot, 
cold, or drafty areas. Us'! ENGINEERED AIR 
DISTRIBUTION - see your Barber-Colman 
representative. I 

that it will create pressure to raise 
rent cei lings. 

To keep prices down. the govern
ment agencies may ask for a capital 
ga ins lax applied to real est:ite; Eccle , 
indeeJ. al ready has proposed it. The 
fact that it will Jeter home owners 
from selli ng, then:by reducing the sup
ply open to buyers, is considered a 
benefit rather than an e\·il . since the 
drain on rental housinl! thereby wi ll he 
checked and properties will be held at 
lowe r cost price ·. PHA o( course, 
is holding clown its insurance to pre
war value:. but ·avings and loan a~so
ciations, whi ch do not use HA, are 
sa id to he stretchin g apprnis(lls . . .. . 

Very much in line witb the natio11-
wide movement for useful war me
morials i the an Jacinto Memorial 
Hospital being planned as a comm un
ity ventu re in Texas. 

To be dedicated to the Tri- itie and 
East Harris County men who have 
g iven and will give their lives in the 
p resent war, the hospital has been 
made po sible by the g ift of $500,000 
by the Humble Oil & Refining om
pany of Houston. 

The hospital was incorporated in 
ustin on D ecember 19, 1944 and 

g ranted ::i charter lo operate as a 
private charitable corporation without 
profit. It wi ll be built on a plot from 
five to ten ::icres in extent, will have a 
ca pacity of ::ipproximately 100 bed . 
Money fo r the purchase of the si te will 
he raised by voluntary public subscrip
tion. 

HOUSING NEWS 

R elwu.sing u.rvey 

Not more than 3 per cent of the 
fami lies now living in the area m 
w hich the Metropolitan Li(e Insurance 
Compa ny's tuyve. ant Town housing 
project wi ll be built ::ifter the war can 
reasonably expect to be rehoused in the 
project itself, according to a urvey 
made by the Committee on Housing 
of th Comm unity erv ice ociety of 
New York . 

Th acuteness o( the rehousing prob
lem in slum clearance is further in
dic::ited by the Committee's report that 
only :?.:?. J e r cent of the families inter
viewed were found to be eligible for 
and interested in public housing. 

ome 836 of the 3,.+oo familie oc
cupying the ite on ew York's lower 
Ea t Side were interviewed, giving a 
typic::il cross section and a 25 per cent 
sample of the whole group. Half tbe 
fami lies had li ved in the neighborhood 
for 20 years or more, and 29. l per cent 

(Co111i1111ed 011 pnge 13./) 



The Trend 
Toward Permanence 

EMPHASIZES THE ECONOMY OF 
LONG-LIFE MATERIALS 

MORE AND MORE, civic and industrial planning iodines 
toward the long range viewpoint. Permanent construc
tion-using quality materials-gains in favor over the 
practice of building for immediate needs only. This type 
of planning emphasizes the economy of using long-life 
Anaconda Copper Tubes aod Red Brass Pipe to resist cor
rosive conditions in air conditioning, heating, plumbing 
and industrial piping inscaUations. 

Experience over the past few decades stresses the de_
pendability and durability of copper and brass in these 

AN .... 

Illusrracion shows expansion joinc for hearing 
lines laid in 8,800 feec of coocrece conduic :ic rhe 
Universicy of Cooneccicuc, corrs, Conn. Conden
sate recurn lines, subject co che corrosive accion 
of che boiler wacer, are of Anaconda Red Bras 
Pipe welded wich Tobin Bronze'-' . Sixcy chou
sand pounds of Red Brass Pipe, from I Vi" to 6" 
S.P.S., were furnished by Crane Co., New Haven, 
who made che bends for the expansion loops. 

Consulcing archiceccs and engineers co che 
Stace of Conneccicuc, Wesccoct and Mapes, Inc., 
New Haven. Contractor, C. N. Flagg & Co., Inc., 
Meriden. All welded joincs were supervised and 
approved by Hartford ceam Boiler Inspection 
and Insurance Company. •nei:. u. ~ . Pa1.. ow. 

applications. The extension of chemical treatment of do
mestic waters further increases the need for these non-rust 
materials. 

Anaconda Copper Tubes and Red Brass Pipe are fur
nished in a standard range of sizes and wall thicknesse 
and allow the architect or engineer a choice of threaded 
fittings, solder-type connections or welded assemblies. ""' 

Buy War Bonds 
Buy more 

... HO LD A~l 
THE AMERICAN BRAS COMPANY-General Offices : Waterbury 88, Connecticu t 

SubsiJWry of ,.,,"c""d" Cl1/JPer 1\li11 iuy, C om/1a11y-/11 Canada: Anaconda American Brass Led ., eru Toront o. Oul . 
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for 30 years or more; 59 per cent said 
they wanted to find apartments as 
close as they could to their present 

1homes. 
' Although not a single employable 
person was found to be out of work, 
and incomes were generally higher than 
in prewar years, four-fifths of the 
families were definitely in the low in
come group with incomes of $200 or 
less per month, supporting three to 
eight persons. Some 300 of the 3,400 

How will the post-war bank be heated~ 

families were in receipt of public as
sistance, according to the Department 
of Welfare. Almost three-quarters of 
the families paid a net rent not ex
ceeding $25 per month. 

Stuyvesant Town will have apart
ments of three, four and five rooms 
renting at an average of $14 per room 
per month. Of the families interviewed 
there were only 62 in all, or 7.3 per 
cent, of the size that would fit into the 
apartments planned for the project 

South Brooklyn Savings 
Bank (Brooklyn, N. Y.), 
Dud/.ey E. Soper, Archi-
1.ed. Child g &oil-Dono
hue Inc., Healing Conlrac
lors. Bo1LEB PLANT -
2 - H . B. s~unr No. 34 
"M1L1..S" BOILERS. 

It is our guess that the best bank buildings of 
1941 provide the answer. 

Take the outh Brooklyn ( . Y.) Savings 
Bank, for example. Built in 1941, this building 
includes general banking pace, vaults, offices, 
lounge and dining rooms, all of which are air 
conditioned for both winter hea ting and summer 
cooling. Three separate zones a ure complete 
flexibility of operation. 

Dudley E. oper, ew York archi
tect, specified two H. B. MITH 34 
" MILLS" boilers to supply team be
cause of their unu ual adaptability to 
this type or modern y tern. 

Let the architect or engineer with 
a bank building on his boards be guided 
by existing boiler installations of this 
type for he can today speciry a known 
quantity in boiler performance 
H.B. SMITH. 

CAST-I RON BOILERS 

THE R. B. SM ITH CO MPANY, I N C. , WESTFIELD , M ASS. 
Branch Offices and Sales Representatives in Prin cipal Cities 
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whose wartime incomes were sufficient 
to rent accommodations there. How
ever, not all of these families were will
ing to move into the new development. 
While they might conceivably afford 
that much rent now, they feared they 
would not be able to afford it after the 
war. 

Coal Mine V illage 
A model coal mine village will be 

built in Walker County, Ala. by the 
Alabama Power Company for its Gor
gas coal mine employees. The project 
will be built as materials and skilled 
help become available, with some of 
the houses probably to be started as 
soon as weather permits. 

Each house in the development will 
have running water, sanitary facilities, 
bathroom and other modern conveni
ences, and will be located on a plot of 
approximately an acre. 

POSTWAR 
BUILDER ACTIVITY 

In reply to a questionnaire sent out 
recently by F. W. Dodge Corporation, 
664 builders in the 37 states east of 
the Rocky Mountains report that they 
expect to build a total of 39,124 pri
vate dwellings in the first two postwar 
years. Of these, 22,984 were classified 
as for sale or rent, and 8,998 on con
tract. Average cost per dwelling 
ranged from less than $4,000 to $20,-
000 and over, with the mean reached 
at about $7,000. 

Contracts were reported by 169 of 
the builders, prospective buyers by 398. 

ANEWLmICE 

A model of the new Lidice, designed 
at Columbia University for construc
tion' in Czechoslovakia after the war, is 
ready for shipment to the London 
headquarters of the Czechoslovakian 
government in exile, Dean Leopold 
Arnaud of the Columbia School of 
Architecture has announced. 

The model, completed by Robert H. 
Podzemny, Czechoslovakian architect 
and town planner, will be received in 
London by Dr. Joseph J. Kalenda, 
head of the Department of Public 
Works of the Czechoslovakian Min
istry of Agriculture, who authorized 
the project on behalf of his govern
ment. 

The new town will be located in a 
valley, surrounding a National Me
morial Park. The 200-year-old church 
of St. Martin, destroyed by the Nazis 
in 1942, will be rebuilt in the center 
of the park on its former site. 

Town dwellings will be constructed 
around a community center compris
ing shops, a library, municipal build
ings, a post office and a movie theater. 

(Continued on page 136) 
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EWO 
bac~wa 

what 

have a distinct advantag 
to what had happened in the 

as going to happen in the future¥ 

The wise ban er must plan for the safety and. 
based on a clear picture of the experiences of the 

IBlll IO ID1AY 
could then look 
and forward to 

ss of his future, 

After World ar I, the. banking profession wen( ru its most dis-
turbing period o night burglary and hold-ups. At th~ onclusion of the 
present war, it i plausible to believe that we will fa e an even more 
vicious cycle of 

That time ma not be so very far away. The forwa cl-looking banker 
will begin to gi e serious thought now to the mat r of protection 
against crime in he future. 

Architects, m king plans for new buildings or re odeling projects, 
are urged to lea what science has created in the fi ld of electronic
actuated burglar larms and bandit barrier systems for b nks. McClintock 
engineers are av ·table for consultation with bankers a d their architects 
upon request. 
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, \ group of school building ~ ill be LO 

the west of the community, with an 
adjoining play area and swimming 
pool. A regional educational center, 
including a School of Mines and a 

small group of homes in each row. 
community recreation center and sports 
stadium will be situated south of the 
school buildings. 

Also planned is an international 
hotel, complete with facilities for all 
sports, surrounded by terraces and 
playgrounds, and abutted by a heli. 
copter .field providing transportation 
between Lidice and Prague. 

chool of Agriculture, will be built to 

the north of the town. 
The residential areas will be com

posed large! of one and two family 
houses, each urrounded by 12,000 ft. 
o( lawn and garden ·pace. Other 
houses will he arranged in row , a 

A pavilion- tyle hospital, equipped 
with I 00 beds and al l modern facilities, 
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Walle on it hour by hour and you'll bless thefrierully , restful, 
shock-absorbing resilience of Kencork. 

Step on it bare-footed in your bedroom or bathroom and 
you'll gratefully appreciate the unique warmth, dryness and 
non-slipping safety of Kencork. 

Or in nursery or playroom see how kind your frierully 
Kencork floor is to baby: self-insulating, shock-absorbing, 
stainproof, non-slipping-safe! 

Yet this friendly floor is probably mo t famous for its luxu· 
rious beauty-its wonderful patterns of golden tans and 
nutty browns. For 30 years nothing else has been able to 
match all of Kencork' advantages. Soon, we hope, it will be 
available again. Plan for the day now-send for a folder 
about Kencork written by the company that originated cork 
floors in 1899: David E. Kennedy, Inc., 7.1 Second Avenue, 
Brooklyn 15, N. Y. 

will be et up on the we t ide of the 
town. Frequent under- and over-pa es 
will reduce traffic hazard . 

CO~IPETl'l'IONS 

New ,lfemorial Competition 

The perry Gyroscope Company and 
the Alumni Association of the meri
can cademy in Rome have an
nounced a collaborati' e competition 
for the design of a memorial to Dr. 
Elmer A. Sperry. 

The competition, which closes May 
H, 1945, is open to teams comprising 
not less than two nor more than four 
representatives of the arts of archi 
tecture, landscape architecLure, paint
ing and sculpture. One prize of 1,000, 
one of $200, and three of $!00 each 
will be awarded. 

Applications fo r programs should be 
made to the .\merican Academy in 
Rome, 101 Park \'e., Iew York 17. 

Theater De11igri A wartls 

Winners of the $10,000 WG 1 ·tudio 
theater design contest for the most 
beautiful and efficient radio-teb ision 
tudio were announced February 3. 

The theater, eating 2,000 persons, will 
be the chief feature of a new building 
which wi ll be known as "The WGN 

hicago Theater of the Air," to be 
con.trucced after the war. 

Two Chicagoans were winners of 
the $5,000 fir t prize: Arthur Freder
ick Adams and William F. Clark, spe
cialist in architectural design and 
mechanical engineering of theaters and 
public buildings. Other prizes were 
awarded as follows: second prize of 
$2 500 to Hyland Dinion and Irving 
H. ~fe rrite, New York City· third prize 
of $1 000 to Jo eph T. Gemmi, Deca
tur, Ill.; and 15 honorable mentions of 
$100 each. 

Boston Contest Atvards 

First prize of $5,000 in the recent 
Bo ton oncest was awarded by a 
team of ix men from the faculty of 
Harvard University: Carl J. Friedrich, 
Profes or of Government, chairman; 
Seymour Harri , ssociate Professor of 
Economics; George Walker,. Trustee of 
Real Estate; Walter F. Bogner, Asso
ciate professor of Architecture; hades 
Cherington, T nstructor in Government; 
Talcott Parsons, Professor of Sociology. 

econd prize of $2,000 also was won 
by a team: Henry I. Harriman, vice
chairman, ew England Power ssn., 
and fo rmer president of the Chamber 
of Commerce of the U. ., chairman; 
Louis M. Lyons, writer, Boston Globe. 
secretary: Edward Dana, president, 
Boston Elevated Co.; John C. Kiley. 
Boston real estate man; Joseph D. Le
bnd, president. Boston ociety of • \ r. 

(Co11ti1111ed 011 p.1ge 138) 



READY . . · WHE: 
MEN ANO METAL AR MUSTERED our 

----

Amidst a war for survival of their way 

of life ... the American people look for

ward confidently to postwar ... to days 

when they may enjoy the freedoms for 

which the war is fought. Architects are 

planning now ... for schools and hos-

pitals ... for business offices and facto-

ries ... for hotels and public buildings 

... to serve the Nation of Tomorrow. 

Certain basic trends in the world 

ahead are already crystal-clear ... new 

standards of comfort and luxury . . . 

maximum functional utility. In this plan

ning for the days that lie ahead, GF de-

signers, engineers and craftsmen are co

partners ... ready when men and metal are 

1m1stered 011t ••• to again build Aluminum 

Chairs, Desks, Filing Cabinets and 

other metal furniture for institutions, 

business, transportation, and commerce. 

THE GENERAL FIREPROOFING COMPANY • 1/~ t, f'Jlu 
METAL DESKS • ALUMINUM CHAIRS • METAL FILING CABINETS • STEEL SHELVING • FILING SUPPLIES • SAFES • STORAGE CABINETS 

) 
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chitects; Philip Nichols, lawyer; Rob
ert Bottomly, lawyer. 

CONSTRUCTION 
RESEARCH PROGRAl'tl 

The purpose of the Boston Contest, 
in the language of the program, was 
"to develop citizen interest and citizen 
participation in a forward looking and 
practical master program designed to 
promote the sound growth and pros
perity of the Metropolitan Area." For 
a discussion of its significance, see the 
article by Joseph Hudnut, ARcHITEc
TURAL RECORD, Jan., 1945, pp. 58-63. 

A pioneer movement designed to im
prove standards of construction and 
reduce the cost of building by coordi
nating the research efforts of building 
product manufacturers has been in
augurated by the Technical Committee 
of the Producers' Council, Tyler S. 
Rogers, chairman of the committee, 
has announced. 

The first project to be undertaken is 

with steel corner mullions 
in 3 popular sizes 

for greater light area and neater appearance 
LARGER GLASS AREAS are easier to achieve through the 
use of these smaller steel corner mullions ... created 
by PeUa designers. Prefabricated of heavy gauge, 
galvannealed, ruse-proofed steel. Pella corner mullions 
are available in three space-saving sizes-ranging in 
size from 5'l's" x 5'l's" down to 33/4" x 3%", creating 
a neat, narrow-line corner. 

Pella prefabricated corner mullions save material and hours of construction 
time. Steel construction prevents rotting and warping. Permanent plumbness 

assures smooth window operation. Investigate Pella's ex
tensive line of stock size casement units that permits more 
than 480 possible combinations of single windows, corner 
windows, bays, picture and kitchen windows. All factory 
fitted and assembled, ready co sec right in the wall. 
~ PELLA'S ALL-STEEL JOINING MULLION is ot1/y lo/s" wide! 

It is a real space saver, 1trcnzgtr than the best wood mullion. 

FREE for Architects and Bullders ... A file pocket co,,ta;,,;,,g 
22 loose sheets of scaled details that enable you to create fodividual and ut1· 
usual window arrangements from Pt/la's stock sizt Castmtnl Units. Send for 
your FREE set today, The Ro/screen Company, Dept. B-8&, Pella, Iowa. 

ua 

a study of the development of accepted 
methods for insulating light-gauge 
steel buildings. Representatives of 
steel and insulation companies form
ing the study group met in Detroit on 
February 1 to adopt a study procedure. 
Other meetings will be held as re
quired. 

NAl'tlE SALABLE? 

Upon the dissolution of the archi
tectural firm of R. H. Hunt Co., of 
Chattanooga, Tenn., in January, 1944, 
T. G. Street, a partner in the firm, 
and W. C. Caton, for many years an 
associate of the firm, formed a new 
partnership retaining the old name of 
R. H. Hunt Co. 

Ben F. Hunt, former partner, filed 
a bill in the Chancery Court of Chat
tanooga to enjoin the new firm from 
using this name. The Chancellor is
sued an injunction that the name be 
sold to the highest bidder. Both sides 
appealed to the Supreme Court of Ten
nessee. 

On January 6, 1945 the Supreme 
Court of Tennessee held that the name 
was not a salable asset subject to a 
forced sale, and further held that Ben 
F. Hunt was not entitled to an injunc
tion enjoining Mr. Street and Mr. 
Caton from using the name. 

ARCmTECTURA.L COURSES 
FOR VETERANS 

Refresher courses will be offered by 
the Columbia University School of 
Architecture to returning veterans who 
are graduate architects but have never 
practiced because of the war, Dean 
Leopold Arnaud of the School has an
nounced. 

"Because of restrictions of space and 
staff," Dean Arnaud said, "it is planned 
to limit registration in these refresher 
courses to graduates of recognized 
schools of architecture. The courses 
will be given in concentrated form, 
will be reduced to absolute essentials, 
and will be of about 30 weeks' dura
tion." 

Special provmon is also being 
planned by the Columbia School for 
returning veterans whose professional 
studies were interrupted by the war. 

NORTDWESTERN'S 
BUILDING PROGRAM 

Approximately $17,000,000 in new 
buildings, some of them to be erected 
immediately after the war, and others 
to be completed by the time of the 
University's centennial in 1951, are now 
being planned by Northwestern Uni
versity, President Franklin B. Snyder 
has announced. 

The buildings scheduled for early 
construction after the war include 10• 

(Contintted on page 140) 



"Jgfe ? well /Ve dno/ 9tJt f wtJ /Jgnr/s I'' 
YOUR guess is as good as ours as to what the 
postwar kitchens will be like-but of this we are 
certain-steel will be 1tsed in ever increasing 
quantities! Why? Because steel is a low-cost, 
versatile metal. It is durab le, easy to clean, 

strong and good-looking. No other material can 
do so many jobs so wel l. Write for our new 
booklet, "85 Ways to Make a Better Home." It 
shows how U · S · S Steel Products can be used 
to make better homes at low cost. 

l 
1. STEEL SINK of white porcelain enamel on 

a VITRF.:NAMEL base, or you can have spar~ 
kling U·S·S Stai nless Steel sink and work 
tops that last a lifetime. Both are easy to 
clean. 

2. STEEL CABINETS finished in gleaming 
enamel. Wipe clean in an instant. Doors 
close quietly without banging. Steel drawers 
roll out easily without sticking. 

3. PORCELAIN ENA~IEL WALL TILE. 
Perfect for kitchen walls especially over 
sink and behind the range and refrigerator 
--cleans easily, withstands oven heat. never 
needs paint. 

CAR NE G IE- ILL I NOIS STEEL CORPORATION , Pittsburgh and Chicago 
/ COLUMBIA STEEL COMPANY , Sa11 Francisco 

T ENN ES SEE COAL , IRON & RAILROAD COMPANY , Birmingham 
United States teel Supply Company, ChicogQ, ll' arehouse Distributors 

nited States Steel Export Company, New York 
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resi<lcnce halls for men and \\'Omen. :i 

fiel<l house, :i women's gymnasium. a 
humanitie building. and a dining hall 
for all non-fraternity men on the men 's 
qua<lrnngles. Holabird and Hoot will 
be the architects for the residenc halls 
anJ the women 's gymnasium. 

ther buildings that the U ni\·er~it y 
hopes to complete by l 951, all of them 
on the Evanston campus, includ a 
hapel. an administration building. :rn 

infirmary, and new bui lding. for the 

Solving a 
Mammoth Painting 
Problem 
With the Help of Wing Ventilat
ing and Heating Equipment 

In this, the world's largest water-wash 
paint spray booth, twelve Wingfoil 
Straight-Line Duct Fans take in 400,000 
cubic feet of air per minute and deliver 
it through twelve banks of Wing Variable 
Heating Sections. The heated air is then 
circulated over the painting operation 
and directed to the rear of the booth 
where twelve Wing Vertical Straight-Line 
Exhausters draw the air contaminated with 
over-spray and fumes through a water 
curtain where it is thoroughly washed 
before being exhausted to the atmosphere. 

. chools of speech, education, comm rec 
and journa I ism. 

n the hicago campu the ' 1ni -
\'ersity is making plan. for two n \\' 
ho pitals, a large buildi ng for medical 
research, and a new building to house 
the activitie of the c\'ening di\'1 sion . 

The Uni,·ersity is also making plan 
for a field house to be erected ju t 
north of D che radium with a<.com · 
modation including temporary and 
permanent seats for 14.000 people. Tt 

C ross section of spray booth 

The Wingfoil Fans used in this instal
lation are the new Non · Overloading 
Wingfoil Pressure Type Fans {patents 
pending). As the imposed air resistance 
increases, the Ian motor, instead of being 
overloaded, will actually be "un-loaded" 
-in other words, less horse power !s 
required. . . . This opens an entire new 
field of application to the architect and 
system design engineer. 

Write for a copy of reprint "Problems 
in Paint Spraying" and Bulletin F-9 "Wing 
Ventilating and Duct Type Fans." 

L. J.Wing Mfg.Co., 151 W.14th St.,NewYorkll,N.Y.Factories: .Newark, N . J. 
Made in Canada at Montreal 

WING 

AXIAL FLOW 

DUCT FANS 
J40 

will be of hrirk or concrete corn.trllc
tion, and \\'ill cost approximately $1 -
000.0QO . 

FELLOWSHIP A \ 1 AILABLE 

Th L:niYersity of Illinois has an
n unced th I 4tl~ annual consideration 
of candidates for the Kate .'.\feal Kinley 
]\ lemoria I Fello\\'~h i p. 

The fellow~hip yiel<ls the sum of 
$1,000 to I , used toward a yea r's ad
Ya nccd stmh· of the fine arts in Ameri
ca or abro~d. It is open to college 
gradual . whnse major swdies haYe 
been in music, art or architecture. Ap
plicants should not exceed }-\ years of 
age on Jun 1, 19-15. 

Appli cations should reach the Com
mittee not lat r than May 1, 1945. For 
further information and application 
blanks, address Dean Rexford 1'ew
comb, olleg-e of Fine and Applie<l 
Arts, Room 110, rchitecture Bldg .. 
l ni\·ersi1y of rllinois. Urbana, Tll. 

CfRC'Ul,AHS 
•' OH HO~U~ HUH.Dims 

The Small Homes ouncil of th 
l' n i\ e r~ity of lll inois has just issued its 
first two circulars in non-technical 
languag to gi' e homeowners and 
pros1 e_cti\'e homeowners information 
about home building and maintenanc~, 
an<l ha. announced a dozen more 
similar circular to be i sued by July l. 
"Storm \ \'indow ·" and " leering the 
Home Sit " are the titles of the first 
two pamphlets. Single copies are free 
on request to the Coll ncil. 

NA.REH APl•OINTMENTS 

John ]\ lcC. j\ lowbray of Baltimore, 
land de' elopment leader, ha been ap
pointed chairman of the Realtor~· 
~ ashington Committee of the Ta
tional Association of Real E ·tate 
Boards. and Harry L. eldon, leading 
Detroit realtor, has been named to di 
rect the program o( the Association to 
provide good housing for :Kegroes on 
a sound bllsiness basis, Van Holt Gar
ren. new ·.-\. REB president, has an 
nounced. 

As the policy committee for the A~
soriation ·s 711 local board and 25.000 
members. the Hea lrors' Washington 
Commi ttee cxecu res some of the m:1jor 
programs oi the Association and rep
resent. rhe organized real estate indus
try on national issues. The ·egro 
Housing Committee operates under 
the 'Na. hington ommittee. 

i\fr. , el don . Sllcceeds ewton C. 
Farr of Chicago. under whose direc
tion last yea r the ::"egro Housing om
mittee hei:ran a strong fact-founded 
campaign to familiarize realtors 
throughout the country with the T gro 
hou. ing tleld :is ;111 economic need and 
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SPECIFY STREAMLINE COPPER· PIPE 

FOR THE ARTERIES OF THE POST~WAR HOME 

When specifying or installing a plumbing 
or heating piping system, the following lead
ing questions concerning the arterie$ of the 
building should be of paramount importance. 
You should be able to answer them with a 
positive "yes" • 

.......... + 
Will the piping system continue to give peak 
service year after year for the life of the 
building? 

Will the modern fixtures in the bathroom, 
kitchen and laundry be adequately supplied 
with a full flow of water? 

Will the radiators maintain their maximum 
efficiency in heating every room in the house? 

Will it be free from leaks, particularly in 
concealed places behind the walls and 
between floors and ceilings? 

Will it be forever free from internal clogging 
due to rust? 

Will it actually add to to resale value of the 
property? 

If the answer to any of these questions is NO 
-then you ore not installing the piping system 

that will give you the utmost for the money 
expended, but if you wish to answer oil these 
questions with a positive YES- then your 
choice will be genuine STREAMLINE Copper 
Pipe and STREAMLINE Fittings· and you will 
specify and accept nothing else. 

A STREAMLINE piping system offers the great
est possible resistance to rust and leaking 
water. It provides a lifetime, trouble-free, 
plumbing or heating system that, with the 
possible exception of extremely abnormal 
water conditi~ns, will outlast the building in 
which it is installed. Pion on specifying and 
instollin STREAMLINE Copper Pipe and 
Fittings for your postwar construction-or for 
replacement. 

STREAMLINE 
PIPE AND FITTINGS DIVISION 

M U E LL E R B RA SS C O. 
PORT HURO ... Ml CH IGA N 
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opportunity. Surveys among builders of 
homes and rental accommodations for 
Negroes indicated ~at the Negro fam
ily that wants good housing is a good 
economic risk, and that many Negroes 
who can afford to purchase or rent bet
ter accommodations are unable to do 
so because the market does not pro
vide them. The Committee's program 
stresses its housing program for minor
ity groups as one based on "good busi
ness" an~ local planning rather than 

on social or political viewpoint and a 
national formula . 

THE GI BILL 
The next big step ahead to imple

ment the nation's program for home 
loans to veterans of World War II is 
imminent with meetings of 40-odd 
state legislatures early this year, Hor
ace Russell, general counsel of the U.S. 
Savings and Loan League, reports. 
State laws in many cases now pro-

• u REG. U.S.PAT. OH. 0 . 
Hl06'0t'U 

ARCHITECTURAL SLABS 
2" thin • large slabs 
25 lbs. per sq. ft . . 

OJIL y 4J Piece~ Of' MO- ~AI 
OJ.IL y ?25 Lllll. l"eer Of'JO/NT.J 

...... 
.. ,• .·.·.· 

~~ 
12.J PIECe.r OF STONe ANO 
589 L!NcAL f'eer Or./0/NT.J 

A graphic example of MO-SAI construction as compared to conventional tech
nique. Note great reduction in number of pieces, joints and pointing. Less 
danger of leaks. Large, lightweight slabs easy to erect. 

Interesting textures are provided by exposed aggregates of selected granites, 
quartz and vitrics. Unlimited color combinations. MO-SAI offers a new ap-· 
proach, a new freedom in design. For information on MO-SAI see our cata
log in Sweet's and write nearest manufacturer below. 

MO - SAi ASSOC, I ATES : 
New Haven, Conn ... . . . . .. ..... . ...... The Dextone Company, P. O. Box 606 
Bo~ton, Mass .. ............. Cambridge Cement Stone Co., 156 Lincoln Street 
P~ladelphia, Pa . ... . . . . Formigli Arch't'l Stone Co., Real Estate Trust Bldg. 
Richmond, Va . . . .... ... ... ........ Economy Cast Stone Co., P. O. Box 1223 
Greensboro, ~· C ... .. .. .. ... . ... ... .. Arnold Stone Co., Inc., P. 0 . Box 477 
Oshkosh, W~sc. . . .. . . .... . ... ...... .... Badger Concrete Co., 191 Marion St. 
Salt Lake City, Utah . . . .. . . . .... Otto Buehner & Co., 640 Wilmington Ave. 
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MO-SAI Associates, founded to standardize and improve architectural slabs 
The registered trademark MO-SAI is the property of The Dextone Company: 

hibit mortgage lending institutions 
from offering the full advantages of the 
GI Bill of Rights to applicants, Mr. 
Russell points out, and adjustment of 
the statutes to the veterans' loan pro
gram is being sought by veterans or
ganizations and lending institutions. 
The loans already consummated have 
been in states with fewer restrictions, 
or by lending institutions under fed
eral charter which have already been 
authorized to make such loans. 

NEW ADDRESSES 

Firm Changes 

Roland A. Wank, A.I.A., has re
signed as head architect of the Tennes
see Valley Authority to join the de
signing staff of Albert Kahn Associ
ated Architects & Engineers. He has 
been head architect of the TV A since 
1933. 

Hubert C. Watson, former assistant 
traffic-advertising manager of Pan 
American World Airways, and recent
ly special assistant to the Atlantic 
Division Traffic Manager at N. Y. 
Municipal Airport, is now associated 
with Walter Dorwin Teague, indus
trial designer, New York, as consultant 
on aviation design. A graduate of Yale 
with a degree in art and architecture, 
Mr. Watson has been with Pan Amer
ican Airways since June, 1936. 

Offices Opened 
Bernard Bloom has opened offices for 

the general practice of architecture at 
315 N. Seventh St., St. Louis 1, Mo. 

Emil A. Schmidlin, architect, for
merly a partner in the firm of McMur
ray & Schmidlin of Union, N. J., has 
established independent offices at 586 
Central Ave., East Orange, N. J. 

Offices Reopened 

Munroe Walker Copper, Jr., archi
tect, has reopened his office in the 
Heights Rockefeller Bldg., Cleveland 
Heights 18, Ohio. Mr. Copper has 
served for the past three years in the 
United States Navy. 

Dan R. Sandford, Dan R. Sandford, 
Jr. and Maxwell T. Sandford have an
nounced the reopening of their archi
tectural office at Suite 325 Woodruff 
Bldg., Springfield, Mo. 

New Ofjices 
Roger Allen, architect, has moved 

from one suite of offices to another in 
the same building. Address: 1126 
Grand Rapids Nat'!. Bank Bldg., 
Grand Rapids 2, Mich. 

J. B. Hamme, architect, has moved 
his office to 220 E. King St., York, Pa. 

The offices of the Detroit City Plan 
Commission have been moved to the 
9th floor of the Griswold Bldg., 1214 
Griswold, Detroit. 



ST. JOHN'S HOSPITAL 
SPRINCFIELD, Illinois 

Established fn 1815 by the Religious 
Hospftallers of St. Francis. this insti· 
tutfon has gradually grown to its 
present capacity of 630 beds, 
Tabron fs used to a considerable 
extent throughout these large and 
beautiful buildings. Its low mainte. 
nance cost is particularly appre
ciated in a hospital devoting a large 
part of their funds to charitable 
cases. 

+ 
HOTEL BARNUM ~ 
BRIDCEPORT, Connecticut ~ 
WM. H. HUNT, Mng. Director 
Bridgeport's newest 200 room hotel 
Is a unit ol the American Hotel 
CorporaUon which operates a chain 
ol 50 hotels. Fabron in the rooms 
has solved the problems ol rapid 
depreciation and of maintenance 
which are acute in this city bustling 
with wartime acUvity. 

FABRON - ITS ARCHITECTURAL ADVANTACES 

Every architect is constantly faced with •two major 
responsibilities. First, he must deliver to his client 
a structure designed to best fulfil I its function and 
which is erected with durable materials selected 
for minimum maintenance; second, he aims at a 
record of sound judgment which is reflected in the 
finished building and which, from the structural 
and decorative standpoints, wi II become a credit
able reference. Fabron fits singularly well with 
this reasoning. 

Fabron fabric wall covering, specifically devised 
for institutional interiors, epitomizes the modern 
method of finishing interior walls and ceilings. It 
performs the double function of providing a dur
able and sound decoration and a protective and re
inforcing agent to plaster. Its fabric and plastic 
body prevents the appearance of cracks, its sunfast 
lacquer pain·t surface is non-peeling, scuff resistant, 
non-porous and can be easily washed or disinfected 
as often as necessary. Its permanence eliminates 
expensive and inconvenient periodic redecorations, 
it reduces the cost of building maintenance -
savings which are highly valued by every institu
tional administrator. 

WASHABLE fo?,ron SUN FAST 

THE Fabric Wall Covering for Institutions 

-FREDERIC BLANK & CO., INC. 
E1tablished 1913 

230 PARK AVENUE • NEW YORK 17, N. Y. 

Each Fabron installation becomes a permanent tes
timonial to the architect's wise choice and business 
judgment. Hundreds of hospitals, hotels , religious 
institutions, apartment houses, colleges, schooJs, 
office buildings, etc., attest the proven merits of 
Fabron. References are furnished on request. 

A wide range of colors, textures and patterns, spe
cifically designed for institutional irl'teriors allow 
the architect a great latitude of decorative expres
sion , and the samples we furnish enable him to 
predetermine desired effects •to insure his client's 
satisfaction. 

Our Specialized Advisory Service-with more than 
thirty years of experience-is at the service of the 
Architect to ligflten his burden. From his blueprint, 
a decorative schedule is prepared, complete with 
required quantities, samples and costs. Standard 
specification forms are sent on request. An example 
of the usefulness of ·this service, as well as complete 
information about Fabron, will be furr:iished by 
filling in and returning the coupon below. 

FREDERIC BLANK & CO., INC. 
230 Park Ave., New York 17, N . Y 

AR 3-45 

Project ·-----------------

In connection with the above project, please send me complete in· 
lormction and coat of FABRON. 

Ncm•------------------~ 
Add1eaa __________________ _ 

City: ______________ ;Stcte ____ _ 
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FOR BETTER BUILDING ( Co1111u11ed from page.!(} J 

the depths of the inJi1 iJu.tl members 
constant, these Yariation · require no 
changes in shop det<tils or fabricating 
jigs. 

As the top chorJ i · a wide flange 
beam it can carry purlin:. .lt a •ariety 
of pacings without regard to panel 
points, and is also ad.1ptable to con
tinuous uniform loading. imilarly 
the bottom chord c,1 11 carry load · at 
any point and can be med. it elf. as 
a monorail. 

. \ .. natural .. Lor welding, shop fabri
cation on a 50-ft. truss requires a toul 
of 4 l lineal ft. ot fillet weld, all oi 
which is accomplished by down weld
ing . The H -sections are assembled in 
.i jig. tack-welded .md welding is com
pleted with the truss in a l'ertical 
position. 

Because it is fabricated completely 
from rolled members which are im
ply cut to desired lengths, no plitting, 
blocking. slutting or chipping is neces-

These Wiley Books are practical and authoritative-designed to help you do better 
work. Whether you want a "refresher" or wan t to increase your knowledge, look 
over the important titles listed below. Then make your selection and order from 
the coupon today. 

ARCHITECTURAL GRAPHIC STANDARDS 
Third Edit ion 

B~· Char·le · G. Ramsey and Har'l>ld R. Sleeper 
344 Pages $6.00 
This archileclural "uest seller" presenls the authoritath e and con1 enienl 
answer to the question~ raised in solv ing lire arrhitert·s flail\• problems. All 
data, standards. and information are shown graph ically, so that pictures tell 
the story cl arh•. The es ential tacts are giv n without excessive detail or 
ornament. This hook h proved itself an indispensahle lime- and effort
'aver to the drafl•man. rchitect. and enginee1·. 

MECHANICAL AND EL ECTRICAL 
EQUIPM ENT FOR BUILDI NGS 

Br CHARLES M. GAY and 
CHA RLES DoV. FAWCETT 
Sf'cond Edition. 453 Pn~t'" $5.00 
Completely revised; lrf'al11 fully tlu, aJ\'anc"11 .iu tbtt 
field. and contains up-to-t~u~-111im1te and e.\panded 
tablet. Includes · 1nnih1tiou. hf'otliug. ventilating, air 
condition.inc, lighting, acoustic• nd water uppl~. 

SI MPLIFIED DESIGN OF ROOF TRUSSES 
FOR ARCHITECTS AND BU ILDERS 

Br HARRY PARKER 
l 1.15 Pagel S2. 75 
. \ compact, thorough lreatmrut of the essential 
J)dneiples and method& hf'hiuJ thl'.' desigu or th ... 
most common types of roof truues. .omprt-heusiv.
t'IHm~h for the practicing architf'ct or builder 
iruple enough for the br~innt>r. 

PLUMBING PRACTICE AND DES IGN 
(2 Vols.) 

B)· VEND PLUM 
VOL. I, 315 Pago1, $4.50 VOL 11. J~" Pa~•» <.50 
The e volumet tflptf' eut a complete ""orkiug librar~ 
uo plumbing. They ofl't>r the euential. modf'ro dat1t 
on plumbing in haudy rehreuce form. 

ARCH ITECTS' AND BUILDERS' HANDBOOK 
Br FRANK E. KIDDER and HARRY PARKER 
EigbLeenth Edition. 2315 Paitf'8 8.00 
Conta.in1 information 011 f''t"r~ "uhjt"d like)~ to 
c.ome up for consideration Lt~ t4tt"hitecl and builde-r<i. 

MATER IALS AND METHODS OF ARCHI -
TECTURAL CONSTRUCTION 

.. econd Edition. 636 Pages o.00 
Uy CHARLES l\f. GAY and HARRY PARKER 
' ow rf'vi ed. this hook gives thfl latest USfll of 

preued ""ood, plastics. and structural glas1, a1 well 
a9 the newest table& OU the 8trf'ngth or lllAINiaJs 
uud propertie1 or structural steel. 

SIMPLIFIED DESIGN OF REI NFORC ED 
CONCRETE 

By H.\RRY p,\RK EH 
!!49 Pages 
Con.taint s imple, ~uccinc l 
u ual rriu(orc:.ed r-oncrel~ 
Gives nit o.e.ce.uarv tabln. 

2.75 
~,p lllnatiom1 or all the 
nu:mb~r in buildin~s . 

STANDARD PLUMBING DETAILS 
Uy LOUI J . DA\' 
119 Pia••• 6.00 
Coven every phn11:f' or -plumbing graphically, with 
no text description . The dru,,..intt tell s th.- -whoJ,. 
story- ioatallatiou, c.01111ec1iou1, and how Ibey fit 
1og•ther. This valuable book: pre en.ti ouud, rf'
linble inform:tlion covering best modern practif'f'. 

SIMPLIFIED ENGi NEERING FOR 
ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS 

!Iv HARRY PARKER 
:! i I Pages 12.75 
\ praclit"al book c::outaining the important basic 

1•ri 11 ciples employed in thf' de ign or structural 
111rmhf't in buildin!! • F.-aturea practical proble1111 
"ilh their solution~. 

• - - ••••• •• ON APPR01VAL COUPON. - - -- • - -
JOHN WILEY & SONS, Inc., 440 Fourth Ave., New York 16, N. Y. 
Plt:ase nod m e on ten ,,.,,,· approvMl t he books 1 have checked in this ad\•er ti aemeul (or I 
am attaching lo this CUUJ>Oll (I •t'parate lisl Of the books dt"tired) . _.\I t)1e end or that time. if 
I decide lo keep the hot1J.. •. I "ill rf'mit indicated 1•rice µlus po.Uage; other"i se I will return 
th~ books postpaid. 

Narne • ••..•............ , ...... • • • .... .. . • • . ........ · · ·•· · ..... · · · · ·•• · · • ·· ·· • ••• • ••· · · ··•·•· · 

Addreu •. . .. . .. .. . . . ... . . •• · · · ··• · · · ·• · .. ··· • · · · · .. · · ·• · · · · · ··· ·· " " · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
City •nd l'lle •........ • ..... • ......•................... , .. . ...... . ..... . • • ...... . ............ 

Employed h, • . ......... • ... . ... . ... . • . .... ... .••.........•.. ..• ... . .. , • .....• , ....... . \ll .J-15 
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50-ft. tms es in new 11•elded design 

sary. The only raw cut edges are 
clo ed by the welds, so that only the 
smooi:h, hard, rolled surfaces are ex
posed, which gives the truss a maxi
mum o[ corrosion resistance, the com
pany reports. 

iUORTAH CE.lUEN'l ' 

Just announced is , lt/11 . .- .\lortar 
cement, now ready for shipmen~ from 
all of the manufacturer's plants. 

Described as a plastic, smooth and 
buttery-l ike product which spreads and 
trowels easily, the new cement is said 
to have an exceptionally high yield and 
a low 1 olume change; good color prop
erties, durability, and strength to meet 
all requirements. Complies with the 
specifications of the federal govern
ment and the American So iety for 
Testing Materials. Universal Atlas 
Cement Co., Chrysler Bldg., New 
York 17, X Y. 

HEATING COILS 

Introduced to meet the more special
ized requirements of extended surface 
heating coils in modern air condition
ing, heating, drying and processing 
sy rems is a new and broader line of 
copper blast heaters and booster units. 

The new line of coils incorporates 
design modifications which contribute 
to improved performance and durabil
ity, and which adapt these coils more 
clo ely to the actual needs of heating 
e~gineers and drying equipment de
signers. 

Available now for wartime priority 
applications, the e coil , in the types 
and size cataloged, will also be fur
nished after the war and can reliably 
be specified for postwa r systems and 
equipment being designed today. 
Modine i\ !fg. Co., Raci ne, Wis. 

BONDED INSULATION 

For the fir t time in the history of 
mineral wool insulation, the United 
States ~lineral Wool o. (Chicago and 

ew York) is offering its independent 
contractors the opportunity to give an 
fn tallation Ron<l on all home insula
tion contracts. 

(Continued on paKe 146) 



"It . ' a1n t 
necessarily so ... '' 

Reduced fuel supply doesn't necessarily mean 

that buildings will b inadequately heated. It 

does mean, however, that you will have to con, 

sider your fuel use wi ely in o rder to obtain 

comfortable heat. 

The answer is Contrnl. An automatically con, 

trolled Webster Moderator Sy tern will never 

waste any valuable fue l. It won't overheat or 

underheat becau e the amount of steam deliv, 

ered to each radiato r will be controlled to agree 

with outdoor temperatures. That's the ecret of 

the Webster Moderator Sy tern of Steam Heating. 

The Webster Moderator System guarantees 

prompt heating,up, balanced distribution of 

steam and even room temperatures. There are 

Th.: Wcbstt:r Oucdoor 
Thermoscac aucomatic
ally chang.:s hearing 
r ate when oucdoor 
temperature changes. 

just four control elements: An Outdoor Ther, 

mo tat, a Main Steam Control Valve, a Manual 

Variator and a Pressure Control Cabinet. They 

· assure increased comfort and economy in mod, 

ern steam heating. 

More Heat with Less Fuel 
Webster Engineers have found through thou, 

sands of surveys that seven out of ten large build, 

ings in America (many less than ten years old) can 

oet up to 33% more heat from the fuel consumed. 

If you've been wondering how to heat your 

building with less fuel, send for a copy of 

"Performance Facts." You'll discover the great 

savings obtained in 268 Webster System in, 

stallations. Write Department AR-3. 

WARREN WEBSTER &COMPANY, Camden, N.J. 
Pioneers of the V acuum System of Sceam Heating : : Est. 1888 
N.~pr~si: ncaliv~s in Principalcicies:: Darling Bros., Led., Monocal Cancad.;& 

T-/-5..,,.;.+ 
~Ill;~ 
CONTR.OL 
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LARGE ITEM in the operating costs of 
high buildings • • • or any buildings 
of more than one story • • . is the 
vertical transportation of passengers 
and freight. Peak efficiency can be ob
tained at lower costs with Montgomery 
Elevators. Not only is their original 
cost generaJJy lower than other com· 
parable makes, but for years Mont· 
gomery Elevators have been giving 
such dependable service in thousands 
of buildings that practfrally no maior 
repairs have ever been required. For 
post-war construction or modernization, 
whether the building plans call for 
two stories or 42, you can depend on 
Montgomery for assistance in design
ing and engineering an efficient vertical 
transportation system. 

MONTCOMERY MANUFACTURES a com· 
plete line of passenger and freight ele· 
vators, electric dumbwaiters and spe· 
cial equipment for vertical transporta· 
tion. If you are planning a specific 
project, Montgomery Elevator Com· 
pany invites your elevator problems. 

ttflfjl!UUlitl 
~COMPANY 

HOME OFFICE • Moline, Illinois 
/lr,1nc/J Offices and ,1gmls in Prinup.,/ Cities ' 
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FOR BETTER BUILDING 

( Co11ti11t1ed from page 144) 

Carefully selected insulation appli
cators throughout the country are be
ing appointed by the company as 
Bonded Installation Contractors. Each 
of these contractors can now offer to 
any owner who is contemplating the 
insulation of his home, an Installation 
Bond issued by the New York Cas
ualty Company. 

Clear-view, handy display refrigerator 

DISPLAY REFRIGERATOR 

A new Self-Service Frozen Food 
Display Refrigerator makes it unneces
sary for the customer to slide or open 
doors to obtain the merchandise. 
Frozen foods can be displayed within 
clear view and easy reach of customers. 
The case is so designed as to eliminate 
the need for reaching down into the 
refrigerator. Production is dependent 
upon removal or revision of WPB re
strictions, and the unit cannot be ob
tained now. Bussmann Refrigeration, 
Inc., 2401 N. Leffingwell, St., Louis 6. 

PLYWOOD ADHESIVE 

A new adhesive, promising to lower 
plywood production costs by cutting 
bonding and assembly time in hard
wood plywood, is Amberlite PR-245, 
a thermo-setting phenol formaldehyde 
in dry powder form, readily soh1ble in 
water, alcohol and mixtures of the 
two. Resinous Products & Chemical 
Co. 

METAL WINDOWS 

Restrictions on the sale of metal 
windows have been established to take 
the place of restrictions on their manu
facture, the WPB has announced. This 
action will enable manufacturers to 
make standard and economic runs and 
to utilize labor more effectively. 

The change, effected through an 
amendment to Order L-77, permits 

(Continued on page 148) 

Ven us Drawing 

Pencils are engineered to 

give you drafting perf ec

tion without failure: 

accurately graded to 

assure uniformity in 

all 17 degrees . .. 

strong in perform

ance ... smooth and 

clean in action. 

Put VENU to the 

test on your drawing 

board. Send us a post

card or a note for two 

free samples. Spe

cify degrees wanted. 

AMF.lllCAN Luo P ENCIL Col4rANV, H oROlli:E:t. NE"' JERSEY 



An Enameling 

Improvement 

ready now! 

T HE Titanium Alloy Man
ufacturing Company an

nounces a new titanium alloy 
enameling steel which offers 
improved quality and reduced 
cost to tne manufacturers of 
vitreous enameled products. 

This new steel has exceptional 
ductility, being in this respect 
at least equal to the best deep 
drawing steels previously 
known. It also has superior 
resistance to sagging at enam
eling temperatures. · 

Tests conducted in many differ
ent laboratories have indicated 
that the use of titanium alloy 

enameling steel virtually elim
inates primary boiling because 
of the fact that the carbon in the 
steel has been stabilized by the 
titanium. This indicates that 
ground coat can be eliminated, 
assuring greater uniformity of 
fini hed pr duct and reducing 
rejects and re-operations very 
substantially. It permits fur
thermore the application of 
lighter coats of enamel with the 
consequent reduction in cost 

and improvement in appear
ance and wearing qualities of 
many enameled articles. 

There are many additional fea
tures of interest to both steel 
producer and manufacturers of 
enameled products. 

A member of our Technical 
Staff will be glad to go over 
details with you at your con
venience. Send us a card for 
prompt action. 

* * * 
Pending patmt applicatiom on the neVJ mam
eli11g proceu a11d product made thereby are 
OVJned jointly by l11/a11d Steel Company a11d 
Tiu Titanium 111/oy Manufacturing Company 
1111der Tmst Agreement. 

THE TITANIUM ALLOY MANUrACTURING COMPANY 
Executive Offices: 111 BROADWAY, NEw YoRK, N. Y. General Offices and Works: NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y. 
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YOUR "G.I. JOE" WOULD 
CALL IT "JUSTIFIED EX
PENSE ON THE HOME 
FRONT" ... BUT HE'D EX
PECT HIS MONEY ' S 
WORTH BECAUSE JOE'S A 
PRACTICAL GUY AND HE 
GETS RESULTS! 

HE'D WANT TO KNOW ... 
"HOW GOOD IS IT?" 

And our answer would be, "A 
ROOF IS AS GOOD AS THE 
MATERIALS, DESIGN, AND 
WORKMANSHIP THAT GO 
I TTO IT." 

Money, manpower, and mate
rials to maintain dependable 
er ice in roof are ju tified 

when you pecify ABESTO 
COLD PROCESS ROOFING 
MATERIALS. Used with any 
tandard brand roll roofing 

Abesto make a new protection 
that will give many 111ore years 
of efficient service. 

There are several plans for the 
roof that need repair that you, 
a designers and builder , know 
in general. We'd like you to see 
the specific ABESTO PROC. 
ESS for these general plans. 

Abesto materials plus Abesto 
Col.cl Process design make good 
workmanship imple and easy 

so the combination of 
Abesto materials, Abesto Cold 
Process de ign and that good 
workmanship will give a roof 
that "G.I. JOE" would keh a 
justified expe11se! 

Write for our free specification 
heet which show the various 

types of construction for which 
Abesto is u ed. 

ABESTO MANUFACTURING CO. 
MICHIGAN CITY IN DIANA 
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I FOR BE'l'TER BUILDING 

( c o 111i1111ed from page 1-16 ) 

manufacturers to di or deliver metal 
windows to fill orJer rated A-5 or 
better. Formerly they were permitted 
to manufacture meta l wi ndows onl y to 
fill ordt:rs from the military or those 
with A ,\ -5 or better rati ngs. 

The provision of L-77 permitting 
manufacture of metal storm windo"~ 
of aluminum or magne ium, and those 
made o( other metals it the materials 
are obtaineJ from id le or excess 11 1-

Yentories, remains unchanged. 

CLA l' 'I'LLES 
STANDARD A VAILABU: 

Printed copies oE Simplified Practice 
Recommendation R6l-44, Clay Til s 
fo r Floors anJ Walls, arc now avai l
able according to an an nouncement of 
the 'Division oE impli fied Practice, 
. ational Bureau of Standard . 

The recommendation, which is a re
vision of an earlier issue, now includes 
wall tile trimmers, flat qua rry ti les, 
quarry ti le trimmers and quarry ti.le 
colors. The sizes, shape and colors 111 

these items are those in genera l de
mand and have be n app roved by pro
duce rs, distributors anJ users as being 
adequate fo r practically all purposes 
for whi ch these tiles arc used. No 
change is made in the size · of glazed 
wall tiles, but in ceramic mosaic there 
are a number of adJitional sizes and 
shapes Ii ted. 

Copies of the recommendation may 
be obtained from the uperintcndent 
of Documents Government Printing 
Office, Washington 25, D. C .. for IOc. 
each. 

PLAS'l ' IC BLIND IUVE'I ' 

Permitting one-man operation and 
blind fastening, a new plastic blind 
rivet called the Des-Rivet is applied by 
pressing the tapered fingers into a 
drilled hole. 

The D es-Ri vet is molded as one 
piece consisti ng of a head wi th plug 
attached by a thin breakaway section 
and a tapered shank split to form four 
tapered fingers. The shank and head 
are hollow to the same diameter as 
the plug. Available in a wide va riety 
of hapes and sizes in several plastic 
materials including ylon. All con
Yentional and man y special colors may 
be obtained. 

For use in decorative applications 
the translucent properties of many of 
the plastics offer the possibility of com
bining improved fu nctional value with 
decorative effect. The physical proper
ties of D es-Rivets depend upon the 
plastic from which they are molded. 
Victory Mfg. Co., ll05 Fai r Oaks 
Ave., South Pasadena, Calif. 

• Check your file of Stewart Fence 
literature. If you do not have all 
the catalogs listed below, we will be 
glad to send them to you Stewart 
Chain Link Wire Fence and other 
wire products are available NOW 
for certain protective purposes. 
Write us for full information. 

STEWART CATALOGS , 
CATALOG 81, Standard Iron 
Fences (with Channel Rails) 
Gates and Arches 

CATALOG 80, Standard Iron 
Fences (with Angle R ails) 

CATALOG 79, Standard Chain 
Link Wire Fences and Gates 

CATALOG "D," Highly Orna
mental Iron Fences and Gates 

CATALOG R -38, Railings, Pier 
Lanterns, Interior Gates, Ve
randa Work, etc. 

CATALOG W -40, Window 
Guards, Wire Mesh Partitions, 
Folding Gates, etc. 

CATALOG I -42, Industrial 
Fence Specifications Manual 

The Stewart Iron Works Co., Inc. 
1277 Stewart Block Cincinnati 1, Ohio 
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